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Abstract
This dissertation is an exploratory study of the meaning making that leads to social
entrepreneurial action; specifically, action that has either moved beyond the local or at the local
level has impacted several different systems. Recent leadership research suggests that to meet
today’s complex challenges and create sustainable change, leadership must possess bigger
minds, meaning advanced and mature ways of understanding the world (Cook-Greuter, 1999;
Torbert, 1999). By challenging and changing established equilibriums with new structures, new
systems, and new relationships, social entrepreneurs reflect a capacity to understand the world in
complex ways. Through the lens of constructive-developmental theory (Kegan, 1982, 1994) and
the action logic framework of Cook-Greuter (1999, 2002, 2003, 2004), Rooke and Torbert
(2004), Torbert (1994, 1996), and Torbert et al. (2004), this study examined the complexity of
mind of 9 social entrepreneurs and the perspective-shifting experiences that led to social
entrepreneurial action. The purpose of the study was to obtain insights for constructing learning
environments for the development of future social entrepreneurs and determine whether a sample
of social entrepreneurs might yield a higher percentage of individuals engaged in advanced and
complex meaning making. Participants were assessed for their action logic using the Leadership
Development Profile (Cook-Greuter, 1999, 2004; Rooke & Torbert, 2005; Torbert et al., 2004), a
variation of the Washington University Sentence Completion Test (Loevinger & Wessler, 1970)
and were interviewed to identify significant perspective-shifting experiences. The sample
revealed two Individualists, one Strategist/early Alchemist, one late Achiever, and five
Achievers; suggesting that operating from Achiever action logic may be a prerequisite for
engagement in social entrepreneurial action. The results of the study also suggest early life
experiences of a global perspective contribute to a commitment to social change. The three
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themes that emerged, an awakening, a community connection, and a global perspective,
highlighted empathy as a catalyst for taking responsibility for a greater good. An area to be
further explored is whether engagement in social entrepreneurial action and/or the cultivation of
empathy is a pathway to advanced meaning making capacity. The electronic version of this
dissertation is at OhioLink ETD Center, www.ohiolink.edu/etd
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Preface
“For us in the beginning it was being, and only later it was thinking. First, we are, and
then we think, and we think only inasmuch as we are, since thinking is indeed caused by the
structures and operations of being” (Damasio, 1994, p. 248).
The inspiration for this research question finds its roots in my enduring belief in the
possibility of social and personal transformational change. For most of my life, I have been
engaged in a variety of social change issues, believing that hard work, passion, and a dose of
righteousness could change the world. These commitments and passions would alternate with
adventures into the world of spirit as I sought refuge from the intensity and frustration of
attempting to create social change. After a period of time, I would emerge—ready to do battle. I
was living in a dualistic world that was ineffective in creating change. The understanding that
social change only happens when one has cultivated the capacity to embody inner and outer
changes, while engaged in direct action, had not yet revealed itself to me.
Along the way, I have had the good fortune to meet many individuals who are creating
change in ways that seemed different to me. Rather than coming from the place of righteous
indignation that often described the social activists of the 1960s and 1970s, these individuals
appeared to be moving from a different consciousness—possessing a way of understanding the
world that is more complex—intentional, inclusive, and innovative. They appeared to have the
capacity to thrive in a world of uncertainty and ambiguity while holding an intention to generate
innovative solutions for the greater good. Their willingness to traverse unfamiliar and
unstructured territory was inspiring. Many of these individuals referred to themselves as social
entrepreneurs.
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The perspective of these social entrepreneurs resonated. Instead of operating from a
stance of moral outrage, they appeared to operate from a more compassionate and bold stance,
leading me to wonder about the consciousness development that leads to social entrepreneurial
action. As pointed out by Reams (2007), “there is a razor’s edge here, between the desire to be
of service to the world and one’s fellow human beings, and the quality of energy one brings to
these acts of service” (p. 258). By exploring the meaning making that leads to social
entrepreneurial action, I hope to obtain critical insights for the development of a leadership
culture interested in cultivating the quality of energy that leads to the timely and transforming
actions needed to make the world a better place.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Purpose of the Dissertation
The purpose of this exploratory research is to understand the meaning making that leads
to social entrepreneurial action. Specifically, I was interested in the actions of social
entrepreneurs, who are engaged in system changing actions, defined as actions that either moved
beyond the local or actions that impacted many different systems at the local level. Through the
lens of constructive-developmental theory (Kegan, 1982, 1994) and the action logic framework,
as developed by Cook-Greuter (1999) and Torbert et al. (2004), this study examined the
complexity of meaning making engaged in by these social entrepreneurs and the perspectiveshifting experiences that led them to social entrepreneurial action. For purposes of this study, I
defined perspective-shifting experiences (PSEs) as experiences that create cognitive dissonance
and prompt critical reflection. Cognitive dissonance is defined as a point of pain, confusion,
contradiction, or an internal unrest that results in a perspective shift and subsequent engagement
with system changing actions for a greater good. Critical reflection is defined as taking
responsibility for examining one’s beliefs and how those beliefs are shaping their actions in the
world. Assessing the complexity of meaning making was accomplished by administering the
Leadership Development Profile (LDP) and identifying the PSEs was accomplished by
conducting semi-structured interviews.
Recent leadership research suggests that to meet today’s complex challenges and create
sustainable change, leaders must possess “bigger minds” (J. McGuire & Rhodes, 2009, p. 53),
meaning advanced and mature ways of understanding the world: “more mental depth, breadth,
and the ability to handle complexity” (p. 53). Growing and changing as a result of adapting to
our continuously changing world is inherent in being human. However, today’s challenges are
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asking leaders to do more than adapt to their environment, to reach backward and apply old
solutions to new complexities (J. McGuire & Rhodes, 2009). Today’s challenges are asking
leaders to innovate, to see with new eyes, to transform (J. McGuire & Rhodes, 2009; Torbert et
al., 2004). This type of change does not occur simply by learning new competencies and new
knowledge. It is a change that requires a shift in mind-set, a developmental shift that occurs as
individuals reach the limitations of their current meaning making. This research study, using the
framework of constructive-developmental theory and action logics, was an exploration into the
meaning making that led individuals to engage in social entrepreneurial action.
Through the lens of constructive-developmental theory, the individual steps along the
developmental continuum are stages or orders of consciousness (Kegan, 1994). Through the lens
of the action logic framework, the various stages are called action logics. The more complex
ways of making meaning of situations are called self-transforming mind and post-conventional
action logics respectively. A stage or an action logic is determined by the cognitive and affective
capacity a person has available as she or he progresses through distinct phases of evolving
epistemic complexity and capacity (Cook-Greuter, 2002, 2003, 2004; Kegan, 1982, 1994; Kegan
& Lahey, 2009; Rooke & Torbert, 2005; Torbert et al., 2004). Our affective and cognitive
capacities shape how we construct meaning of our experiences, which in turn, informs the
quality of our actions. In other words, the more complex our ways of knowing, the more
transformed is our consciousness; and the more transformed our consciousness, the more
effective our actions in meeting increasingly complex systemic challenges with innovative
solutions that benefit humanity (Cook-Greater, 1999, 2002, 2003, 2004; Harris & Kuhnert, 2008;
Kuhnert & Lewis, 1987; McCauley, Drath, Palus, O’Connor, & Baker, 2006; J. McGuire, Palus,
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& Torbert, 2008; Merron, Fisher, & Torbert, 1987; Rooke & Torbert, 2005; Torbert et al., 2004;
Kuhnert & Strang, 2009).
The action logic framework is specifically concerned with the mind-set associated with
the action of leading change, with the later action logics, called the post-conventional action
logics, correlating with increased effectiveness in leading change. The research identifies only
15% of the population operate from the later action logics (Boirai, Cayer, & Baron, 2009; Harris
& Kuhnert, 2008; Kuhnert & Lewis, 1987; McCauley et al., 2006; Rooke & Torbert, 2005). As
a result, a hypothesis of this dissertation was that individuals engaged in system-changing actions
for a greater good, are informed by post-conventional action logics, and that an examination of
the complexity of mind possessed by these individuals would yield a potentially larger pool from
which to study later action logics. A second hypothesis was that individuals engaged in system
changing actions made the decision as a result of a shift in their worldviews; and, that identifying
and understanding their perspective-shifting experiences (PSEs) would provide insights for
constructing learning environments that inspire and develop future social entrepreneurs.
Accordingly, two inquiries shaped the design of this study: (a) what is the complexity of
meaning making of individuals engaged in system changing actions, and (b) what were the
perspective shifting experiences that led these individuals to social entrepreneurial action?
Discovering answers to these questions was accomplished by administering Torbert et al.
(2004) Leadership Development Profile (LDP), which assessed the complexity of the action
logics of nine social entrepreneurs, and by conducting in-depth interviews to explore the PSEs
and internal shifts that propelled these individuals to social entrepreneurial action. Finally, in its
essence, this dissertation is an inquiry into the experiences that could lead to an internal shift
from the “I . . . [to the] We” (Greenberg & Weber, 2008, p. ix) resulting in action for a greater
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good.
In this introductory section, I illuminate the importance of the research focus of the
dissertation, describe my position as the researcher, present the areas of inquiry of my literature
review, identifying gap areas in the current literature, and lastly, provide a brief summary of the
remaining chapters of the dissertation.
Understanding Social Entrepreneurial Action
We live in a world facing unprecedented challenges such as international security issues,
ecological and economic crises, corporate scandals, health care crises, and global poverty. Yet,
the most significant aspect of these challenges is that they are focusing our attention on the
underlying nature of our world, that it is continuously changing, complex, and interdependent.
Until now, most regions of the world have refused to see our world in these ways, certain that
resources were limitless and the effects of our actions were circumscribed. Now, as we begin to
see with new eyes, there is a call for innovative, inclusive, strategic, and systemic conceptual
frameworks for solving these global problems.
The call for new conceptual global frameworks reflects Einstein’s observation that “no
problem can be solved from the same level of thinking that created it” (Wheatley, 2007, p. 3) and
the recent recognition that the thinking and leadership strategies that grew out of the Newtonian
framework—linear, certain, predictable, rational, and objective—are no longer effective (CookGreuter, 2004; Rooke & Torbert, 2005; Torbert et al., 2004; Wheatley, 1999, 2005). The
complexities of the 21st century are requiring actions shaped by perceptions of mutuality and
experiences of “humility” (Sinclair & Wilson, 2002, p. 59), that move us beyond egotistical and
individualistic ways of thinking (Wheatley, 1999).
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Social entrepreneurs are engaged in future-oriented actions that are responsive to the call
for new frameworks to meet today’s complexities. Not interested in the past-oriented actions of
imposing pre-existing models and solutions, social entrepreneurs are meeting persistent social
problems by challenging and changing established equilibriums with new structures, new
systems, and new relationships (Martin & Osberg, 2007). Additionally, the experimental nature
of social entrepreneurial action points to a “creative attitude” that is comfortable with ambiguity
and to the “possibilities, potentials, novelty, change, and difference” of the future (Montouri,
2005, p. 34). My investigation into the meaning making that leads to social entrepreneurial
action generated insights into how to develop future social entrepreneurs capable of innovative
actions that meet today’s complexities by creating “better ways of living together” (Heifetz,
1994, p. 4).
Researcher’s Stance
Most compelling about the human journey is how we shape our lives and the
consciousness that informs that shaping. Some of us shape our lives in ways that reflect the
belief that life is linear and, therefore, the journey is movement from one goal to another. Others
discover the shape of their lives as they walk the path with an appreciation of its ever-changing
nature; and still others seem to dance between these two possibilities (Bateson, 1989). I dance
between the two possibilities, not because I view life as a linear progression, but because
enacting and embodying the view that the shaping our lives simultaneously involves becoming
and being is difficult and not quite within my developmental grasp.
My understanding of how lives are shaped is reflected in Alfred N. Whitehead’s (1978)
description of human beings as human “becoming” (p.126) and Combs’ (2002) observation that
the human experience is a process of flux, not a fixed event, more of the “nature of rippling
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water than of the rocks over which it flows” (p. 2). When we understand the human experience
as a process of flux and we loosen the “chains of inherited patterns of knowing based in the past”
(Tulku, 1987, p. 89), “shaping becomes about a continual reimagining of the future” (Bateson,
1989, p. 29).
This processual becoming view of reality describes my stance as a researcher, a
“postmodern style of thinking [that] privileges action, movement, process, and emergence, [and
possesses comfort with] paradox, uncertainty, and the not-yet-known” (Chia, 1995, p. 597). It is
also a stance that is in alignment with the nature of my research inquiry—social entrepreneurial
actions that emerge from a reimagining of the future.
Areas of Inquiry
Entrepreneurs. Social entrepreneurial action, as a field of study and practice, is a fairly
recent phenomenon that finds its roots in the field of entrepreneurship. Accordingly, a review of
the research on entrepreneurs is vital to understanding social entrepreneurs. Until the 1990s,
much of the entrepreneurial literature focused on extrinsic knowledge with little emphasis on
understanding the intrinsic processes of the entrepreneurial experience—how people develop
entrepreneurial capabilities and practices (Rae, 2000; Rae & Carswell, 2001).
In the late 1990s, entrepreneurial researchers began to recognize entrepreneurial thinking
as a central driver of entrepreneurial action and began to explore the essential link between
thinking and doing through the lens of cognitive psychology (Krueger, 2005). The cognitive
lens, informed by the computational paradigm, draws from the literature on knowledge structures
—mental models, cognitive scripts, and schemas that are formed from previous experiences
(Baron, 1998; Baron & Ward, 2004; Mitchell et al., 2002). As a result, the cognitive approach
represents a past orientation to action, a static understanding of the relationship between thinking
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and action (Baron, 2004; Mitchell et al., 2002; Rae, 2000). Accordingly, the cognitive approach
was not responsive to the call for new paradigms shaped by “future-oriented thinking” (Rae,
2000, p. 151).
More recently, research on entrepreneurship has been exploring the link between thinking
and doing through the lens of entrepreneurial learning (Cope, 2005; Cope & Watts, 2000; Politis,
2005; Rae, 2000; Rae & Carswell, 2000). Within the entrepreneurial context, an outcome of
learning is realizing the interdependence of “knowing, doing, and understanding why” (Rae,
2000, p. 151), leading one to act differently in specific entrepreneurial behavior, such as
recognizing and acting on opportunities (Krueger, 2005; Rae, 2000). The more recent call by
Krueger (2007) for a deeper examination into the “deep beliefs and deep belief structures of
entrepreneurs, [and an exploration into the] intrinsic processes” (p. 133) that drive
entrepreneurial action resonates with the focus of this dissertation.
Social entrepreneurs. The complexity of the world requires courageous and innovative
acts of direct action that challenge the ways things are, direct actions that will a “generate a
paradigm shift in the way a societal need is met” (Elkington & Hartigan, 2008, p. 6) in how to
meet the needs of society. According to many researchers and scholars, social entrepreneurs
possess the quality of leadership “in abundance” (Leadbeater, 1997, p. 54). They create solutions
to complex, persistent social problems that do not resemble those of the past (Bornstein, 2007;
Light, 2008; Martin & Osberg, 2007). They are visionaries (Prabhu, 1999; Waddock & Post,
1991; Weerawardena & Mort, 2006) who “create and manage innovative entrepreneurial
organizations” (Prabhu, 1999, p. 140) focused on social change (Barendsen & Gardner, 2004).
The actions of social entrepreneurs, as described by these researchers, suggest today’s social
entrepreneurs are engaged in post-Newtonian ways of knowing: ways of knowing that are
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complex, intentional, inclusive, and relational; resulting in innovative, systemic, and sustainable
change for the benefit of humanity, or post-conventional ways of knowing.
Theory U. Theory U is about transformation, but it approaches change in a more
integrative and whole way than most change processes. It describes a way of knowing that
emerged through the intersections of three fields of study: cognition, consciousness, and
collective change (Scharmer, 2007).
Metacognition and epistemic cognition. Kitchener (1983) provided a framework for a
deeper understanding of the nuances of cognitive processes. Metacognition is a narrow process
that involves self-monitoring when focused on a specific task or goal: a double-loop learning
process that redefines a specific cognitive task and evaluates available strategies to solve the
task. Because the cognitive scripts of metacognition result in actions based in the past, they are
inadequate in environments of high uncertainty that require innovative solutions involving a
reimagining of the future (Tenkasi & Boland, 1993). In contrast, epistemic cognition operates at
a meta-meta level, a triple-loop learning process, that leads one to recognize the limitations of
available strategies and to reflect on whether a problem is solvable under any conditions
(Kitchener, 1983). The description of epistemic cognition resonates with the description of the
post-conventional action logic, providing insight into the more complex ways of making
meaning and into the nuances of the cognitive processes not addressed in the cognition and
entrepreneurial learning literature. It also provides a different context for reflection upon social
entrepreneurial action, which is described as transforming and innovative.
Constructive-developmental framework. A constructive-developmental framework
provides a foundation for understanding the “internal architecture and process of transformation”
(Kegan, 1994, p. 52). The framework describes how adults develop complexity of mind by
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creatively adapting to and making meaning of their environment through an organic progression
of increasing complexity (Cook-Greuter, 1994; Kegan, 1994). A constructive-developmental
framework emphasizes knowing rather than thinking, and as a result, presents a more holistic
lens than the lens of cognitive psychology.
The theory investigates “the most human of regions between an event and a reaction to
it—the place where the event is privately composed, made sense of, and where it actually
becomes an event for that person”—the place of meaning-meaning (Kegan, 1994, p. 3). In
contrast to cognitive psychology, which focuses on the content of self-efficacy or self-identity,
constructive-developmental theory “focuses on the principles by which people construct their
understanding of self . . . the deep structures that regulate the meaning of self itself” (McCauley
et al., 2006, p. 638), the organizing principles (Kegan, 1982, 1994). Just as the cognitive
approach understands thinking to be the fundamental driving force of entrepreneurial action, the
constructive-developmental approach explores knowing—the integration of reasoning ability,
emotional capacity, and ability to relate to others and to ourselves—as the fundamental driver for
the transforming actions critical for generating sustainable and systemic change (Cook-Greuter,
1994; Inglis & Steel, 2005; Torbert et al., 2004).
Leadership. Proust (as cited in Cornell, 2002) offered a key to being responsive to this
new consciousness when he elegantly stated “the real discovery consists not in finding new
lands, but in seeing with new eyes” (p. 65). Thirty years ago, Greenleaf (as cited in Frick &
Spears, 1996), a seeker and visionary, was ahead of his time when he wrote about the need to
move beyond our habitual narrow perceptions to see with new eyes, cultivating foresight.
Similarly, Bateson (1994) identified peripheral vision, which alters the “meaning of the
foreground” (p. 10), as central to the ability to “attend [to something new or to] see the familiar
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in a new way” (pp. 10-11); and Bryson (1988) distinguished between a “gaze [which]
penetrat[es], pierc[es], fix[es], objectif[ies] and a glance, [a] corner-of the eye” (p. 362) knowing
that understands the flux and flow of reality.
The need to cultivate the ability to see with new eyes has returned to the leadership
conversation, encouraging leaders to cultivate broader and deeper perspectives that generate
more complex ways of understanding the world (Cook-Greuter, 1999, 2002, 2004; Kegan &
Lahey, 2009; Torbert et al., 2004; Rooke & Torbert, 2005). Leaders can no longer look to
familiar answers. Their sight must be oriented toward change, a prospective future oriented
process that requires sensing the emerging future (Petranker, 2005; Scharmer, 2007; Senge &
Scharmer, 2001). Generating “timely and transforming action” requires a willingness to
transcend one’s self-image (Torbert et al., 2004), “to face the unknown and the potentially
disturbing” (Montuouri, Combs, & Richards, 2004, p. 205), to not be at the mercy of events
(Kegan, 1994), be practiced in flexibility and adaptability (Heifetz, 1994), and be willing to
experience not knowing before engaging in action (Senge et al., 2004).
Developmental action inquiry. Developmental action inquiry is a practice that assesses
and enhances the capacities of individuals, leaders, and organizations to reimagine and enact a
more “aware, just, and more sustainable world” (Torbert et al., 2004, p.1). It accomplishes this
developing the capacity to being alert to the present moment through ongoing inquiry, reflection,
and action (Torbert et al., 2004, p. 1). It is a practice by which one develops the capacity to
“simultaneously learn about the developing situation, accomplish whatever task appears to have
priority, and invite a redefining of the task if necessary” (Torbert, 2003, p. 1). By engaging in
this simultaneous practice of intentional action and deliberate inquiry, DAI develops the capacity
for transformation at any level—individual, organizational, and social (Torbert et al., 2004).
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DAI is a transformational learning approach that works “from the inside-out” (Torbert et al.,
2004, p. 1). By introducing practices that cultivate alertness to the present moment, DAI brings
together reflection in the midst of action with the potential for adaptation in the moment, inviting
the possibility of reimagining the future and engaging in “timely and transforming actions”
(Torbert et al., 2004, p. 1).
Action logic framework. The overall developmental process of DAI is about
“transforming others and ourselves toward an advanced capacity of action inquiry” (Torbert et
al., 2004, p. 65). As illustrated in Kegan’s (1982, 1994) approach, there is no step-by-step
procedure to follow that will accomplish this transformation within a short time frame;
transformation is the result of regularly “enacting the values of integrity, mutuality, and
sustainability” (Torbert et al., 2004, p. 9). However, markers do exist along the path that point to
significant shifts in orientation: crucial meaning making processes that provide the lens for
increasingly complex interpretations of experiences and actions. Within the action logic
framework, these processes are called action logic, a term that more accurately reflects the fluid
nature of the simultaneous awareness characteristic of the later stages of development. Action
logic describes the developmental stage of meaning making that informs “what adults see as the
purpose of life, what needs they act upon, and what ends they are moving towards” (CookGreuter, 2003, p. 2). It also includes our emotions and experience of being in the world, and
how we think about the world and ourselves within which we exist (Kegan, 1994).
In summary, the lenses of constructive-developmental theory and the action logic
framework correlate increasing leadership effectiveness in creating sustainable change with
operating from the more complex ways of making meaning; and developmental inquiry is a
process that encourages growth to the later action logics. The literature describes social
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entrepreneurs as innovative change agents who are willing to reimagine a new future by moving
beyond the parameters of the known to experiment with the unknown. This description of social
entrepreneurial action describes actions shaped by post-conventional knowing, an implication
that makes constructive-developmental theory and the action logic framework an appropriate
lens for investigating the nature of social entrepreneurial action.
Research Questions
Two research questions directed this study: (a) what action logics shape social
entrepreneurial action, and (b) what are the perspective-shifting experiences that lead to social
entrepreneurial action? The current research focus in the entrepreneurship literature is on the
entrepreneurial cognition and learning that leads to the acquisition of knowledge and skills
specific to entrepreneurial behavior. To the best of my knowledge, little research has been
conducted that investigates the complexity of meaning making of entrepreneurs—business or
social. More specifically, no research has been conducted through the developmental lens on the
perspective-shifting experiences that lead individuals to engagement with social entrepreneurial
action. As a result, this study deepens understanding of what inspires and how to develop
individuals to become engaged in system changing actions for a greater good; it also expands the
research approaches into understanding the entrepreneurial mindset and entrepreneurial learning.
Additionally, social entrepreneurs are said to be setting the standard for innovative
actions that lead to sustainable change (Baron & Ward, 2004). However, to date, the leadership
literature has paid little attention to the evolution of social entrepreneurs as leaders and their
potential contributions to the literature of change leadership (Barendsen & Gardner, 2004;
Prabhu, 1999). To fill this gap and in alignment with the developmental approach to leadership
that correlates complex meaning making with increased leadership effectiveness (Cook-Greuter,
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2004; Kegan, 1994; J. McGuire & Rhodes, 2009; Torbert et al., 2004), this study administered
Torbert’s Leadership Development Profile, to determine whether individuals engaged in social
entrepreneurial actions are shaped by a more complex meaning making structure.
Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter 1 is an introduction to the major themes of this research study. Chapter 2 places
the dissertation within the context of previous research examining five major topics:
entrepreneurship, social entrepreneurship, constructive-developmental theory, theory U, action
logic framework, and leadership. It concludes by drawing from each of these areas to present the
foundational constructs of this dissertation study.
Chapter 3 provides the rationale for the design and method of this qualitative exploratory
study. The chapter describes three phases of the study: the identification of nine social
entrepreneurs who met the definition of engagement in system changing actions, the
administration of the Leadership Development Profile that assessed the action logics of social
entrepreneurs, and in-depth interviews of the participants.
Chapter 4 reports the findings of the research, the data collected from the Leadership
Development Profiles, the in-depth interviews, and the meaning made of the data as it related to
my research questions. In chapter 5, I explore the implications of this study’s findings for
constructing learning environments that develop future social entrepreneurs engaged in system
changing actions for a greater good.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
Introduction
Research into the meaning making that leads to social entrepreneurial action is important
for understanding how to inspire and develop individuals to engage in system changing actions
in ways that benefit the greater good. Additionally, investigating social entrepreneurial action
through the lenses of constructive-developmental theory and the action logic framework expands
current cognitive approaches to understanding the entrepreneurial mindset and entrepreneurial
learning. In alignment with these aspects of the dissertation, this chapter reviews the following
streams of literature: entrepreneurs, social entrepreneurs, constructive-developmental theory,
theory U, leadership, and the action logic framework.
The research on social entrepreneurs finds its roots in the research on entrepreneurs.
Accordingly, I first provide an overview of the history of research on entrepreneurs, concluding
with the most recent research that investigates entrepreneurial thinking through the lenses of
cognitive science and entrepreneurial learning. I then offer a critique of the cognitive approach
to entrepreneurship through a description of Kitchener’s (1983) three levels of thinking and a
summary of Bruner’s (1990) views on the turn of cognitive psychology. This critique sets the
ground for the value of investigating the social entrepreneurial mind through the lens of
constructive-developmental theory and the action logic framework.
Following the critique of the cognitive approach to entrepreneurial thinking, I review the
literature on social entrepreneurs and social entrepreneurship, concluding with the definitions of
social entrepreneurs that define this study. I describe Kegan’s (1982, 1994) constructivedevelopmental theory, including brief descriptions of the works of Loevinger (1976, 1998) and
Cook-Greuter (2003, 2004) as they relate to the evolution of post-conventional stages of
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development. I then provide a summary of theory U (Scharmer, 2007), followed by a review of
the leadership literature, primarily from the perspective of constructive-developmental theory. I
conclude with a description of Torbert et al.’s (2004) action logic framework.
Entrepreneurs
Historical perspective. In the early 19th century, French economist Jean-Baptiste Say
(as cited in Elkington & Hartigan, 2008) expanded the literal translation of entrepreneur—“one
who undertakes; . . . who shifts economic resources out of an area of lower production into an
area of higher yield and production” (p. 55). In the 20th century, Austrian economist Joseph
Schumpeter (as cited in Martin & Osberg, 2007) built upon this basic concept of value creation
by identifying the Unternehmer, the entrepreneurial spirit, as the “ability to identify an
opportunity and organize a venture to implement the opportunity setting off a chain reaction of
iteration and replication to the point of rendering former ways of being and doing obsolete—
‘creative destruction’” (p. 1).
According to Acs and Audretsch (2005), research on entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship
(the activity of being an entrepreneur) before the 1980s was fragmented and based in various
disciplines such as economics, sociology, psychology, strategy, and finance. As with other
nascent fields, “entrepreneurship studies has long had a bias toward descriptive research,
grounded more in practical concerns than in theory” (Acs & Audretsch, 2005, p. 8) and, despite
the emergence of journals specific to entrepreneurship such as Journal of Business Venturing,
Small Business Economics, Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, and Entrepreneurship and
Regional Development, a theoretical foundation has yet to develop.
Between 1961 and the early 1990s, the research on entrepreneurs focused on the trait and
personalities of entrepreneurs, attributing to entrepreneurs noble qualities such as being
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visionary, practical, authentic, creative, and risk seeking (Light, 2008; Steiner, 1995). However,
Gartner (1988), who summarized much of the major literature on the entrepreneur and
entrepreneurship from the 1950s through the late 1980s, found no agreement among the
researchers regarding the “traits and characteristics attributed to the entrepreneur” (p. 58). He
observed the “psychological profile of the entrepreneur . . . portray[s] someone larger than life,
full of contradictions, and, conversely, someone so full of traits that (s)he would have to be a sort
of generic ‘Everyman’” (p. 58). Consequently, Gartner called for a moratorium on research on
the individual entrepreneur and instead, encouraged research focused on the “activities involved
in organization creation” (p. 47). Researchers then turned their attention to various aspects of
entrepreneurship such as economic circumstances, entrepreneurial teams, marketing, and finance
(Shaver & Scott, 1991); the decision to engage in entrepreneurial action (Shane, Locke, &
Collins, 2003); or alertness to opportunity (Kirzner, 1997; Krueger, 2007; Stevenson & Jarillo,
1991).
However, despite calls for research into the activity of entrepreneurship, it became
increasingly clear that without a person, there is no activity of entrepreneurship. It is an
individual who sees the opportunity and who possesses the motivation to pursue the opportunity,
thus, it is in the mind of individuals where all “possibilities come together” (Light, 2008, p. 46).
As a result, a return to a research focus on the individual entrepreneur is now underway, which
has led to a renewed research interest in the personality traits of the entrepreneur. The identified
personality traits considered to be predictors of successful entrepreneurial behavior include
innovativeness, stress tolerance, openness, generalized self-efficacy, conscientiousness, and
tolerance for ambiguity (Rauch & Frese, 2007; Zhao & Seibert, 2006). A newly emerging
research focus on the cognitive processes of the individual entrepreneur is further enhancing our
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understanding of the entrepreneur (Rauch & Frese, 2007). In the following section, I will review
the literature on cognition and entrepreneurship.
Cognition and entrepreneurship. The cognitive approach views entrepreneurship as a
way of thinking, an approach that generated a return to the “people side of entrepreneurship”
(Mitchell et al., 2002, p. 93). But, instead of a focus on personality traits, the cognitive approach
examined the relationship between doing and thinking as the central driver to entrepreneurial
activity (Gartner, Shaver, Gatewood, & Katz, 1994). There is now a movement by psychology
based researchers to focus on entrepreneurial “competencies, motivation, cognition, and
behavior” (Baum & Locke, 2004, p. 58). “What [emphasis added] entrepreneurs think about,
and how [emphasis added] they go about thinking about what they think about, is critical to
understanding much of what occurs during an entrepreneur's activities” (Gartner et al., 1994,
p. 6). The how aspect of this analysis resonates with the research inquiry of this dissertation, an
exploration into the meaning making that leads to social entrepreneurial action.
Before reviewing the literature on entrepreneurial cognition, I will first provide a few
definitions.
•

Cognition and cognitive psychology are concerned with the study of individual
perceptions, memory, and thinking (Mitchell et al., 2002).

•

Cognition is the process by which this sensory input is “transformed, reduced,
elaborated, stored, recovered, and used” (Mitchell et al., 2002, p. 97).

•

Cognitive psychology describes the “mental processes that occur within individuals
as they interact with others and with their environment” (Mitchell et al., 2002, p. 96).
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•

Entrepreneurial cognitions are the “knowledge structures that people use to make
assessments, judgments, or decisions involving opportunity evaluation, venture
creations, and growth” (Mitchell et al., 2002, p. 97).

•

Knowledge structures include frames, cognitive scripts, and schemes that describe
“process of ordered mental steps relevant to a particular action, activity, or field of
interest . . . [leading to] rational, flow-based decision-making models” (Mitchell et
al., 2002, pp. 96-97).

The cognitive approach to understanding entrepreneurial action views cause and effect as
a linear relationship meaning cognition or knowledge structures lead to various behavioral
outcomes (Gaglio & Katz, 2001; Gartner, 1988; Gartner et al., 1994; Mitchell et al., 2004;
Mitchell et al., 2007). For example, this area of research examines the knowledge structures
involved in optimistic perceptions regarding outcomes of opportunities (Gatewood, Shaver, &
Gartner, 1995), and the venture-creation decision-making process (Mitchell et al., 2002) and
alertness for opportunity, considered the heart of entrepreneurship (Stevenson & Jarillo, 1991).
Action that finds its origins in knowledge structures emanates from a past orientation. As
Tenkasi and Boland (1993) pointed out, knowledge structures, such as cognitive scripts and
schemas, are based on past experiences and therefore, generally, are not be applicable when
uncertainty is high and do not lead to innovative ventures. When entrepreneurs perceive their
environments with a “perceptually fixed structure of patterns, roles, positions, and relationships”
(Young, 2007, p. 16), an outcome of the cognitive process, a stability is created that can be an
obstacle to out-of-the-box thinking. Chia (1999) observed:
We are not good at thinking movement. Our instinctive skills favor the fixed and static,
the separate and the self-contained. Taxonomies, hierarchies, systems, and structure
represent the instinctive vocabulary of institutionalized thought in its determined
subordinating of flux, movement, change, and transformation. (p. 209)
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Cognitive scripts provide such taxonomies. Sole dependence on the tools of knowledge
structures will not lead to the complexity of knowing needed for entrepreneurial action that
transforms. This complexity of knowing comes about by a willingness to suspend our habitual
ways of seeing, thinking, and acting—a way of knowing offered through the holistic lens of
constructive-developmental theory.
Haynie and Shepherd’s (2009) identification of cognitive adaptability exemplified a step
toward future-orientated action—cognitive adaptability is defined as:
The extent to which individuals are dynamic, flexible, self-regulating, and engaged in the
process of generating multiple decision frameworks focused on sensing and processing
variations in environments, then subsequently selecting among those multiple alternatives
to effectively interpret, plan, and implement a wide variety of personal, social, and
organizational goals in the context of a changing reality. (p. 709)
Citing Flavell (1979) and Brown (1987), Haynie and Shepherd identified metacognition as the
process involved in cognitive adaptability. Translated to entrepreneurial success, metacognition
includes the abilities to reflect on past events and draw on “experiences, intuition, or specific
knowledge in the formulation of strategy” (Haynie & Shepherd, 2009, p. 697). The obstacle to
Haynie and Shepherd’s approach is that the origins of the generated multiple decision
frameworks are in the past, thus interfering with the potential innovation. The movement
forward their theory represents is the recognition that reflection on these multiple frameworks
requires drawing on the gestalt of experience, intuition, and knowledge, an enrichment of the
decision-making process.
Krueger (2007) expanded the conversation on entrepreneurial cognition by bringing
together cognitive developmental psychology and constructivism, and in doing so, created a
bridge between entrepreneurial cognition and entrepreneurial meaning making. Krueger
encouraged researchers to surface the “deeply seated beliefs and belief structures that anchor
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[expert] entrepreneurial thinking” (p. 124). He based this call for surfacing deeply seated beliefs
and belief structures on the following premise:
Behind entrepreneurial actions are entrepreneurial intentions.
Behind entrepreneurial intentions are known entrepreneurial attitudes.
Behind entrepreneurial attitudes are deep cognitive structures; and,
Behind cognitive structures are deep beliefs. (Krueger, 2007, p. 124)
By exploring the perspective-shifting moments that lead to social entrepreneurial action, this
dissertation is responsive to Krueger’s call. Understanding social entrepreneurial action through
the lens of constructive-developmental theory and developmental action inquiry contributes to a
deeper understanding of the developmental experiences that anchor expert entrepreneurial
thinking or in the language of constructive-developmental theory, post-conventional knowing.
Entrepreneurial learning. Entrepreneurial learning is another vein of research
contributing to the conversation on cultivating the dynamic, adaptable thinking needed by
entrepreneurs in complex and uncertain environments. Although conceptualized as a “dynamic
process of awareness, reflection, association, and application” (Cope & Watts, 2000, p. 387),
entrepreneurial learning is primarily based on what can be learned from the past (Politis, 2005).
Cope and Watts (2000) investigated the nature of the critical incidents that lead to a “change in
perception and awareness that stimulate[d] the entrepreneur into action,” (p. 113), however, they
did so with the goal of understanding how the change in perception would affect what
entrepreneurs do should a similar situation occur. Their study presupposed future events would
resemble past events by reinforcing the point that the cognitive perspective depends on
knowledge structures that evolve from past experiences to inform future events, not a
presupposition that will lead to the complexity of mind required for innovation actions.
Parker (2006) made a similar point. He approached entrepreneurial learning by
investigating how fast entrepreneurs learn by examining whether entrepreneurs adjusted their
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beliefs and thus, engaged in learning, when presented with new information. Parker conducted a
study of over 700 entrepreneurs and found on average only 16% of the entrepreneurs,
irrespective of gender, experience, or whether they were employers or non-employers, adjusted
their beliefs in light of new information. This finding highlights that entrepreneurs, when
forming expectations or making decisions, give greater weight to prior beliefs and past
experiences than incoming new information. This is a discouraging finding in light of the new
and unfamiliar scenarios presented daily by 21st century challenges and is evidence of the need
for a new approach to understanding the entrepreneurial mind-set. New scenarios and new
events require new actions and new actions are predicated on new thinking—thinking rooted in a
future, not past, orientation.
Cope (2003) contrasted higher learning to lower learning in his study of the nature of
entrepreneurial learning. He suggested higher learning is a double-loop learning process that
develops through a process of inward critical self- reflection, which in turn, shifts the
entrepreneur’s mental model giving rise to new capacities and new actions. In contrast, lowerlevel learning is viewed as a single-loop learning process that is “short term [and a] repetition of
past behaviors” (Cope, 2003, p. 433), a process inadequate for current global challenges.
Recent entrepreneurial research points to a growing understanding of the possibilities of
future-based approaches. Politis (2005) moved in this direction when he identified two modes of
reasoning that transform experiences into knowledge, which, in turn, affects entrepreneurial
behavior. The first mode of reasoning draws from pre-existing knowledge leading to actions that
resemble previous actions (cognitive approach); the second mode of reasoning moves beyond
existing parameters by engaging in processes of experimentation, thereby, offering the
possibility of future-oriented innovative actions.
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An emerging line of inquiry most relevant to this dissertation is directed toward the
“generative aspects of cognition [where] individual entrepreneurs transcend their existing
knowledge structures to produce novel creations” (Baron, 2004, p. 566). This line of inquiry has
led to a finding that creative thought is impeded by reliance on past ideas informed by current
knowledge structures. “Originality in forming new ideas requires accessing information at more
abstract, principled levels . . . [systematic not heuristic thinking cultivates] creative cognition”
(Baron, 2004, pp. 566-567). The capacity to access information at more abstract, principled
levels describes post-conventional ways of knowing.
Krueger (2007) observed an “ocean of ideas, theories, and methodologies” (p. 134) has
yet to be explored in the defining of the “essence of entrepreneurial thinking” (p. 134). In this
section, I reviewed four main theoretical approaches that have contributed to understanding the
relationship between entrepreneurial thinking and doing: the cognitive approach, the
entrepreneurial learning approach, the generative aspects of cognition, and the marriage of
developmental psychology and constructivism.
Although this section focused on the thinking processes of the business/commercial
entrepreneur, the essence of the inquiry—the identification of the inner processes involved in the
thinking that leads to entrepreneurial action—equally applies to the social entrepreneur.
However, before reviewing the literature on social entrepreneurs and the activity of social
entrepreneurship, I will first distinguish between metacognition and epistemic cognition by
describing Kitchener’s (1983) model of the three levels of thinking.
Appreciating the nuances and deeper layers of our cognitive processes is important to this
dissertation for four reasons:
1. The universal progression involved in the development from cognition to
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metacognition to epistemic cognition parallels the evolution of the organizing
principles in constructive-development theory (Day, Harrison, & Halpin, 2009) and
the action logic framework (Cook-Greater, 2004; Torbert et al., 2004).
2. The capacity to access information at more abstract, principled levels is descriptive of
post-conventional ways of knowing and epistemic cognition.
3. Today’s change leaders face ill structured social problems that would benefit a
dialectical approach of epistemic knowing (Kitchener, 1983; Schrader, 2003).
4. Understanding the differences between metacognition and epistemic cognition will
expand the current cognitive approach to entrepreneurial thinking and doing.
Kitchener
Kitchener (1983) described thinking as occurring on three levels: cognition—the basic
processing of thought in which individuals “compute, memorize, read, perceive, solve problems”
(p. 222); meta-cognition—an individual’s ability to “monitor one’s progress when engaged in the
first order tasks of cognition” (p. 22); and epistemic cognition—an individual’s ability to “reflect
on the limits of knowing, the certainty of knowing, and criteria of knowing” (p. 222). Epistemic
cognition is engaged when an “individual reflects upon the sources of one’s learning, the
certainty of the absolute versus relative truth of one’s learning, the simplicity or complexity of
knowledge, or justification for that knowledge” (Day et al., 2009, p. 86). The development from
cognition to metacognition to epistemic cognition is a process that shapes one’s view of
knowledge, truth, and learning by means of a universal progression from a “dualistic, objectivist
view of knowledge to a more subjective, relativistic stance and ultimately to a contextual,
constructivist perspective of knowing” (Hofer & Pintrich, 2002, p. 7).
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Citing Flavell, Kitchener (1983) described metacognition as a process by which one
redefines a specific cognitive task and evaluates available strategies to solve the task. In
contrast, epistemic cognition, encompassing metacognition, leads one to “interpret the nature of
the problem and to define the limits of any strategy to solving it” (Kitchener, 1983, p. 226).
Operating at a meta-meta level, epistemic cognition is concerned with whether a problem is
solvable under any conditions and “in what ways solutions can be true, and whether reasoning
correctly about a problem, necessarily leads to an absolutely correct solution” (Kitchener, 1983,
p. 226).
The difference between metacognitive and epistemic processes can be illustrated by the
difference between puzzles and ill-structured problems (Kitchener, 1983). Puzzles are
“problems for which there are absolutely correct and knowable solutions” (Kitchener, 1983,
p. 224) requiring the task of “apply[ing] a mechanical decision-making process” (p. 224) to find
the correct answer; while ill-structured problems involve “conflicting assumptions, evidence, and
opinions” (p. 224) that require dialectical solutions, a synthesis of diverse and conflicting data.
Metacognitive processes are adequate for solving puzzles and epistemic processes are essential
for solving ill-structured problems.
Schrader (2003) understood social problems as “ill-structured problems” (p. 301) that
require moving beyond the cognitive and metacognitive processes that focus on “whether and
how [emphasis added] individuals solve such problems” (p. 301). Instead, social problems as
“ill-structured problems” require the more complex cognitive processes involved in exploring
“how people think about their own thinking about such problems” (Schrader, 2003, p. 301)—
epistemic cognition. Rather than highlight the differences between metacognition and epistemic
cognition, Demetriou (as cited in Demick & Andreoletti, 2003) expanded the definition of
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metacognition beyond self-monitoring by identifying four kinds of ill-structured tasks, each
associated with different levels of metacognition. As the tasks became more complex, so did the
levels of thinking. He described the final level of this expansion of metacognition—the
evaluation of processes—as the ability to take an “outside perspective on one’s cognitive system,
evaluating its adequacy, and appreciating the limits of one’s own knowing” (Demetriou as cited
in Demick & Andreoletti, 2003, p. 306)—epistemic cognition.
Kitchener’s (1983) critique of metacognitive processing resonates with Bruner’s (1990)
critique of the cognitive “turn” (p. 2) in psychology in its failure to realize its original mission—
“to locate meaning-making in human understanding” (p. 2). The original impulse of cognitive
psychology was to “discover and describe formally the meanings that human beings created out
of their encounters with the world, and then to propose hypotheses about what meaning-making
processes were implicated” (Bruner, 1990, p. 2). Instead, as a result of the introduction of the
computer model as the root metaphor, “information processing” became confused with meaning
making—“‘meaning’ shifted to ‘information’ and the construction of meaning shifted to the
processing of information” (Bruner, 1990, p. 4).
The cognitive approach to the human mind “presents a disembodied view of human
understanding” (Bruner, 1990, p. 5)—a Cartesian, rationalistic, objectivist view of reality where
change is the result of uncovering and altering a static and fixed underlying pattern from a fixed
world (Varela, 1992). It results in a world that does not accept vagueness, arbitrariness, and
uncertainty and, consequently, inquiries such as “how is the world organized in the mind of a
Muslim fundamentalist?” (Bruner, 1990, p. 5) never surface. Most importantly, the failure of the
cognitive approach to understand the deeper processes of meaning making results in experiences
of single-loop learning that fail to lead to innovative action.
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Varela (1992) suggested a radical paradigm responsive to the need for new forms and
new thinking. Rather than viewing the world as a fixed entity given to us to discover, the
perspective of this emerging paradigm is that the world is something we “engage in by moving,
touching, breathing, hearing” (Valera, 1992, p. 6). Rather than focusing on actions that emerge
from “judgment and reasoning, the new paradigm describes actions that spring from an
immediate coping with what is confronting us” (Varela, 1992, p. 5). From this perspective,
cognition consists not of representations, such as cognitive scripts and schemas, but instead
consists of “embodied action brought forth through engagement in the world moment-tomoment” (Varela, 1992, p. 5). This new paradigm is descriptive of post-conventional meaning
making and illustrates the difference between understanding cognition as representation and
understanding cognition as consciousness (Varela, 1992).
This dissertation explored cognition as consciousness. By relying on Kegan’s (as cited in
Mezirow & Associates, 2000) description of the “internal architecture and process of
transformation” (p. 52) and Torbert et al.’s (2004) action logic framework, this dissertation study
was an attempt to explore this new paradigm through understanding the development of action
logics of social entrepreneurs who are bringing innovative solutions to ill-structured social
problems.
Social Entrepreneurs
Historical perspective. The terms social entrepreneur and social entrepreneurship were
first used in the literature on social change in the 1960s and 1970s. Although the term social
entrepreneur is relatively new, the phenomenon is not; history has always had its changemakers
(Drayton, 2005). Examples include Florence Nightingale who, despite society’s prejudice about
women working (particularly as nurses in war zones), revolutionized the theory of hospital
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construction and transformed nursing into a modern and respected profession; William Lloyd
Garrison, who founded the Anti-Slavery Society in 1833, fearlessly fought against slavery; and
Maria Montessori, the first woman in Italy to receive a medical degree, transformed education by
recognizing children’s innate drive to learn. Each of these individuals reimagined the future by
reimagining a world as it could be and challenging and changing “established but fundamentally
inequitable systems” (Bornstein, 2007, p. 47).
Bill Drayton (2002, 2005, 2006), founder of the Ashoka Foundation, which funds social
entrepreneurs throughout the world, is credited with coining the term social entrepreneur. He
described, “social entrepreneurs are not content just to give a fish or to teach how to fish. They
will not rest until they have revolutionized the fishing industry” (Drayton, 2005, pp. 8-9).
Inspired by Ashoka, an Indian prince, who used economic power for social purposes, Drayton
(as cited in Bornstein, 2007) believed empathy is becoming a “powerful new force in the world”
(p. 49) and the time has arrived for an “ethics grounded not in rules, but in empathy” (p. 49). For
Drayton, the diversity, complexities, and inequities of our world require we bring a combination
of the power of economics, ethics, and empathy to solving persistent social and environmental
problems.
Within the past 6 years, interest in social entrepreneurship has grown exponentially. It is
now even recognized by international awards. In 2003, Dr. Ibrahim Abouleish, who
revolutionized agriculture in Egypt, was the first social entrepreneur to receive The Right
Livelihood Award, known as the Alterative Nobel Prize, traditionally awarded in Stockholm the
day before the Nobel Prize ceremony (Right Livelihood Award, n.d.). Since then, two social
entrepreneurs have received the Nobel Peace Prize: Wangari Maatha, founder of the Green Belt
Movement in 2004 and Muhammad Yunus and the Grameen Bank (as cited in Bornstein, 2007).
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However, the phenomena of social entrepreneurs and social entrepreneurship (SE) is
emerging from practice, not from academic debate and, like any emerging phenomenon, social
entrepreneurship is an under-researched field of academic inquiry in search of a theory
(Hockerts, 2006). As a result of its nascent status, a variety of research approaches and lenses
have been used to deepen understanding of social entrepreneurs and the activity of social
entrepreneurship. These approaches include understanding the types of individuals who consider
themselves social entrepreneurs—socially-conscious CEOs, administrators of non-profits and
social advocacy groups, individuals wanting to make a difference or “catalytic philanthropists”
(Roper & Cheney, 2005, p. 99); the sector in which the social entrepreneur operates (Mair,
Robinson, & Hockerts, 2006); and the form of the innovation—capacity building, programmatic
or process, radical or incremental (Alvord, Brown, & Letts, 2004; Light, 2008). The next section
will highlight the literature on the characteristics, motivations, and personal values of individual
social entrepreneurs.
Traits and personalities. Who are social entrepreneurs and what do they do? These two
questions result in a “quagmire of definitions” (Mair et al., 2006, p. 139) between those who
favor a broad umbrella approach to defining social entrepreneurs and those who prefer a more
narrow and precise approach. Foryt (as cited in Hockerts, 2006) pointed out that the terms social
entrepreneur and social entrepreneurship are “broad . . . with no accepted precise definition”
(p. 1):
In practice, it is used to describe everything from revolutionary leaders in third world
countries who are not at all involved in business to first world businessmen and women
who start a socially responsible business in their home country. Thus, Mahatma Gandhi
and Ben Cohen of Ben and Jerry’s could be thrown into the same category. (p. 1)
Despite Foryt’s warning, I offer a few definitions:
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•

Social entrepreneurs promote change through innovative thinking and action by
marrying market value and social value (Bornstein, 2007).

•

They are driven in their pursuit of social justice and seek a direct link between their
actions and an improvement in the quality of lives of others (Thake & Zadek, 1997).

•

They are “reformers and revolutionaries with a business plan” (Dees, 1998, p. 5),
engaged in “direct action that generates a paradigm shift in the way a societal need is
met” (Martin & Osberg, 2007, p. 30).

•

They are architects of a new social economy who “see the world as it can be, not as it
is” and are motivated by “achieving the ideal,” not “doing the deal” (Elkington &
Hartigan, 2008, p. 3).

•

Social entrepreneurs take action to change established and unjust social equilibriums,
which requires “fight[ing] prejudices and chang[ing] attitudes, expectations, and
behavior” (Bornstein, 2007, p. 47).

•

They are motivated by “compassion, vision, and determination” (Dees, 1998, p. 5)
and possess the capacity to balance ambiguity, uncertainty, and high risk with the
imagination to imagine a more equitable and sustainable future (Scharmer, 2007).

•

They are “creative individuals with a powerful system-changing idea” (Drayton,
2002, p. 123) who possess vision and fortitude (Thompson, Alvy, & Lees, 2000),
candor, courage, clarity of purpose, commitment, strategy, and flexibility (Boschee,
1995).

As the above definitions illustrate, Gartner’s (1988) observation that the traits and
characteristics attributed to the business entrepreneur typically portrays someone larger than life,
similarly applies to the social entrepreneur. For example, Drayton (2002), an advocate for
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discovering the core characteristics of social entrepreneurs, believed the most important criterion
for the selection of Ashoka Fellows1 is their entrepreneurial quality, which Drayton (2002)
explained:
There are many creative, altruistic, ethically good people with innovative ideas.
However, only one in many thousands of such good people also has the entrepreneurial
quality necessary to engineer large-scale systemic social change. Entrepreneurial quality
does not mean the ability to lead, to administer, or to get things done; there are millions
of people who can do these things. Instead, it refers to someone who has a very special
trait—someone who, in the core of her or his personality, absolutely must change an
important pattern across her or his whole society. . . . It is only the entrepreneur who,
literally, cannot stop until he or she has changed the whole society. (p. 124)
In an effort to sort the core characteristics of social entrepreneurs, Light (2008) offered
the model of a pyramid in which movement up the pyramid represents moving from hidden
characteristics to visible characteristics by “converting skills, beliefs, and personal capacity into
the behaviors that produce actions” (p. 99). In Light’s model, the bottom flat level of the
pyramid is the tenth level and represents basic human capacity, genetic dispositions. Traveling
upward, the model identifies traits such as imagination, creativity, authoritarianism, and
dogmatism moving to life experiences to needs, to core values, and to the top level, which Light
(2008) called “assets” such as “time, energy, endurance, self-efficacy, ethical fiber, gall, and
emotional and physical strength” (p. 100).
Light’s (2008) model has a developmental flavor because it suggests movement from
simple to complex as the hidden characteristics of “skills, beliefs, and personal capacity” are
converted “to behaviors that produce actions” (p. 99). Interestingly, many of the core
characteristics closest to the pinnacle in Light’s pyramid are similar to Torbert et al.’s (2004)
description of post-conventional action logics—spirituality, love, commitment to accountability,
1

Ashoka Fellows are “leading social entrepreneurs who, at the launch stage of their venture, receive a living stipend
for an average of three years, allowing them to focus full-time on building their institutions and spreading their
ideas” (Ashoka, n.d.). The Fellows also have access to a global support network of their peers and partnerships with
professional consultants.
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intention, ethical fiber, tolerance for ambiguity and risk, adaptability, agility, alertness, and
vision. What is absent in Light’s model is an understanding of the inner architectural processes
that make this conversion possible. However, Light did note Kirzner’s (1997) psychological
attributes of social entrepreneurs—the abilities to “ignore conventional wisdom, to dismiss the
jeers of those deriding what they see as the self-deluded visionary . . . to disrupt what others have
come to see as the comfortable familiarity…” (Light, 2008, pp. 12-13) point to a “deeper set of
skills and thinking patterns which, if investigated, would enrich the research on the essence of
entrepreneurial thinking and its role in the dynamic process of alertness to opportunity” (Light,
2008, p. 128).
The actions of social entrepreneurs suggest they are operating within new frameworks
that “challenge existing knowledge, solutions, and old sector boundaries,” and, yet, the field
continues to be “fragile and not well understood” (Martin & Osberg, 2007, p. v). Light’s (2008)
call for investigation into the deeper thinking patterns of social entrepreneurs invites the
possibility of understanding the mindsets of social entrepreneurs who challenge existing
frameworks. This line of inquiry aligns with Mitchell et al.’s (2007) call for research into the
dynamic processes that form the “essential link between thinking-doing” (p. 2) and Mair and
Noboa’s (2006) call to identify the “dynamic processes involved in the acts of social
entrepreneurship” (p. 121). Constructive-development theory and the action logic framework
offer a theoretical lens that is responsive to these calls. By describing a pathway that investigates
the inner processes by which social entrepreneurs interpret their worlds, these theories provide a
holistic perspective on the deeper thinking and knowing patterns, the dynamic processes that lead
to social entrepreneurial action.
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In the next section, I provide an overview of theory U and constructive-developmental
theory, which will include a description of Kegan’s (1982, 1994) subject-object theory followed
by a brief summary of Loevinger’s (1976, 1998) ego development theory and Cook-Greuter’s
(1999, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005) expansion of Loevinger’s work into post-conventional stages of
development.
Theory U
Theory U is about transformation, but it approaches change in a more integrative and
whole way than most change processes. It describes a way of knowing that emerges through the
intersections of three fields of study: cognition, consciousness, and collective change (Scharmer,
2007). Reflecting Francesco Valera’s observation that it is not knowledge we lack, but
experience, theory U emphasizes the power of direct experience over intellectual knowledge
when engaging in change. “Direct experience is being aware of perception happening from the
whole field, as opposed to perception happening from within a separate perceiver” (Scharmer,
2007, p. 149).
Scharmer (2007) quoted Eleanor Rosch when contrasting primary knowing with
analytical knowing. Primary knowing is to know “by means of interconnected wholes (rather
than isolated contingent parts) and by timeless, direct presentations (rather than through stored
re-presentations)” (Rosch as cited in Scharmer, 2007, p. 167). Primary knowing is “open rather
than determinate; [and] possesses a sense of unconditional value rather than conditional
usefulness” (Rosch as cited in Scharmer, 2007, p. 168). Primary knowing is “cultivating
awareness wisdom” and then taking “action from awareness,” in contrast to “analytical knowing,
which acts from an ego stance and leads to action that arises out of a linear decision-making
process” (Scharmer, 2007, p. 167).
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Despite making these distinctions, Rosch (as cited in Scharmer, 2007) pointed out “mind
and world are not separate” and analytical and primary knowing “arise together as different poles
of the same cognition” (p. 168). According to Scharmer (2007) and Rosch, we need to reorient
how we work with our minds and transform our way of seeing. Rather than working from the
parts to the whole, we should be “striving from the whole to the part” (Bortoft as cited in
Scharmer, 2007, p. 169). When knowing operates from the space of wholeness the action that
emerges is responsive to whatever are the needs of the situation and rationality represents one
possible response.
Theory U is informed by Scharmer’s (2007) view that the 21st century is in turmoil and
the time has arrived to transform the habit of “making messes into the will to create the future we
want” (as cited in Huston, 2007, p. 45). The future envisioned by Scharmer (2007) requires a
new consciousness that creates new social realities. The U process is a pathway for developing
this new consciousness by shifting and deepening our connections to our highest selves and to
the highest selves of the collective. The U process moves people from the point of downloading
the old thinking, to seeing different perspectives, to sensing from the whole. With each step,
there is a shift in the place from which individuals, groups, and organizations look at the
situation in front of them. Participants move from observing from one perspective to
simultaneously observing from multiple points within the “surrounding field or sphere,” causing
a shift to “striving from the whole to the part” (Scharmer, 2007, p. 169).
According to theory U, this shift in attention represents a move from an ego-based source
to a “self-transcending source which leads participants to see themselves as part of the system”
and to see the “process of people enacting that system” meaning experiencing the “field knowing
itself” (Scharmer, 2007, p. 169). When the collective begins to see and sense together as a field,
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rather than as individuals, the structure of the relationships is altered, allowing new patterns of
collective behavior to emerge, which Scharmer (2007) called “social fields” (p. 282). The social
fields emerge by each person seeing themselves as part of the system and paying attention to the
future that is not quite there. In other words, “I attend this way—therefore, it emerges that way”
(Scharmer, 2007, p. 242). The greater the complexity of the system, the more critical is the
development of the capacity “to operate from the deeper fields of social emergence” (Scharmer,
2007, p. 242).
The U process is a creative process; it develops the “capacities to envision, enact, and
embody an emerging future possibility by connecting to the spark that arises from the new social
fields” (Scharmer, 2007, p. 243). As the individual or the collective travels the U, there is a
subtle, but profound shift as the social fields deepen at the door of the U—the place of
presencing. This shift is the “crack” where habitual responses dissolve and a “deeper space of
presence and connection with one another” is created (Scharmer, 2007, p. 237). It is the moment
of “letting go of the old self [and] the old body of institutionalized collective behavior in order to
allow a new quality of deeper social connectivity and co-presence to arise” (Scharmer, 2007,
p. 237).
The bottom of the U is a process of retreating and reflecting that cultivates an inner
knowing that enables action from the emerging future whole, as opposed to re-enacting past
patterns (Scharmer, 2007, p. 188). At its core, the space of presencing is the “absence of
manipulation and manipulative practices . . . the essence of the deepest creative processes”
(Scharmer, 2007, p. 189). As the individual and the collective travel up the right side of the U,
attention is redirected attention from the “inner vision to the exterior action in order to enact a
rapid-cycle prototype” (Scharmer, 2007, p. 237), the space of innovation. This side of the U is
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about intentionality and the integration of mind, heart, and will, all in the service of action in the
world.
Constructive-Developmental Theory
Kegan. Constructive-developmental theory brings together:
Two powerful lines of intellectual discourse . . . constructivism, the idea that people or
systems constitute or construct reality, and developmentalism, the idea that people or
organic systems evolve through qualitatively different eras of increasing complexity
according to regular principles of stability and change. (Kegan, 1994, pp. 198-199)
This marriage of meaning with developmentalism describes the evolution to more complex ways
of knowing as the individual adult mind experiences “qualitative shifts in how it understands
itself, the world and the relationship between the two” (McCauley et al., 2006, p. 634).
Kegan (1994) developed constructive-developmental theory by expanding Piaget’s
(1954) timeline for growth beyond adolescence into adulthood and by enriching Piaget’s singular
focus on thinking to a more holistic view of the person. Constructive-developmental theory
describes how adults, as they creatively adapt to and make meaning of their environments, move
from one developmental level to another in an organic progression of increasing complexity.
Each stage consists of four aspects—cognitive, emotional, interpersonal, and intrapersonal and is
informed by two central principles: (a) growth and development are gradual lifelong processes in
the direction of greater complexity, and (b) adults develop at their own pace, meaning that
people can be in similar phases in their lives but at different developmental levels (Kegan, 1982,
1994).
Meaning making is a “fundamental and driving force in human life” (Cook-Greuter,
1994, p. 12), an essential human activity that is not separate from our cultural, social, and
physical experiences (Kegan, 1982, 1994). Rather than perpetuating notions of fixed truths or
certainty of knowledge as suggested by the computer model metaphor for human change,
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constructive-developmental theory recognizes the human condition is best understood as a
continuous effort to negotiate contested meanings:
It is not that a person makes meaning, as much as that the activity of being a person is the
activity of meaning making. There is thus no feeling, no experience, no thought, and no
perception independent of a meaning-making context in which it becomes (emphases
added) a feeling, an experience, a thought, a perception, because we are the meaningmaking context. (Kegan, 1982, p. 11)
Constructive-developmental theory focuses on the ongoing process of the evolution of meaning
making where the end of each “evolutionary truce involves a gestalt shift, a transformation in
structure, which involves the death of the old self that is about to be left behind” (Kegan, 1994,
p. ix). This ongoing process highlights the distinction between the meaning we make of an
experience and the experience itself (Kegan, 1982, 1994).
Many developmentalists see a distinction between learning and development (CookGreuter, 2004; Kegan, 1994; Laske, 2008); while some view learning as development when the
learning is described as “deep learning” (Moore as cited in Hofer & Pintrich, 2002, p. 27). In an
effort to distinguish between surface learning and development, Cook-Greuter (2004) contrasts
vertical and horizontal development. Horizontal learning strategies expand and enrich our
current way of thinking through acquisition of knowledge, new skills, and competencies,
learning that is not accompanied by meaning making. Horizontal learning describes the cognitive
approach to understanding entrepreneurial thinking. While horizontal development is considered
crucial, it is not sufficient to bring about fundamental changes in an individual’s thinking and,
therefore, in their capacity to create sustained change.
In contrast, vertical development is a progressive process that involves the whole
individual—the intellect, emotion, and action; an “evolution of the internal mechanisms by
which we perceive and make sense of the world” (Cook-Greuter, 2004, p. 4). Vertical
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development is the result when we are confronted with information that no longer supports our
current worldviews, when we are brought to the edge of our current meaning making, to our
personal tipping point (Gladwell, 2002). It is considered transformational because it is a process
of learning that leads “towards deeper understanding, wisdom, and effectiveness in the world”
(Cook-Greuter, 2004, p. 4), a learning that develops a knowing that goes beyond thinking.
Kegan (1994) described this knowing:
By now it should be clear that when I refer to “mind” or “mental” or “knowing” I am not
referring to thinking processes alone. . . . This kind of “knowing,” this work of the mind,
is not about “cognition” alone, if what we mean by cognition is thinking divorced from
feelings and social relating. It is about the organizing principle we bring to our thinking
and our feelings and our relating to others and our relating to parts of ourselves. (p. 29)
Affirming that knowing is more than just reasoning ability, Inglis and Steele (2005) linked
knowing with complexity intelligence—the integration of reasoning ability, emotional capacity,
and social cognition, all related to an individual’s ability to respond to the demands and
expectations a particular environment places on him or her (McGuigan, 2006).
Kegan (1994) understood the challenges of modern day to be a mismatch between the
expectations of adults in contemporary society, which he referred to as the “curriculum of
modern day,” (p. 3) and the individual adult’s capacity of mind to grasp those challenges.
Holding central the tenet that psychological growth occurs by developing more complex
principles for organizing experience, Kegan’s solution was not to argue that adults necessarily
develop new skills or acquire more knowledge, as in cognitive psychology, but rather, that adults
develop increasingly more complex organizing principles about how they know, not what they
know.
Critical to understanding the nature of adult development, Kegan (as cited in Mezirow &
Associates, 2000) asked the question, “What is it that gets transformed?” (p. 47). From the point
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of view of constructive-developmental theory, our epistemology is the form that gets
transformed, or how we “shape a coherent meaning out of the raw material of our inner and outer
experience” (Kegan as cited in Mezirow & Associates, 2000, p. 52). Epistemological
development refers to what an individual notices or becomes aware of, and how they describe,
influence, and change what they notice. Its development “represents an internally directed,
qualitative progression to a more complex or sophisticated state” (McCauley et al., 2006, p. 638)
through the “evolution of an individual’s thinking structure and meaning-making” (Moore as
cited in Hofer & Pintrich, 2002, p. 26). The more complex are our ways of knowing, the more
our consciousness is transformed. The question pursued by this study is how complex is the
consciousness of individuals engaged in system changing actions for a greater good.
The transformation of one’s epistemology within Kegan’s (1994) framework is called
subject-object theory. This theory describes development, as a transformative shift that occurs in
the relationship between what is subject and what is object. Object refers to those things that one
can “reflect on, handle, look at, be responsible for, relate to, take control of, internalize,
assimilate” (Kegan, 1994, p. 32) in contrast to those things that are subject, those things that one
is “identified with, tied to, fused with, or embedded in” (p. 32). It is the difference between
things having us (subject) or us having the things (object) (Kegan, 1994). The more an
individual can hold outside of herself or himself, the more developed she or he becomes (Berger,
2005).
Kegan (1994) proposed a series of six holistic and qualitatively different forms of
meaning making, each with its own internal logic, by which individuals make the shift from
holding something as subject to holding it as object. He called these perspective-shifting
moments along the path of self-evolution, orders of consciousness (Kegan, 1994) or stages of
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development, each of which is characterized by different organizing principles (Kegan, 1994).
As an individual’s development moves between and through these orders or stages, the
organizing principles undergo changes (i.e., the relationship between subject and object shifts).
This shift then affects the person’s view of the self, one's relations to others, and one’s
understanding of experience—all of which contribute to the creation of a new way of making
meaning of one’s experience and new knowing.
Kegan (1994) contended, and research on his theory supports; the majority of the adult
population (from late adolescence through adulthood) makes meaning at or between the third and
fourth stages of development/consciousness. For purposes of this dissertation, I am primarily
interested in the latter stages, the fourth and fifth stages, because it is in these stages that a
person’s consciousness becomes more complex, abstract, precise, and specific, resulting in the
transformative action needed to meet 21st century complexities (Cook-Greuter, 2004, 2005;
Loevinger, 1976; Torbert et al., 2004). Therefore, in this next section, I summarize the fourth
and fifth orders of consciousness, including the third stage in order to provide context.
The third stage of development, called the socialized mind, is considered as the
conventional stage of reasoning. What this means is individuals at this stage possess the capacity
to think more abstractly and longer term than in the previous stage, but they internalize and
identify with the values of their environment; their sense of meaning is obtained through external
sources—books, ideas, religion, and family. This internalization of external values illustrates an
epistemology that allows these individuals to be socialized members of society, which, in turn,
allows them to feel whole. However, a sense of wholeness derived from this stage of
development does not bring contentment; these individuals exist within a context where they
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continuously face tension between their individual needs, the expectations of others, and/or the
demands of societal roles (Kegan, 1982, 1994).
In contrast, the mind at the fourth order of development or consciousness, the selfauthoring mind, possesses its own internal authority and is not conflicted by the systems of
others. Individuals at the fourth order of consciousness have transcended the co-constructed self
of the third order by developing a self that is differentiated from others, but in relation to other
people and sources. A person at the fourth order of consciousness is self-motivated, selfdirected, able to internalize multiple points of view, and engage in self-monitoring possesses and
metacognition. A self-authored individual possesses a self of enduring identity that remains
fairly stable across contexts and interpersonal relationships becoming the author of a reality that
they then abide by (Kegan, 1982, 1994).
The fifth order consciousness, possessed by very few adults, is the self-transformational
mind (Kegan, 1994). Individuals at the fifth order know the limits of their own inner system, as
well as the limits of even having an inner system. They know how they know what they know
and they simultaneously recognize the limits of this knowing. In other words, these individuals
have the capacity to engage in epistemic cognition. Individuals at the fifth order are able to
tolerate high levels of stress, ambiguity, uncertainty, and paradoxes, capacities correlated with
increasing effectiveness in leading change. They possess a well-developed sense of otherness
and, therefore, engage in actions based on perceptions of mutual interdependence. These are
individuals who understand how vital it is to move from the “me” to the “we” in creating
sustained change.
Social entrepreneurs are engaged in innovative and transformative actions for the benefit
of humanity. They are described as possessing the ability to tolerate high levels of stress,
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ambiguity, and uncertainty; to see opportunities where others see obstacles; and are committed to
innovative change benefiting the common good. These descriptors describe individuals who are
developing toward the fifth order of consciousness and possibly higher. This dissertation is an
investigation into the perspective-shifting experiences of social entrepreneurs that lead to
innovative and transforming actions. Understanding how these perspectives shape their actions
in the world will provide insights on how to develop present and future social entrepreneurs
capable of creating innovative and sustainable change.
Loevinger. Ego development theory, like Kegan’s (1982, 1994) subject-object theory,
offers a dynamic understanding of adult maturational processes—fluid processes that change, not
static views focused on stable traits. Reflecting its Piagetian (1954) roots, Loevinger’s (1976)
ego development theory is described as a stage theory that defines development as an “invariant,
hierarchical sequence” (Cook-Greuter, 1994, p. 123) of how human beings make sense of
themselves and their experiences. Just as Kegan (1982, 1994) views the subject-object
relationship as the organizing principle for how an individual makes meaning of the world,
Loevinger (1976) approached the ego as the organizing principle of the personality. According
to Loevinger (1976), the ego is a process whose central function is to make coherent meaning by
creating maps: “frames of reference that structure one’s world and within which one perceives
the world” (pp. 9-10).
Many would say that Loevinger’s most significant contribution to the field of adult
development was the construction of the Washington University Sentence Completion Test,
(SCT), a projective assessment instrument that created a basis for empirical research on
adulthood development. The SCT provided the foundation for Cook-Greuter’s (1999, 2004)
expansion of Loevinger’s (1976, 1998) work into post-conventional ways of knowing, and
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provided the foundation for the collaboration of Torbert (1994, 1996), Torbert et al. (2004), and
Cook-Greuter’s (2003, 2004) that led to the development of the Leadership Development Profile
(LDP), an assessment instrument that assesses the action logics leading to transforming actions.
The SCT and LDP will be described in detail in chapter 3.
Within the Loevinger (1976) model, there are nine stages of progressive maturation with
each stage representing the development of interpersonal awareness, self-regulation, autonomy,
conceptual complexity, and integration (Manners & Durkin, 2001). Similar to Kegan’s (1982,
1994) subject-object theory, Loevinger’s stages are sequential, cumulative, and not inevitable.
Consequently, adults have different rates of movement from one stage to another with different
final stages. Although the potential exists to develop to more complex ways of understanding
the world, the ego stage appears to remain stable throughout adulthood, with only a small
percentage of adults progressing to the higher stage of development (Cook-Greuter, 2000, 2002,
2004; Loevinger, 1976; Loevinger & Wessler, 1970; Torbert, 2003; Torbert et al., 2004).
Ego development theory categorizes its differentiated nine stages of ego development
into three tiers: pre-conventional, conventional, and post-conventional. According to Miller and
Cook-Greuter (1994), approximately 10% of the adult population functions at the preconventional level, 80% at the conventional level, and 10% at the post-conventional level. I will
now briefly review Loevinger’s conventional and post-conventional levels to arrive at the point
where Cook-Greuter extended Loevinger’s work.
Loevinger’s (1976) fifth level, the self-aware stage, is similar to Kegan’s (1994) third
stage of development—the conventional and the modal stage for the majority of adults. For
individuals at the self-aware stage, understanding of the world is essentially an unconscious
process, the result of conventional cultural conditioning. The interpersonal orientation of those
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at the self-aware stage is to be helpful with conscious preoccupations focused on feelings,
problems, and adjustments. The sixth level, the last stage in the conventional tier, is the
conscientious stage, a significant step toward further internalization and differentiation. The
interpersonal orientation at the sixth level is described as intense and responsible, with conscious
preoccupations focused on motives, traits, personal standards and values, achievements, and
long-term goals (Loevinger, 1976).
Levels seven, eight, and nine within Loevinger’s (1976) model are considered postconventional. The seventh level, which correlates with Kegan’s (1994) fourth level, the selfauthoring stage, is called individualistic and represents the transition from conventional to postconventional stages of development. Individuals at this level are described as tolerant,
possessing an interpersonal orientation of mutuality, and focused on their individual
development, their roles, and self-fulfillment (Loevinger, 1976). Individuals at the eighth level,
the autonomous stage, demonstrate increasing cognitive complexity. They accept conflict as part
of the human condition and possess an interpersonal orientation that recognizes the
interdependence of all. Autonomous individuals respect the individuality of others, value close
personal relationships, and possess high social ideals of justice (Cook-Greuter, 1994, 2004).
Individuals at this level are also likely to pursue a path of self-fulfillment and psychological
development.
The ninth and last stage of Loevinger’s (1976) model, the integrated stage, provides the
jumping off point for Cook-Greuter’s (1999) work on post-conventional levels of development.
Although Loevinger (1976) acknowledged this stage was difficult to describe due to the small
number of people at this level, she attempted to do so by assigning to this stage terms similar to
those used to describe previous stages. As a result of Loevinger’s (1976) failure to articulate
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distinctive characteristics of the later stage of development, Cook-Greuter (1994) focused her
dissertation research on creating two postautonomous (post-conventional) stages to replace
Loevinger’s integrated stage. For Cook-Greuter (1994), Loevinger’s response was inadequate to
a stage theory that is based on an “invariant, hierarchical sequence where each stage must be
uniquely defined on its own terms” (p. 123).
Cook-Greuter. Susanne Cook-Greuter (1994, 1995, 2002, 2004, 2005) is a linguist by
training, a former doctoral student of Kegan’s at Harvard, an expert scorer of Loevinger’s
Sentence Completion Test, and a colleague of Torbert’s in the application of the constructivistdevelopmental framework to leadership. Cook-Greuter (1994) believed some adults, if given the
opportunity, have the capacity “to use their intellectual abilities and awareness in ways that differ
from those dictated by mere formal [conventional] operations” (p. 147). It is not surprising that
Cook-Greuter was troubled by Loevinger’s vagueness and lack of theory regarding the postconventional levels.
Cook-Greuter (1994, 1995, 2002, 2004, 2005) contributed to Loevinger’s (1976) ego
development theory by making the SCT more useful for assessing post-conventional stages of
development. She expanded the SCT by reevaluating over 14,000 of Loevinger’s existing SCT
protocols, when she began to notice several unusual responses did not match anything in the
manuals or fit existing theory of ego development. To Cook-Greuter (1994), these unusual
responses were “authentic and meaningful and worthy of a unique description on their own
terms” (p. 123).
In her dissertation Cook-Greuter (1999) proposed two new stages—the construct-aware
stage or postautonomous stage and the unitive stage. Cook-Greuter (1994) summarized these
stages:
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At the construct-aware stage . . . individuals (a) recognize the pattern of forming coherent
maps of reality by consecutive, increasingly complex approximations, and (b) recognize
the underlying human need for permanence and stability that drives reification. At stage
C10 [the unitive stage] people understand the fundamental instability and the illusion of
the permanent object world more deeply. They integrate this awareness into a new mode
of living and a more sober appraisal of the purpose of rational behavior and language in
meaning making. (pp. 61-62)
Individuals at the construct-aware stage understand language shapes their perception of
reality and their egos are actually constructed from and maintained through their ongoing
internal dialogue (Cook-Greuter, 1994). This stage represents a shift from understanding
language as a means to communicate objective pieces of reality through conceptual maps to
experiencing language as “filtering the underlying reality and detracting from much of the
richness of experience” (Irwin, 2006, p. 319). In other words, an individual at this stage is
beginning to appreciate the limitations of language and her habitual ways of knowing.
The developmental movement from conventional to post-conventional represents a shift
from searching for the actualization of one’s self to questioning the reality of that self. There is a
“yearn[ing] for a mode of being based on non-control . . . grounded in radical openness” (Irwin,
2002, p. 176). Individuals at the unitive stage, the last post-conventional stage in Cook-Greuter’s
(1994) model are “immersed in the fluid, non-evaluative model of direct experience” (p. 233).
To summarize, ego development theory and subject-object theory view development as
movement from one meaning making system to another; a process of differentiation and
integration by which an individual attains more objectivity, leading to a less distorted view of
one’s self, and therefore, offering the possibility of a more inclusive and just perspective (CookGreuter, 1994, 2004; Kegan, 1982, 1994; Torbert et al., 2004). This transition from conventional
to post-conventional describes movement from metacognitive processes to epistemic processes,
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from the computational paradigm of cognition to Varela’s (1992) enacted cognition,
embodiment, and the distinction between double-loop and triple-loop learning processes.
Post-conventional individuals understand the “culturally constructed nature of . . . values
and beliefs and appreciate the interdependent relationship between the self and the environment”
(Cook-Greuter, 1994, p. 132). The system changing actions of social entrepreneurs potentially
indicate post-conventional ways of knowing because their actions are the result of a willingness
to move toward the unknown, to “see the world as it can be, not as it is” (Elkington & Hartigan,
2008, p. 3), and reflect a capacity to balance ambiguity, uncertainty, and high risk with the
imagination to imagine a more equitable and sustainable future (Scharmer, 2007). Consequently,
through administration of the LDP and in-depth interviews, this study offers insights regarding
constructing learning environments to inspire and develop future social entrepreneurs and foster
more complex and advanced ways of making meaning.
Leadership
Many parallels exist between the research on leadership theory and practice and the
research on entrepreneurship theory and practice: first, leadership research spans many different
disciplines such as psychology, management, business, and public administration; second, its
historical pathway similarly alternates between individual leader traits and leader activities and
behaviors; and third, the leadership field continues to lack conceptual clarity despite a high
number of empirical studies (Yukl, 2002). For purposes of this dissertation, this section will
narrow its review of the leadership literature by looking through the lens of
transformational/transactional leadership, cognitive approaches to leadership, and the application
of constructivist-developmental theory and developmental action inquiry to leadership.
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Transformational/transactional leadership. During the 1970s, the theorizing of
leadership failed to address inspiration, vision, and attention to human needs and motivations
(Higgs, 2003). Burns (1978), in his seminal work titled Leadership, corrected this failure with
his distinction between transformational and transactional leadership. Transformational
leadership “occurs when one or more persons engage with others in such a way that leaders and
followers raise one another to higher levels of motivation and morality” (Burns, 1978, p. 20).
This type of leadership inspires followers to “transcend their own self-interests for the sake of
others . . . [leading to a] relationship of mutual stimulation and elevation that converts followers
into leaders and may convert leaders into moral agents" (Burns, 1978, p. 4). In contrast,
transactional leaders make contact only to exchange “valued things . . . economic, political, and
psychological [that] will grant them legitimacy and authority” (Burns, 1978, p. 20).
Transactional leaders are interested in only “marginally improv[ing] and maintain[ing]” (Bass,
1985, p. 27) quality of performance through reexamining goals, skillfully working with
resistance to particular actions, and best practices for implementing decisions.
Burns (1978) pointed to Mohandas Gandhi as a classic example of transformational
leadership. Gandhi’s vision fundamentally reoriented the beliefs of Indians about what they
could achieve politically and economically by redefining how such goals could be attained,
namely through nonviolence. Most importantly, as Gandhi raised the aspirations of millions of
Indians, he allowed himself, as a leader, to be transformed. Martin Luther King is another
example of a transformational leader who transformed lives with his vision of a more “inclusive,
tolerant future” (D. McGuire & Hutchings, 2007, p. 162). King accomplished this by instilling
confidence in his followers through “divergent thinking and innovative strategies and solutions”
(D. McGuire & Hutchings, 2007, p. 162).
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The distinction between transformational and transactional leadership is relevant to this
study because it illustrates a central point in constructive-developmental theory: the difference
between horizontal and vertical development. The process of transforming followers into leaders
and leaders into moral agents is not a matter of additional knowledge acquisition, but more a
matter of expanding one’s perspective, thus, the distinction between transformational and
transaction leadership illustrates the difference between learning and development. Additionally,
social entrepreneurs, like transformational leaders, “inspire higher-order values such as altruism”
(Avolio, Walumbwa, & Weber, 2009, p. 428) and possess “vision, self confidence, and inner
strength” to challenge existing frameworks and to do what is “right or good” (Bass as cited in
Kuhnert & Lewis, 1987, p. 648).
However, Kuhnert and Lewis (1987) observed both Bass (1985) and Burns (1978) failed
to address the internal processes that generate transformational or transactional actions. Avolio
et al. (2009) noted new revolutionary paradigms are emerging that will affect the future content
and methodological approaches to leader development, which, in turn, will strengthen the needed
conceptual clarity around leadership. They suggested understanding how leaders think is an
emerging leadership inquiry that represents one of these new revolutionary paradigms. Avolio et
al. asked what are the:
Underlying psychological processes, mechanisms, and conditions through which
transformational and charismatic leaders motivate followers? How do leaders perceive,
decide, behave, and take action and; what constitutes an individual’s level of
developmental readiness or one’s capacity or motivational orientation to develop one’s
full potential? (p. 429)
Instead of looking “for lessons in the actions of great leaders, we should be examining what goes
on in their heads” (Martin, 2007, p. 1) because that is what leads to the actions leaders take.
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I will now review two strands of literature that focus on the internal processes of leaders:
the cognitive perspective which investigates how leaders think, meaning how leaders process
information, and the constructive-developmental perspective which illuminates how leaders
know (i.e., how leaders make-meaning of or interpret information).
Cognition and leadership. Howard Gardner (1995) pointed out:
Our understanding of the nature and processes of leadership is most likely to be enhanced
as we come to understand better the arena in which leadership necessarily occurs-namely,
the human mind. . . . By focusing on the mind and invoking the word cognitive, I make
deliberate contact with an approach to the study of the mind that has developed rapidly in
the last few decades. (p. 15)
We are living in the “cognitive age paradigm” (Brooks, 2008, p. 2). Technological
change, the central process driving economic change, is creating a “skills revolution” that is
demanding expanded cognitive capacities such as being “better at absorbing, processing, and
combining information” (Brooks, 2008, p. 2). Further, as Brooks (2008) noted, “the most
important part of the pathway that information travels is the last few inches—the space between
a person’s eyes or ears and the various regions of the brain” (p. 2). Reflecting his belief that the
real source of future prosperity can be found in the specific processes that foster learning, Brooks
(2008) posed two critical questions: “Does the individual have the capacity to understand the
information? [and] Are there cultural assumptions that distort the way it is perceived?” (p. 2). A
reframing of Brooks’ questions within constructive-developmental theory would be: Is there a
need to examine and expand the current perspectives that inform our capacities to see in new
ways?
Leadership is hard to define and, yet, understanding the nature of leadership is critical to
the success of an organization. Pech (2003) suggested the inability of people to reflexively
access higher order cognitive processes is one reason abstract concepts such as leadership are
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difficult to define: people lack “the ability to articulate how and what thought processes are used
when leading” (Pech, 2003, p. 34).
A cognitive inquiry into leadership focuses on how to expand the mind-sets of leaders. It
is a critical inquiry because “central to becoming a great leader is less about acting like one and
more about ‘thinking like one’” (Martin, 2007, p. 1). Rather than focusing on what a leader
does, the valuable insights lay in examining and understanding what goes on in the heads of
leaders—“examine the antecedent of doing, or the ways in which leaders’ cognitive processes
produce their actions” (Martin, 2007, p. 2).
Lord and Hall (2005) developed a model of leadership cognition that represents a bridge
between the cognitive and constructive-developmental approach to leadership. They
conceptualized leadership skill development in terms of how leaders access and use information,
and what, meaning the content of their underlying knowledge of the tasks and social issues
related to leadership. By contrasting within various domains, the deep structures of the expert
entrepreneurial mindset to the surface structures of the novice entrepreneurial mindset, Lord and
Hall (2005) concluded experts access a “deeper interpretative understanding [and] engage in
deeper ways of organizing knowledge and define environments and problems in terms of
underlying principles rather than surface features” (p. 595). These deeper expert capacities,
characterized as “principled leadership” (Lord & Hall, 2005, p. 595), resonate with actions
shaped by post-conventional ways of knowing.
Constructive-developmental theory and leadership. This section will review the
literature on constructive-developmental theory and leadership. I will focus on literature that
draws from the work of Kegan (1982, 1994), Torbert (1999, 2000), and Torbert et al. (2004),
with an emphasis on Torbert’s action logic framework.
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First, a metaphor for illustrating developmental differences:
Three umpires, so the story goes, were discussing their view of their work. “Some’re
balls and some’re strikes,” the first umpire said, “and I calls ‘em as I sees ‘em.”
“Some’re balls and some’re strikes,” the second one said, “and I calls ‘em as they are.”
“Well, some’re balls, all right,” the third umpire said, and “sure, some’re strikes. But
until I calls ‘em, they aint’t nothing.” (Kegan & Lahey as cited in Kellerman, 1984,
p. 199)
This metaphor, which arose during a philosophical discussion about the nature of reality and the
exercise of authority, distinguishes the different perspectives between the third, fourth, and fifth
stages of development (Kegan & Lahey as cited in Kellerman, 1984). Although Kegan and
Lahey (as cited in Kellerman, 1984) acknowledged the story does not necessarily indicate how
one would lead, they consider “leadership as the exercise of authority in relationship to a
person’s implicit philosophy or construction of reality” (p. 199).
Constructive-developmental theory is particularly useful to apply to issues of leadership
development because it considers the self not only in terms of its cognitive functions, but also
attends to other dimensions of the self such as the affective, interpersonal, and intrapersonal
domains, all of which are relevant to the exercise of leadership. The literature that uses Kegan’s
(1984) model to determine leader effectiveness primarily focuses on the differences between the
third and fourth orders of development and the transition points between these two stages
(McCauley et al., 2006), a reasonable focus in light of the fact that 80% to 95% of the adult
population operates within these two stages (Harris & Kuhnert, 2008; Kegan, 1994; McCauley et
al., 2006; Torbert et al., 2004).
However, as McCauley et al. (2006) pointed out, interest in the leadership capacities of
individuals who assess at the post-conventional stages and beyond is increasing due to the
complexities of our times that demand a broader, higher, and more complex perspective. One
example is the research of Harris and Kuhnert (2008) who examined the relationships between
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leadership development level (LDL), defined as “measurable capacity to understand ourselves,
others, and our situations” (Eigel & Kuhnert, 2005, p. 359) and leadership effectiveness. Similar
to Kegan (1982, 1994), Harris and Kuhnert’s (2008) model identifies three domains,
intrapersonal, interpersonal, and cognitive, that progress sequentially through a series of stages
from “an externally defined to internally defined understanding of themselves in the
intrapersonal domain, from self-focus to other-focus in the interpersonal domain, and from
simplicity to complexity in the cognitive domain” (p. 49).
Data, collected through Harris and Kuhnert’s (2008) subject-object constructivedevelopmental interviews and 360-degree feedback, revealed that LDL predicted leadership
effectiveness, and that those individuals who led from higher levels were more effective in
number of leadership competencies—“managing performance, cultivating and retaining talent,
inspiring commitment, catalyzing teams . . . leading change, creating a compelling vision, and
personal grounding” (Harris & Kuhnert, 2008, p. 61). Most importantly, for purposes of this
study, Harris and Kuhnert (2008) found leaders at the higher stage—level 5—possessed the
“ability to challenge the status quo . . . [and able to] engage in dissent, overcome obstacles,
resilient and comfortable with conflict” (p. 61).
Social entrepreneurs challenge the status quo, overcome obstacles, are resilient, and
comfortable with conflict. In light of the research on the later action logics and the larger-thanlife descriptions of who social entrepreneurs are and what they do, I was curious to learn whether
individuals, engaged in system changing actions for a greater good, would assess at the later
action logics. If these individuals assessed at the later action logics, social entrepreneurs, as
defined by this study, could provide an important population for researchers and practitioners to
study for deeper understanding of actions shaped by post-conventional knowing.
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Action logic framework. As illustrated in Kegan’s (1982, 1994) approach, there is no
step-by-step procedure to follow that will accomplish this transformation within a short time
frame—transformation is the result of regularly “enacting the values of integrity, mutuality, and
sustainability” (Torbert et al., 2004, p. 9). However, markers do exist along the path that point to
significant shifts in orientation—“crucial sense-making processes” (Herdman-Barker & Torbert,
2008, p. 3) that provide the lens for increasingly complex interpretations of experiences and
actions. Within the action logic framework, these crucial sense-making processes are called
action-logic, a term that reflects the fluid nature of the simultaneous awarenesses characteristic
of the later stages of development. These later action-logics possess a “relatively dynamic,
multi-territory connotation . . . [as opposed to the] relatively static, structural, mental quality” of
the earlier stages (Herdman-Barker & Torbert, 2008, p. 7).
Cook-Greuter (2003) described action logic as:
A psycho-logical [sic] system within three interrelated components. The operative
component looks at what adults see as the purpose of life, what needs they act upon, and
what ends they are moving towards. The affective component deals with emotions and
the experience of being in this world. The cognitive component addresses the question of
how a person thinks about him or herself and the world. It is important to understand that
each action logic emerges from a synthesis of doing, being, and thinking despite the term
logic, which may suggest an emphasis on cognition. (p. 2)
Table 2.1 describes in detail the three dimensions of each action logic.
Table 2.1
Three Main Dimensions of Each Action-Logic (adapted from Cook-Greuter, 2004; Nicolaides,
2008).

Function

The LDF, a psycho-logy of human meaning making
which addresses the following essential questions:

Doing

1. Behavioral dimension

* coping * needs and ends * purpose

How do people interact? What are the needs they
act upon, and what ends do they try to achieve?
How do they cope and master their lives? What
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function do others play in an individual’s life?
Being

2. Affective dimension

* awareness * experience * affect

How do they feel about things? How do they deal
with affect? What is the range of awareness and of
their selective perception? How are events
experienced and processed? What are the preferred
defenses?

Thinking

3. Cognitive dimension

* conceptions * knowledge * interpretation

How does a person think? How do individuals
structure experience, how do they explain things,
make sense of their experience? What is the logic
behind their perspectives on the self and the world?

For purposes of my research, I am using Torbert et al.’s (2004) Leadership Development
Profile (LDP), an adaptation of Cook-Greuter’s (1999) expansion of Loevinger’s (1976)
Sentence Completion Test (SCT). Any description of any action logic is incomplete because it
simply points to an individual’s primary way of making meaning and subsequent action. We all
engage a range of action logics with the flexibility of our range dependent upon the complexity
of our primary action logic. Table 2.2 describes the leadership journey from pre-conventional to
post-conventional action-logics.
Table 2.2
Description of the Characteristics of Action-Logics and Associated Leadership Style
Action
Logic

Key
Characteristics

Leadership style associated with each Action
Logic

Opportunist
Pre-conventional

Wins any way
possible.
Self-oriented;
manipulative; “might
makes right.”

Short term horizon; focus on concrete things; deceptive;
rejects feedback; externalizes blame; distrustful; fragile
self-control; possibly hostile humor or “happy-golucky;” views luck as central; views rules as loss of
freedom; punishes according to ‘eye for eye’ ethic; treats
what they can get away with as legitimate. Seeks
personal advantage; takes an opportunity when it arises.

Diplomat

Avoids overt conflict.

Observes protocol; avoids inner and outer conflict;
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Conventional

Wants to belong;
obeys group norm;
rarely rocks the boat;
bad to hurt others;
needs acceptance.

works to group standard; speaks in clichés and
platitudes; conforms; feels shame if they violate norm;
avoids hurting others; seeks membership and status;
face-saving essential; loyalty is to immediate group, not
“distant” organization or principles. Attends to social
affairs of group and individuals. Provides supportive
social glue.

Expert
Conventional

Rules by logic and
expertise.
Searches for
improvement and
rational efficiency.

Is immersed in the self- referential logic of their own
belief system, regarding it as the only valid way of
thinking. Interested in problem solving; critical of self
and others based on their belief system; chooses
efficiency over effectiveness; perfectionist; accepts
feedback only from “objective” experts in their own
field; dogmatic; values decisions based on the
incontrovertible facts; wants to stand out and be unique
as an expert; sense of obligation to wider, internally
consistent moral order. Consistent in pursuit of
improvement. Strong individual contributor.

Achiever
Conventional

Meets strategic goals.
Delivery of results by
most effective means.
Success focused.

Effectiveness and results oriented; long-term goals;
future is vivid, inspiring; welcomes behavioral feedback;
feels like initiator, not a pawn; begins to appreciate
complexity and systems; seeks increasing mutuality in
relationships; feels guilty if does not meet own standard;
blind to own shadow, to the subjectivity behind
objectivity; energized by practical, day-to-day
improvements based on self-chosen (but not necessarily
self-created) value/ethical system; seeks to find ways
around problems in order to deliver, may be unorthodox.
Adopts rather than creates goals.

Individualist
Post-Conventional

Innovates processes.
Relativistic position
with fewer fixed
truths. Self,
relationships and
interaction with the
system.

Focus on self and less on goals; increased understanding
of complexity, systems operation and working through
relationships; deepening personal relationships; takes on
different role in different situations; increasingly
questions own assumptions (part of rise in self
absorption) and assumptions of others; attracted by
change and difference more than by stability and
similarity; increasingly aware of own shadow.

Strategist
Post-Conventional

Creates persona land
organizational
transformations.
Links between
principles, contract,
theories and
judgment.

Recognizes importance of principle, contract, theory and
judgment – not just rules and customs; creative at
conflict resolution; process oriented as well as goal
oriented; aware of paradox and contradiction; aware that
what one sees depends upon one’s world view; high
value on individuality, unique market niches, particular
historical movements; enjoys playing a variety of roles;
witty, existential humor (as contrasted to prefabricated
jokes); aware of dark side of power and may be tempted
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by it—may misuse their own abilities and manipulate
others.
Alchemist
Post-conventional

Generates social
transformations
Interplay of
awareness, thought,
action and effect.
Transforming self and
others.

Seeks participation in historical / spiritual
transformations; creator of events which become
mythical and reframe situations; anchoring in inclusive
present, seeing the light and dark in situations; works
with order and chaos; blends opposites, creating ‘
positive-sum’ games; exercises own attention
continually; researches interplay of institution, thought,
action and effects on outside world; treats time and
events as symbolic, analogical, metaphorical (not merely
linear, digital, literal), involved in spiritual quest, often
helps others in their life quests.
Note. Adapted from Torbert et al. (2004) and Cook-Grueter (2005).

In summary, the actions of leaders are shaped by their action-logics: Achievers meet
strategic goals; Individualists innovate processes; Strategists create personal and organizational
transformation, and Alchemists generate social transformation. Through this lens, the research
shows individuals interested in increasing their effectiveness in facilitating transforming and
sustainable change must be willing to grow through successive action-logics into “greater levels
of complexity, responsibility, empathy, understanding of the world, and appreciation of the
undefined creative potential of each moment” (Torbert et al., 2004, p. 213). Learning to generate
timely action that is intentional and not habitual, accidental, or conforming to existing norms is
like improvising—a continual letting go of what was in order to be open to what is; it is existing
in “jazz time” goal (Hatch as cited in Petranker, 2005, p. 241), not steering toward something
predetermined.
Table 2.3 provides an overview of the three theories of adult development described in
this chapter.
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Table 2.3
Overview of Three Theories of Adult Development
Kegan

Cook-Greuter

Torbert

Stages of Development

Ego Development Stages (1986,
2002)

Action Logics (1991, 2003; Torbert
et al., 2004)

Included with the inter-individual
stage
5th order of consciousness +

5/6 Construct aware

Alchemist

Inter-individual stage
5th order of consciousness

5 Autonomous
4/5 Individualist

Strategist
Individualist

Institutional stage
4th order of consciousness

4

Achiever

Conscientious

Note: Adapted from Cook-Greuter (2003), Kegan (1982), and Torbert et al. (2004).

Conclusion
This dissertation is an investigation into the meaning making that leads to social
entrepreneurial action. This research inquiry led to a review of the literature on entrepreneurship
that explores the connection between entrepreneurial thinking and doing, a focus that revealed
entrepreneurial cognition and entrepreneurial learning as significant topics. Although, the
emphasis in both areas is on past-orientated action, research into entrepreneurial learning
describes a more dynamic relationship between entrepreneurial thinking and doing, in contrast to
the static model of entrepreneurial cognition. Additionally reviewed was research considered to
be bridge builders between examining past-oriented actions and exploring future-oriented
actions: cognitive adaptability, generative cognition, and the marriage of developmental
psychology and constructivism.
In many ways, the literature on social entrepreneurs mirrors the literature on business
entrepreneurs. In both cases, the literature describes entrepreneurs as larger-than-life individuals
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who are innovative, visionary, and courageous. After a period of time investigating the activities
of entrepreneurs, researchers in both fields came to recognize the activities of seeing an
opportunity and acting on the opportunity. Subsequently, the research focus turned to the
characteristics and motivations of the individual entrepreneur. Currently, researchers in both
fields are calling for a deeper exploration into the inner processes of the individual entrepreneur
that lead to entrepreneurial action (Alvord et al., 2004; Krueger, 2007; Light, 2008).
A review of the constructive-developmental framework included a review of the works of
Kegan (1982, 1994), Loevinger (1976), Loevinger and Wessler (1970), and Cook-Greuter (1999,
2004). In light of the nature of this research inquiry regarding the inner sense making processes
that led to social entrepreneurial action, the review of the leadership literature specifically
focused on leadership through the lenses of cognition and constructive-developmental theory.
This chapter concluded with a description of Torbert et al.’s (2004) action logic framework and
his application of constructive-developmental theory to leadership.
An examination of the meaning making that leads social entrepreneurial action offers
insights into the minds of individuals engaged in system changing actions for a greater good and
expands current cognitive approaches to understanding the link between entrepreneurial thinking
and action. The findings provided insights for constructing learning environments that inspire
and develop future social entrepreneurs, which include insights for developing cultivating social
entrepreneurial action informed by post-conventional action logics.
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Chapter III: Research Methodology
Introduction
In this chapter, I present my methodological design, explain my rationale for its selection,
and describe the larger context in which this rationale exists. I also describe the methods used
for data collection and data analysis, and provide consideration of potential validity threats and
the measures I took to be responsive to these potential threats. Lastly, I discuss participant
selection and the protocol for both the Leadership Development Profile (LDP) and the qualitative
interview.
The Qualitative Paradigm
Research is a systematic, investigative process by which knowledge about a social
phenomenon is expanded through pursuit of an inquiry (Merriam, 2009). This new knowledge is
gained either through a quantitative study that seeks to predict cause and effect or a qualitative
study that seeks to understand the “meaning of a particular social phenomenon from those
experiencing the phenomenon” (Merriam, 2009, p. 212). Bjerke (2000) described the distinction
between quantitative and qualitative research methods by drawing attention to the distinction
between explaining and understanding:
Explainers presume an objective logic, a circumstantial world; and that human beings are
reactive who construct models to simplify a complicated world. In contrast,
understanders presume a subjective logic, a meaningful world; and that human beings are
creative who generate interpretations to complicate a simplified world. (p. 5)
According to Denzin and Lincoln (2003):
Qualitative research is multi-method in focus involving an interpretive, naturalistic
approach to its subject matter. This means that qualitative researchers study things in
their natural setting, attempting to make sense of or interpret phenomena in terms of the
meaning people bring to them. (p. 2)
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This focus poses many challenges and risks to qualitative researchers because “people want to
believe that the world . . . is systematic, ordered, and real, when it is really random, chaotic, and
illusory” (Gilovich, 1991, p. 21). Therefore, qualitative researchers are challenged, “to provide a
richness and depth of insight” (Hindle, 2004, p. 601) that moves beyond the positivist paradigm,
yet, in such a way that does not sacrifice credibility. Meaning making that leads to timely and
transforming actions for the benefit of humanity is at the heart of my research inquiry and
because it is an inquiry into the experiences of participants and the way they construct those
experiences, a qualitative research approach is most appropriate (Patton, 1990).
Research Design
How a researcher designs a study is informed by the researcher’s orientation about the
nature of reality, the purpose of the research, the question being asked, and the type of
knowledge to be produced (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Merriam, 2009; Seidman, 2005). From an
ontological perspective, a qualitative researcher embraces the idea of multiple realities and
typically conducts research that involves an assessment of how the human mind works and the
resulting behavior. This description reflects my orientation to reality, influenced by Buddhist
teachings and practice, my history as a change agent, and my study of leadership and change.
Consequently, my research inquiry into the meaning making that leads to social entrepreneurial
action called for a qualitative approach.
Kvale and Brinkmann’s (2009) distinction between the metaphors of the miner and
traveler regarding the nature of knowledge informed my conceptualization of the research
design. The miner-researcher collects knowledge by waiting for “the subject’s interior to be
uncovered, uncontaminated” (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 49). The traveler-researcher
constructs knowledge by seeing herself on a journey to distant and possibly unfamiliar places,
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like an “anthropologist who wanders through the landscape,” entering into conversations with
participants in ways that encourage them “to tell their own stories of their lived world” (Kvale &
Brinkmann, 2009, p. 50). I view myself as a traveler-researcher.
Inspired and guided by the traveler metaphor, I chose in-depth interviews, a qualitative
approach that allows for an exploration of the perspective-shifting experiences that led to social
entrepreneurial action. In-depth interviewing can be a powerful qualitative research tool because
its purpose is not necessarily to get answers to questions or to test hypotheses, but to explore and
understand the interiority of another (Charmaz, 2002; Corbin & Strauss, 2007; McMillan &
Wergin, 2006; Seidman, 2005). Language, along with inflections and tone is the data of in-depth
interview, enabling me, as the researcher, to capture the complexity of participants’ feelings,
thoughts, and perceptions (Patton, 1990). In-depth interviews offered a pathway for entering into
conversations with social entrepreneurs that illuminated and deepened the understanding of both
the researcher and participants regarding the social entrepreneurial actions.
Gartner and Birley (2002) vigorously advocated for qualitative research approaches for
exploring the substantive issues in the field of entrepreneurship, “qualitative researchers immerse
themselves to a greater depth and in a wider variety of situations” (Gartner & Birley, 2002,
p. 394) allowing them to elicit new and deeply contextual insights into the entrepreneurial
process. Most relevant to this dissertation, Hindle (2004) specifically suggested qualitative
research methods are most appropriate for “the subdomain most concerned with the
vulnerabilities of human rationality—the field of entrepreneurial cognition—how the mind
thinks” (p. 601).
Examples of the qualitative approach in entrepreneurship literature include narrative, life
story, life history, and phenomenology, approaches that provide insights into entrepreneurial
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identity, entrepreneurial learning and motives, and how businesses are run (Bauer & McAdams,
2004; Cope, 2003, 2005; Dodd, 2002; Rae & Carswell, 2000). Action is the essence of
entrepreneurship and the “narrative is the form of hermeneutic expression in which human action
is understood and made meaningful” (Polkinghorne, 1988, p. 145).
Lived stories are also a form of knowing that allows engagement in the deeper meaning
of our lives (Atkinson, 1998, p. 76). The lived stories of social entrepreneurs through their
perspective-shifting experiences “have much to tell us all about the future of tomorrow’s
challenges” (Elkington & Hartigan, 2008, p. 23). When the stories we continue to live forward
are freely chosen, shaped not by what has gone before, but by our intention or sense of purpose,
innovation and freedom is the outcome (Petranker, 2005; Scharmer, 2007; Senge, Scharmer,
Jaworski, & Flowers, 2004).
Having social entrepreneurs tell their stories in a way that leads to their “witness[ing] the
various motifs” (Atkinson, 1998, p. 76) that pulled or pushed them toward a future of social
entrepreneurial action is the intention of the in-depth interview. Additionally, in-depth
interviews create a container of engagement that allow for the deeper reflection required for
probing meaning making by accessing “people’s ideas, thoughts, and memories in their own
words” (Reinharz, 1992, p. 19). Illuminating social entrepreneurial action within a framework of
ongoing meaning will (re)conceptualize the nature of social entrepreneurial action (Johansson,
2004) by deepening an understanding of the development of the intentions, sense of purpose,
personal visions, and attitudes toward life (Atkinson, 1998) that lead to pioneering innovative
solutions for humanity.
The Research Process
Just as the actions of social entrepreneurs are described as improvisation and movement
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beyond the past, so too, my actions as a researcher must illustrate a “willingness to embrace
uncertainty [and engage in] effortless, uncontrived action” (Purser & Petranker, 2005, p. 247). A
researched-based interviewing process typically requires an explicitly stated interview protocol
that includes specific questions to be asked, all in the service of gathering data. Is it possible to
gather data in a way that allows for the not completely knowing of what I will say next, trusting
that a knowing will arise to guide the process? Purser and Petranker (2005) acknowledged the
paradox of this approach, “the very nature of this approach, centered as it is in the immediacy of
experience as it unfolds, does not lend itself to the formulation of rules for implementation”
(p. 247). Developmental action inquiry lends itself to taking an improvisatory stance as a
researcher because it not only facilitates the engagement of the unconditioned dynamic future of
human interactions but also explains the processes by which this engagement can take place.
By seeing possibilities for the future not grounded in the past, social entrepreneurs are
engaged in direct actions that are challenging and changing established systems (Hartigan, n.d.;
Light, 2008). In alignment with the nature of these actions, my conceptualization of the research
design is informed by developmental action inquiry as a methodological approach. In the next
section, I will provide a brief review of DAI as a methodological framework.
Developmental Action Inquiry
DAI is a theory and a practice for developing the capacity for post-conventional knowing.
DAI is also a social science research method that moves beyond the separation of research and
action by bringing together first-person, second-person, and third-person approaches while
considering the ongoing development of research participants and researcher (Chandler &
Torbert, 2003; D. McGuire & Hutchings, 2007; Starr & Torbert, 2005; Torbert, 2000). DAI is an
emerging discipline that offers the possibility of cultivating the presence, intention, and ability to
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act in real time. The ability to conduct inquiry in the present about the past for the future is a
critical kind of “social science and social art that remain unexplored in most empirical
scholarship to date” (Chandler & Torbert, 2003, p. 134). As a research method, the interweaving
of the subjective, intersubjectivity, and objectivity enhances the researcher’s capacity to
simultaneous listen into our territories of experience—outside events, one’s own sensed
performance, one’s thinking and feeling, and intentional attention—resulting in a new ways of
knowing that lead to new ways of acting as a change agent and as a researcher (Torbert et al.,
2004).
This study, grounded in the premise that new realties need transforming actions that
emerge from new ways of knowing, investigated the meaning making that leads to social
entrepreneurial action. Consequently, the premise and the research inquiry required an
innovative approach in its research methods. DAI, as a research model, is appropriate for this
study for three reasons: (a) it is concerned about personal and social transformation, (b) it has a
shared “mutual understanding of the researched phenomena” (J. McGuire & Rhodes, 2009,
p. 229), and (c) it offers the possibility of cultivating new ways of knowing for both participant
and researcher.
Selection of Participants
Participants were identified primarily through what sociologists call a “snowball sample,
identify[ing] cases of interest from people who know people who know what cases are
information-rich, that is, good examples for study, good interview subjects” (Patton, 1990,
p. 182) and through “purposeful sampling . . . based on the assumption that the investigator
wants to discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore must select a sample from which
the most can be learned” (Merriam, 2009, p. 77). The initial criteria used to identify social
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entrepreneurs were engagement with system changing actions, meaning actions that operated
beyond the local level or actions operating at the local level but with a variety of systems, and
demographic diversity.
Attempts made to identify participants through the various websites associated with
social entrepreneurial action (Civic Ventures, Skoll Foundation, and Great Bay Foundation) were
unsuccessful. Through reading the websites, I personally contacted 17 individuals (see
Appendix A for Initial Contact with Individual Social Entrepreneurs). Of these 17 individuals,
three responded, with one individual ultimately participating in the study. I also posted an
invitation to the list-serve of the Presencing Institute, an effort that yielded one participant.
Through email, I contacted 15 of my professional contacts for recommendations of potential
participants (see Appendix B for Request for Recommendation); as a result 14 individuals were
contacted by email, a process that yielded three participants. The process through my
professional contacts consisted of the following: email introductions were made with potential
participants. I then followed up by email to the potential participants with a description and
purpose of the study and the time commitment required of them as participants (see Appendix C
for Communication to Referred Individuals). I identified three participants through my
professional work contacts. After several weeks, one participant decided against participating in
the study, and the last participant was obtained through an introduction at a conference.
Significant effort was made to locate participants to ensure demographic diversity and
diversity of experience, so participants would have different backgrounds and different stories to
tell. My intention was to learn from social entrepreneurs who meet the definition of engaging in
system actions, as defined for purposes of this study, and who had the capability to verbalize
their thoughts (i.e., were able to narrate their experiences, thoughts, and motives). The focus of
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the study, the meaning making structures of social entrepreneurs, required an ability to be
reflective and capable of expressing one’s reflections. This preference for verbal fluency could
be seen as a weakness in the study, a criticism also levied against the LDP. Although verbal
fluency does not necessarily indicate a capacity to engage in complex meaning making, a study
on the meaning making that leads to social entrepreneurial action, conducted through an
interview process, would be seriously jeopardized if responses from participants only consisted
of “no” and “yes.” In the end, demographic diversity and engagement in system changing
actions were the most significant drivers in identifying participants for my study.
Once a participant agreed to participate in the study, I sent them an Invitation to
Participate letter (see Appendix D) that described the nature and purpose of the study, an
estimate of the time required, and the definition of social entrepreneurs that would be guiding
this study. The invitation to participate also included a request for a brief telephone conversation
to discuss their social entrepreneurial action, insure their actions met the definition, review the
content of the invitation, and provide an opportunity for participants to ask clarifying questions.
In the invitation to participate and during the subsequent phone call, I described the LDP
as a tool for assessing complexity of meaning making. I asked participants to first take the LDP
and then we scheduled the interview. The intention for requesting this sequence was informed
by my experience of taking the LDP, which I found to be a reflective exercise. However, of the
nine participants, only three participants found the experience reflective.
I also asked participants during this first telephone conversation if they were willing to
participate in a reflective three-minute exercise in the beginning of the actual interview. I
described the exercise as way to create a reflective interview container, which could offer them
the space and opportunity the ability to tell their story from a different perspective. I informed
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each participant the exercise was optional and they did not have to decide immediately; they
could wait until the actual interview to decide if they wished to participate. Once a participant
agreed to participate in the study, I emailed a Consent Form (see Appendix E) and a copy of the
three-minute exercise instructions (see Appendix F).
Data collection consisted of administering the LDP and conducting 90-minute in-depth
interviews. In the next section, I provide an overview of the LDP, followed by a description of
the validity and reliability of the LDP, and the disadvantages and advantages of using the LDP as
an assessment instrument for my study. I then describe the interview protocol and address the
validity, reliability, and ethical concerns of in-depth interviews.
Data Collection
The sources of data collection included (a) objective data: the LDP, a sentence
completion instrument that assessed the action logics of the participants, and (b) intersubjective
data: one round of 90 minute semi-structured interviews that explored their perspective-shifting
experiences, and (c) subjective data: my personal reflections, written in short memo form
chronicling my own thinking, feeling, experiences, and perceptions throughout the research
process. These sources provided rich data to identify the currently operating action logic of
participants, the perspective-shifting experiences that led to social entrepreneurial action, and the
emerging themes that resulted in the findings of the study.
Overview of the LDP. The data collection process began with the administration and
scoring of the LDP, an assessment instrument, based on Loevinger’s’ Sentence Completion Test.
This assessment instrument determined the developmental action logic by which an individual
consistently constructs meaning of his or her experiences (Cook-Greuter, 2003, 2004, 2005;
Torbert, 1996; Torbert et al., 2004; Rooke & Torbert, 2005). In other words, it elicits
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information regarding the processes by which an individual reasons, thinks, and relates to others
(Inglis & Steele, 2005).
Table 2.3 provided detailed descriptions of these action logics, thus, I will only briefly
summarize the relevant action logics. Achievers operating at the last conventional action logic
see themselves as rational and objective decision-makers focused on high performance linked to
specific goals that they adopted rather than created (Torbert et al., 2004). Individualists,
operating at the first post-conventional level, innovate processes by challenging rules that do not
make sense and creating new rules that benefit the greater good. Strategists create personal and
organizational transformation by possessing a higher order synthesizing capacity that inspires
others to achieve their full potential and Alchemists generate social transformation by speaking
to people’s minds and hearts (Torbert et al., 2004).
The LDP determined the complexity of an individual’s meaning making by asking
participants to respond to 36 sentence stems covering many different aspects of human concern
(Loevinger & Wessler, 1970). Examples of these sentence stems include “raising a family . . . ”,
“when it comes to organizing my time . . . ”, “a good boss is . . . ”, and “what gets me into
trouble is . . . ”. I chose the LDP because it has been used extensively in exploring the
complexity of the meaning making of leaders and managers and because Cook-Greuter (1999,
2003, 2004), Rooke and Torbert (2005), Torbert (1994, 1996), and Torbert et al. (2004), whose
theoretical approaches to development have significantly influenced my conceptual and
analytical framework, developed the LDP.
LDP data collection procedure. The LDP is available for electronic download and
takes approximately 45 minutes to one hour to complete. It is not a probed interview, but an
assessment of the complexity of the action logics independent of the interviewers’ own
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developmental stages, skills, and biases (Fisher, Rook, & Torbert, 2003). The instrument was
independently scored by qualified raters, who have undergone a rigorous two-year training by
members of Rooke’s and Torbert’s consulting firm, Hartill, Inc. These raters, who maintained a
high level of inter-rater reliability, engaged in a scoring process that included the scores of
individual items, simple and cumulative distributions, total protocol rating, total weighted score,
and percentage distribution responses (Herdman-Barker & Torbert, 2008).
The raters analyzed the complexity of the structure and content of each sentence stem and
attempted to match each of the 36 responses with one of the listed category titles in the scoring
manual. Important to note is the raters score several forms at the same time, meaning they rate
each individual sentence across several forms, not the 36 sentences contained in one form. This
approach avoids the “halo effect” (Herdman-Barker, Rooke, & Torbert, 2009, p. 2) of
predisposing a rater to more of the same. An experienced rater takes about one hour to score a
protocol; responses that indicate later action logics typically take longer due to their uniqueness
and complexity. Using a distribution curve, responses are then totaled for each item and an
overall action logic is identified (Herdman-Barker & Torbert, 2008).
To enhance the practical usefulness of the LDP for executive coaches and consultants, a
second rater re-reads all of the sentence completions, confirms the action logic, and then
provides a personal commentary that offers strategies for how to stabilize the current action-logic
and develop into the next action-logic. However, the commentary does not impact the
assessment of the overall action-logic, so, for purposes of the dissertation, the profiles will only
identify the action-logic without the commentary.
Validity and reliability. The LDP represents an evolution of the SCT and, as a result,
any discussion of reliability and validity of the LDP must be drawn from the extensive research
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done on the SCT by examining thousands of completions of the SCT. Hundreds of empirical
studies have been conducted that support the validity of the SCT measure (Hauser, 1976;
Westenberg, Blasi, & Cohn, 1998) and the reliability and internal consistency of the instrument
(Loevinger & Wessler, 1970; Manners & Durkin, 2000, 2001). The website of Leiden
University, which provided a bibliography of the research and extensive information on the
validity and reliability measures, indicated a typical perfect inter-rater agreement per item at 85,
with inter-rater agreement within one stage is close to 95%, and internal consistency as evaluated
by Cronbach’s coefficient alpha was reported in the studies to be .90 or higher, with test-retest
correlations about .80.
Torbert was using the SCT in 1978 to investigate whether different developmental action
logics led to different managerial capacities (Herdman-Barker et al., 2009). In an effort to
enhance the predictive validity of the LDP in assessing actions in the world without jeopardizing
internal validity, Torbert and associates replaced older, gender-related stems that generated
responses with low correlations (Herdman-Barker & Torbert, 2008, p. 4). For examples, the
stems “Men are lucky . . . ” and “Women are lucky . . . ” were replaced with new stems about
time, power, and teams (Herdman-Barker & Torbert, 2008, p. 9). The most recently added stems
have proven to “correlate with overall profile ratings better than the replaced stems,” and also
“correlated better than the average with the remaining original stems” (Herdman-Barker &
Torbert, 2008, p. 6). The LDP now contains 27 of Loevinger’s stems and nine different stems
related to work and time and power (Herdman-Barker & Torbert, 2008).
Currently, there exists a database of over 4,500 Leadership Development Profiles of
professionals and executives that assess how people, at different developmental action-logics,
lead; a database that has contributed significantly to the external validity of the LDP. Following
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is a review of Torbert’s current research that contributed to this database and to the external
validity of the LDP, particularly, as it relates to the distinction between conventional and postconventional ways of knowing:
•

In-basket tests revealed statistically significant differences in managerial performance
between conventional and post-conventional action logics with engagement by those
assessed at post-conventional in practices of inquiry and collaboration representing
the most significant difference (Merron et al., 1987).

•

Over a two to four-year period, 22 of 24 participants in groups that encouraged first
and second-person action inquiry, shifted to post-conventional action logics; within a
control group with no focus on inquiry, only three of 165 persons developed to postconventional developmental (Torbert & Fisher as cited in Herdman-Barker et al.,
2009).

•

A field study (n = 281) confirmed a theoretical prediction that post-conventional
action logic participants requested feedback on their LDP at a higher rate than
individuals assessed at conventional stages, thus, “supporting the theoretical
prediction” that post-conventional individuals look for opportunities that “provide for
single- and double-loop feedback and learning” (Torbert as cited in Herdman-Barker
et al., 2009, p. 5)—a finding that supports both construct and external validity.

This growing database, combined with Torbert’s interest in the post-conventional stages,
led to revisions of the scoring manual, particularly revisions related to the later action-logics—
the Alchemist and Ironist. Recent research by Herdman-Barker et al. (2009) provided evidence
that an assessment of Alchemist points to increased cognitive complexity. To more accurately
assess and describe this action-logic, new criterion for the later action logics of Alchemist and
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Ironist were developed and added to the LDP. For example, the number of Alchemist stems and
the number of categories those stems must fall into have been increased in order for a total
profile to be scored early Alchemist or full Alchemist, thus, enhancing the construct validity of
the Alchemist designation (Herdman-Barker et al., 2009). Raters are now receiving advanced
training to work with the revised manual and recent research is confirming high reliability
numbers for these advanced raters—over 80% when scoring individual sentences and within a
single action-logic of each other over 90% of the time (Herdman-Barker et al. 2009).
Advantages of the LDP. The LDP, based on the SCT, has been widely used since the
1970s and researched for a longer period of time than any current developmental measures,
including Lahey, Souvaine, Kegan, Goodman, & Feliz (1988) Subject-Object Interview (SOI) or
the Lectical Assessment Instrument (LAS) developed by Dawson, Xie, and Wilson (2003). The
SCT is empirically derived from thousands of responses and more than 20 years of cycles of
theory and validation (Cook-Greuter, 1994, 2003). And, because the LDP is not a probed
interview, it is not dependent on the rapport between the interviewer and the interviewee, and
therefore, less likely to engage the interviewer’s biases, the interviewer’ assessment skills and
the stage of development of the interviewer (Fisher et al., 2003).
Critiques of the LDP. A complex relationship exists between verbal fluency and ego
development, a relationship that could offer potential challenges to the validity of the LDP.
Manners and Durkin (2001) asserted verbal fluency does not necessarily characterize higher
stage ego development, just as brevity is not necessarily an indication of lower stages of
development. Yet, others observed the correlation between verbal fluency and advanced stages
of ego development may be inevitable, because expression of the greater complexity of the
higher ego stages may require longer responses (Herdman-Barker et al., 2009; Loevinger &
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Wessler, 1970). The LDP is an appropriate tool for an inquiry on meaning making because it
assesses how individuals map their world—a beginning step in exploring the consciousness
development that leads to social entrepreneurial action.
Interview Protocol
I conducted nine in-depth interviews that took approximately 90 minutes (see Appendix
B for the interview protocol). The interviews were conducted either by visual Skype or
telephone. It was important to create a reflective interview container, in light of the interview
focus being the meaning making of perspective shifting experiences. To achieve this, I asked
participants to spend some quiet time in advance of the interview reflecting about their
experiences, the “hints, intuitions, whispers, and the sudden urges and oddities that disturbed
[their] lives” (Hillman, 1996, p. 10) and led them toward social entrepreneurial action. As
wisely pointed out by Atkinson (1998), participants, most likely, are leading busy and complex
lives and “may appreciate time to reflect” (p. 30). I also reminded participants of the request to
participate in the optional three-minute exercise as a way to create a different kind of awareness
for the telling of their story.
This optional exercise is a first-person experiment designed by Starr and Torbert (2005)
to generate a triple-loop experience that fosters the capacity for improvisation and the capability
for more complex ways of knowing. My intention in using the exercise was to create reflective
container that would bring participants’ attention to the present moment. Eight of the nine
participants indicated a willingness to engage in the exercise. The exercise consisted of spending
three minutes reading the exercise silently, and then listening to themselves playing silently with
its suggestions.
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Below is a description of the exercise:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Imagine that you are present in the present . . . that you can feel your own presence
and other presences around you now . . .
How do you imagine this?
Are you merely thinking about these words as you read, or are you actually trying to
feel yourself from the inside, becoming more aware of how your body feels now?
And, as for the other presences around you, are you becoming more aware, not just of
the meaning of these words as you read, but also of their physical presence as ciphers
on this page?
And the other people around you or the chair you're sitting on? How are you feeling
their presences?
How does this waking up to your own and others' presence in the present feel?
How are you doing it? Is doing it changing the pace and the way you read? Can you
keep doing it if you close your eyes? Or are you just reading again?

At the end of three minutes, I then inquired about the participant’s experience. The eight
participants who engaged in the exercise consistently noted they enjoyed the exercise and it
brought them into the present moment by slowing their mind.
In light of the theoretical lens of this study, the in-depth interviews were a combination of
content and process. This means that instead of designing a structured, linear sequence of
questions, I probed perspective-shifting moments/experiences “as they emerge[d] in the general
flow of conversation” (Cope & Watts, 2000, p. 111). The end result was the building of a
circular, reflective, and relational interview container.
The following questions guided the interviews:
•

Can you describe the experience of engaging in social entrepreneurial action?

•

When you look back on your life, what moments/experiences contributed to your
motivations to engage in social entrepreneurial action?

•

Did any of these experiences result in a shift in how you looked at the world?

•

What values led you to social entrepreneurial action? Have those values shifted in
any way since becoming a social entrepreneur?
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•

Are there any particular qualities or virtues that you see as essential for engagement
in social entrepreneurial action?

•

Based on your experiences, what would you say to an aspiring social entrepreneur?

•

Any particular leadership qualities you view as critical for social entrepreneurial
action?

•

What are your current goals?

•

Demographics review

I only referred to these questions if needed or when the timing was right, remaining
conscious of the importance for me, as the interviewer, to pay attention to the four territories of
experience and to allow for improvisation and moments of uncertainty and not-knowingness.
Social entrepreneurial action is transforming action and as Tulku (1987) wisely pointed out,
transformation occurs when we:
Investigat[e] without demands or expectations—not for the sake of the answers we may
find, but for the sake of the understanding that comes with the inquiry itself, . . . allowing
knowledge to come forward disclosing itself in time and space. (p. 94)
This approach required that, as the interviewer, I operated from a stance of authentic
inquiry by grounding myself through an experience of “intensifying self-awareness,” while
remaining mindful that understanding the human experience requires “interaction” (Bentz &
Shapiro, 1998, pp. 6-7), shaped by the meaning making taking place in our minds (Trungpa,
1984; Tulku, 1987). Accordingly, throughout the interview, I practiced mindfulness and thereby
cultivated my capacity to continuously bring the participant’s attention to the present by
connecting the content of the perspective-shifting experiences with the meaning they made and
its connection to their social entrepreneurial action. This open, non-linear approach required
trusting, as the interviewer, that such an approach would yield relevant data.
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All interviews, via visual Skype or telephone, were taped and then transcribed by a
professional transcription service with each participant agreeing to the taping before the
interview. Upon receiving the transcript from the transcriptionist, I first cleaned the raw data by
putting the transcripts into a common format such as creating paragraphs and deleting the
interviewer’s questions (Atkinson, 1998). I then sent a copy of the transcript to each participant
for his or her review and edits. From the reviewed and edited transcripts, I created narratives
(see Appendix G) by summarizing the transcripts, which I also sent to participants for review.
Member Checking
To ensure the details and spirit of the narratives accurately reflected each story, and in
line with member checking, all participants received a copy of his or her draft narrative for
further reviews and edits. The narratives included minor edits to promote readability. For
example, with permission of the participant, I inserted words in the narratives to complete a
thought (Atkinson, 1998). Member checking is a way to support credibility in qualitative
research that is, “the extent to which the data analysis and results are accurate and trustworthy
(McMillan & Wergin, 2006, p. 96).
The draft narratives also contained questions from me, as the researcher, that either
sought clarity or probed a little deeper. Participants were offered the opportunity to choose
whether they wanted to respond to the inquiries; and, if they chose to respond, they were offered
the option of either providing written responses or engaging in a follow-up phone call. Seven
participants chose to respond through written responses, one participant chose to engage in a
second telephone interview, and one participant did not respond. These choices were articulated
in the interview protocol.
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The second type of member checking focused on how I, as the researcher, made sense of
the data. This level of member checking was critical to ensure that my bias was not influencing
the meaning I was making from the data. To accomplish the second type of member checking, I
enlisted Dr. Susan McKevitt as a second set of experienced eyes. Dr. McKevitt obtained her
Ph.D. from Antioch University and wrote her dissertation on the factors that sustain U.S.
women’s life-long peace and social justice activism. She is familiar with the methodology and
possess knowledge of adult development theory. Dr. McKevitt and I determined our process
would consist of the following: I would submit to her the narratives of the participants that
highlighted their perspective-shifting experiences including quotes related to those experiences.
Then, by phone, we would discuss the emerging meaning I was making of the participants’
experiences. We were in regular phone and email contact.
Validity and Reliability
In this section, I describe the possible validity threats to my study and how I attended to
them. These potential threats include descriptive, interpretive, constructive, and theoretical
threats, as well as my biases and assumptions.
Reactivity. Reactivity is the influence of the researcher on the participants. The goal in
qualitative studies is not to eliminate this influence, but to understand it and to use it
productively. It is an “inescapable influence” (Maxwell, 2005, p. 109) that, as the interviewer
and researcher, I am part of the world I am studying by virtue of being in relation with the teller
of the story. To minimize reactivity, I conducted the interviews before knowing the assessed
action logic of each participant and was mindful not to ask leading questions or to demonstrate
favoritism for individuals who I believed would assess as post-conventional. I was also mindful
in terms of how I described the function of the LDP. Rather than framing the LDP as a tool that
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assessed different stages that occur within a linear sequence, a framing that could be seen as
judgmental, I described the LDP as a way to assess the complexity of meaning making and
avoided use of words that imply a “better than” perspective, such as “advanced” and “complex.”
Descriptive validity. Measures to ensure my data is accurate and reflects that what
happened actually happened included having the digital recording transcribed verbatim and
sending each participant the edited transcript for feedback. Editing means a cleaning up process
by which the document is formatted for readability. Examples included creating paragraphs,
deleting the interviewer’s questions and, with permission of the participant, inserting words to
complete a thought (Atkinson, 1998).
Interpretive validity. Research is all about interpretation and, therefore, possesses some
degree of subjectivity. As Stake (1995) observed, “no advantage is gained by making the
research appear value free” (p. 9). Factors entering into the interpretation include the theoretical
perspective of the researcher, the nature of the relationship between the researcher and
participant including specific interactions that took place within the context of the interview, the
reflective quality of the environment in which the interview took place, and the quality of
intentional attention that I, as the researcher, brought to the interview (Atkinson, 1998). It was
important for me to prepare for each interview in ways that cultivated mindfulness, awareness,
and presence. Rather than be anxious about whether I was obtaining the right data, I practiced
being open to the experience while I simultaneously maintained an awareness of the direction of
the interview.
I engaged in a process of member checks by systemically checking my interpretations of
the data and conclusions with the participants, thus, providing the participants with the
opportunity to edit and include additional information they believed was relevant. I also engaged
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a second level of member checking by enlisting a peer, Dr. Sue McKevitt, who has knowledge of
adult development theory and is familiar with the methodology utilized in this study. Dr.
McKevitt reviewed the transcripts and narratives, and asked questions regarding the meaning I
made of the narratives, thus, insuring my interpretations have resonance with the interpretations
of others (Creswell, 2003).
Reliability. Reliability is the extent to which there is consistency in the findings—can
the findings of the study be replicated? The challenge within qualitative research is that the
nature of human beings is dynamic, not static. This makes it difficult to achieve reliability if the
very premise of reliability assumes a single reality can be repeated (Merriam, 2009). Instead, the
critical question in qualitative research is “whether the results are consistent with the data
collected” (Merriam, 2009, p. 221). So, rather than asking whether outsiders would get the same
results given the data collected, qualitative researchers ask “do the results make sense” and “are
they trustworthy?” (Merriam, 2009, p. 221).
Ethics
The foundational ground of any study is the integrity of the researcher’s values and ethics
(Merriam, 2009). Practicing ethical research includes adhering to guidelines and principles and
exercising sound judgment (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). Stake (1995) reminded researchers
that, when interviewing participants, they are “guests in the private spaces of their [participants]
worlds” and that “[researchers’] manners should be good and their code of ethics strict” (p. 459).
This reminder resonates with Atkinson’s (1998) description of the space between the interviewer
and the interviewee as a sacred space and Seidman’s (2005) reminder that interviewing for
research must be an altruistic act—the primary concern for the researcher is the participant and
not the story for the research. These words of wisdom were particularly relevant to this study in
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which a reflective container was created that allowed for the emergence of a more present
knowing. Additional safeguards put in place to ensure the integrity of the study included
obtaining participants' informed consent; ensuring their identities would be protected, if desired;
assuring confidentiality would be maintained; and providing secure storage for the data
generated throughout the study.
An additional ethical concern is whether, and in what form, to declare the conceptual
framework of inquiry to participants (Pitt, 1998). Pitt (1998) warned researchers that individuals
can become “self-conscious and defensive” (p. 406) when revealing their stories within an
unfamiliar framework. An additional concern within this particular framework is related to
faking scores. Although the research indicates it is virtually impossible to fake higher scores,
particularly scores that would produce a profile at a later action-logic, it has been suggested
membership in and/or knowledge of particular subject areas over a period of time could bias the
outcome. Examples of these knowledge areas include developmental theory, integral theory,
Buddhist philosophy, and other spiritually oriented programs such as Alcoholics Anonymous.
To minimize any bias that could affect the interview, I did not familiarize myself with the
individual results of the LDP prior to conducting the interview. I also did not inform the
participants of their assessed action logic prior to the interview. Lastly, as previously mentioned,
I did not inform the participants of the conceptual framework for the inquiry, so as to lessen or
prevent the possibility that an individual participant may have shaped her or his story to fit with
how she or he was assessed by the LDP, or how he or she understood the theory.
Research Timelines
The research timeline was lengthier than anticipated. Identification and contacting of
participants of the study were completed by the end of October, 2010. Nine participants were
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identified: seven through a snowballing method, two through my professional contacts, and one
through the web. Data was collected from September, 2010 through the second week of March,
2011. The data collection included administering the Leadership Development Profile (LDP) to
participants and conducting in-depth qualitative interviews. I did not conduct the interviews
until after the participant had completed the LDP. I made this decision because taking the LDP
could be a reflective exercise and I thought it would set the ground for the interview. However,
only the three post-conventional participants described taking the LDP as an interesting or
thoughtful exercise, while the remaining participants stated they did not give significant thought
to their process. Additionally, social entrepreneurs are busy people and often the gap between
the taking of the LDP and the interview was longer than I had anticipated. As a result, I realize
the sequence of taking the LDP first followed by conducting the interview was not necessary. In
fact, the interviews were not dependent on knowing the assessed action logics, so conducting the
interviews without consideration of timing of the LDP may have shortened the data collection
period. Three of the interviews were conducted through Skype video and seven were conducted
by phone. Data analysis, obtaining feedback from the participants, and writing up the findings of
the study took place from February, 2011 through June, 2011.
Data Analysis
Making sense of data is the reflective process of making meaning (Creswell, 2003;
Merriam, 2009). Miles and Huberman (1994) defined data analysis “as consisting of three
concurrent flows of activity: 1) data reduction, 2) data display, and 3) conclusion
drawing/verification” (p. 10). Consistent with Miles and Huberman’s analytic framework, I
chose an inductive approach to analyze my data. Through frequent and detailed readings of the
raw data, this approach “allows the research findings to emerge from the frequent, dominant, or
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significant themes inherent in raw data” (Thomas, 2006, p. 238). The intended outcome in an
inductive analysis is the “development of categories into a model or framework that summarizes
the raw data and conveys key themes and processes” (Thomas, 2006, p. 240).
Mindful of Seidman’s (2005) observation that in-depth interviewing generates a
significant amount of text, the question emerges about “how to inductively reduce all these
words, phrases, sentences, and pages to what is of most significance and interest?” (p. 117). I
engaged in the following steps as part of my data analysis: I, first, cleaned the data files, the
transcripts, by putting them all into a common format. I, then, began the analysis with a close
reading of the transcripts in their entirety, in an attempt to immerse myself so as to obtain a
“sense of the interview as a whole before breaking it into parts” (Creswell, 2003, p. 143). After
reading the transcripts several times, I began to identify meaningful segments in the data that
were responsive to my research questions. According to Merriam (2009), a segment of data can
be as small as a word used by the participant “to describe a feeling or phenomenon” (p. 177). I
looked for emotional events, defining moments, or subtle insights that indicated a shift in a
participant’s meaning making structure.
Heeding the advice of Merriam (2009) and Miles and Huberman (1994) while reading the
transcripts, I wrote short phrases, ideas, or key concepts and reflective notes that ultimately lead
to the development of tentative ideas about categories, themes, and patterns that captured the
core messages reported by participants (see Appendix H). Categories are “conceptual elements”
(Merriam, 2009, p. 181) that are inclusive of many individual units. The act of discerning
categories is the same as discerning themes, patterns, and metaphors; and the identified
categories are “responsive to the purpose of the research,” “sensitizing,” and “conceptually
congruent” (Merriam, 2009, pp. 185-186). To reflect this process, I developed a concept chart in
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which I entered the experiences that participants identified as a shift in perspective. I, then,
correlated these experiences with the exact words and phrases used by participants to describe
the experiences, which led to the identification of emerging categories or themes.
Through the lens of constructive-developmental theory, experiences can be meaningful
without necessarily shifting one’s perspective. Central to this research inquiry is the exploration
of experiences that significantly shifted an individual’s perspective in ways that led to social
entrepreneurial action. By correlating a participant’s identified experiences with his or her words
used to describe the experience, I was able to combine experiences identified by an individual
that together, resulted in a shift in worldview. I also continued to revise and refine the categories
as I searched for subtopics and new insights.
As I identified categories and themes, I then grouped together selected quotes from
participants that conveyed the core theme or essence of a category. Once I received the results of
the LDP, I categorized the participants’ experiences according to their assessed action logic and
then looked for common themes within the action logic. Themes were then combined or linked
under a superordinate category when the meanings were similar within the group as a whole and
within the various action logics.
Five themes emerged from the perspective-shifting experiences. From these themes,
inferences were derived for a learning framework that develops future social entrepreneurs and
invites the possibility of developing social entrepreneurial action shaped by post-conventional
knowing. As described by Miles and Huberman (1994), making inferences is moving up “from
the empirical trenches to a more conceptual overview of the landscape. We’re no longer just
dealing with observables, but also with unobservables, and are connecting the two with
successive layers of inferential glue” (p. 261).
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Implications
Social entrepreneurs are challenging and changing established equilibriums with
innovative solutions that benefit humanity. Understanding the significant perspective-shifting
moments that lead to their engagement in these actions identifies pathways for developing future
social entrepreneurs and social change leaders. In particular, understanding the significant
perspective-shifting moments of social entrepreneurs, who assessed at post-conventional action
logics, contributes insights about developing social entrepreneurs whose actions are shaped by
the later action logics, that have been correlated with increasing leadership effectiveness (CookGreuter, 2004; Kegan, 1994; Torbert et al., 2004). The findings of this study are relevant for
educators, leadership development practitioners, and anyone interested in developing future
social entrepreneurs and leaders capable of seeing opportunities for change in the complexities of
the 21st century and capable of taking action for a greater good. The findings are also relevant
for researchers and leadership development theorists and practitioners interested in the
intersection of constructive-developmental theory and social entrepreneurial action.
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Chapter IV: Results
“Some things cannot be spoken or discovered until we have been stuck, incapacitated, or
blown off course for a while. Plain sailing is pleasant, but you are not going to explore many
unknown realms that way” (Whyte, 2003).
Introduction
This chapter presents the findings of my research. This exploratory study examined the
meaning making of individuals engaged in social entrepreneurial action. Specifically, I was
interested in the perspective-shifting experiences (PSEs) that led to social entrepreneurial action
and whether individuals, engaged in system changing actions for a greater good, operated from a
later action logic, meaning post-conventional. I defined social entrepreneurial actions as system
changing actions, meaning actions that either affected systems beyond the local or actions that
impacted several systems at the local level. The definition of system changing actions was
derived from the typology of social entrepreneurs offered by Zahra, Gedajlovic, Neubaum, and
Shulman (2009), who named social entrepreneurs engaged in these types of actions as “social
constructionists” (p. 523). Social constructions create new “social equilibriums” by “building
and operating alternate structures” and introducing “reforms and innovations to the broader
social system” at a “small to large scale” or “local to international in scope” (Zahra et al., 2009,
p. 523).
For purposes of this study, I defined perspective-shifting experiences as experiences that
create cognitive dissonance and prompt critical reflection. Cognitive dissonance is defined as a
point of pain, confusion, contradiction, or an internal unrest that results in a perspective shift that
leads to engagement with social entrepreneurial action. Critical reflection is defined as taking
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responsibility for reexamining one’s beliefs and how those beliefs shape their actions in the
world.
The study was conducted through the lens of constructive-developmental theory (Kegan,
1982, 1994) and the action logic framework (Torbert, 1991, 2003; Torbert et al., 2004) theories
that correlate increasing leadership effectiveness in solving 21st century complexities with more
complex ways of making meaning. Determining the complexity of the meaning making of these
social entrepreneurs was accomplished by administering the Leadership Development Profile, an
instrument that assesses an individual’s current operating action logic and identifies the PSEs
that led participants to social entrepreneurial action. This was accomplished by conducting semistructured interviews. My purpose in conducting this study was to obtain insights for
constructing learning environments that develop future social entrepreneurs capable of system
changing actions for a greater good.
In pursuit of this inquiry I asked the following questions:
1. What were the perspective-shifting experiences (PSEs) that led to social
entrepreneurial action?
2. What is the complexity of meaning making of individuals engaged in social
entrepreneurial action?
3. What themes emerged among the perspective-shifting experiences of participants?
In this chapter, I review concepts, present the data, and then analyze the data through the
lens of constructive-developmental theory and the action logic framework. I first provide a
summary review of the developmental journey through the lens of constructive-developmental
theory, highlighting a review of Kegan’s (1994) socialized mind and self-authorship mind. I
then review the framework of action logics, specifically highlighting the action logics of the
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participants in the study: the conventional Achiever (6), the post-conventional Individualist (2)
and post-conventional Strategist/Early Alchemist (1).
Next I present the data. I first present the LDP assessment of the action logic of each
participant and their demographics. I then present a short biographical summary of each
participant followed by data obtained through the interviews. I first describe the PSEs of the
participants assessed as post-conventional followed by a description of the PSEs of the
participants assessed as conventional; each descriptions of the PSEs includes a broad analysis of
the PSEs through the developmental lens. I then identify four themes that emerged from the
PSEs and a common construct that emerged from the four themes. When analyzing the PSEs
that occurred in early life, I primarily conducted the analysis through Kegan’s (1994)
constructive-developmental lens, and when analyzing the later life PSEs, I utilized Torbert et
al.’s (2004) action logic framework. I approached the analysis in this manner because applying a
leadership framework to early life experiences was not an appropriate or useful lens.
The intent of this research inquiry was that by understanding the mind-set that leads to
social entrepreneurial action, insights would be obtained for the conceptualization of learning
environments that inspire and develop future social entrepreneurs. This study did not focus on
the success of the social entrepreneurial venture (i.e., whether the actions of the participants
assessed as conventional were any less effective or transforming than those operating from a
post-conventional meaning making). This focus suggests a future area of research, which is
further elaborated upon in chapter 5.
Summary Review of Constructive-Developmental Theory
A constructive-developmental framework provides a foundation for understanding the
“internal architecture and process of transformation” (Kegan, 1994, p. 52). It focuses on the
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ongoing process of the evolution of meaning making where the end of an “evolutionary truce
involves a gestalt shift, a transformation in structure, which involves the death of the old self that
is about to be left behind” (Kegan, 1994, p. ix), an “evolution of the internal mechanisms by
which we perceive and make sense of the world” (Cook-Greuter, 2004, p. 4).
A transformation in our meaning making structure occurs when we are confronted with
information that no longer supports our current worldviews; when there is a transformative shift
in the relationship between what is subject and what is object. The perspective shifting moments
identified in the data illustrate experiences that brought individual participants to the edge of
their current meaning making, acting as a catalyst toward engagement with social entrepreneurial
action.
Summary Review of the Action Logic Framework
Action logics are the crucial sense-making processes by which people interpret and give
meaning to their experiences and shape their worldviews, and which result in characteristic
patterns of action (Rooke, 2001). A primary action logic “influences where one places their
attention, the underlying assumption, the inferences drawn from the assumptions and the
subsequent action taken” (Rooke, 2001, p. 36). In other words, a primary action logic describes
how one makes meaning and how we are all “constrained by the self-generated frameworks
within which we make meaning” (Rooke, 2001, p. 36).
It is important for aspiring social entrepreneurs and change leaders to develop new ways
of seeing in order to recognize the opportunities in the complexities of today’s challenges and to
know how to act on these opportunities. Constructive-developmental theory and the action logic
framework suggests that the capacity to see in new ways emanates from post-conventional ways
of knowing—comfortable with ambiguity and uncertainty, able to hold paradoxes and
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contradiction, and the capacity to see interconnectedness (Cook-Greuter, 2002, 2003, 2004;
Rooke, 2001; Torbert et al., 2004). Transcending self-image and “experimenting with
assumptions, attending inferences, and associated behaviors” are pathways for moving towards
the later action logics (Rook, 2001, p. 48). By growing through successively more complex
action-logics, individuals will develop “greater levels of complexity, responsibility, empathy,
understanding of the world, and appreciation of the undefined creative potential of each
moment” (Torbert et al., 2004, p. 213). Through this lens, a post-conventional leader generates
transformative action because he or she is not engaged in a linear and rational approach, steering
toward some predetermined goal; but instead, engaged in “a continual letting go of what was, in
order to be open to what is” (Petranker, 2005, p. 241), improvising with intention.
Table 4.1 is a shortened version of the Table 2.1. This version highlights the action
logics represented in the study: Achiever, Individualist, Strategist, and Alchemist. I have
included Expert to provide a larger context for understanding the four action logics represented
by the participants in the study. Table 4.2 provides an overview of the developmental theories
presented in the dissertation.
Table 4.1
Description of the Characteristics of Action-Logics and Associated Leadership Style
Expert
Conventional

Rules by logic and
expertise.

Achiever
Conventional

Meets strategic goals.

Is immersed in the self- referential logic of their own belief
system, regarding it as the only valid way of thinking.
Problem solver; critical of self and others based on their belief
system; accepts feedback only from “objective” experts in
their own field; argues own positions and dismisses others’
concerns.
Effectiveness and results oriented; long-term goals; future is
vivid, inspiring; welcomes behavioral feedback; initiator;
begins to appreciate complexity and systems; seeks increasing
mutuality in relationships; blind to own shadow; energized by
practical, day-to-day improvements based on self-chosen (but
not necessarily self-created) value/ethical system; adopts
rather than creates goals.

Individualist

Innovates processes.

Focus on self and less on goals; increased understanding of
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Post-Conventional

complexity, systems operation and working through
relationships; takes on different role in different situations;
increasingly questions own assumptions and assumptions of
others; attracted by change and difference; increasingly aware
of own shadow.

Strategist
Post-Conventional

Creates personal and
organizational
transformations.

Recognizes importance of operating from principles– not just
rules and customs; process oriented and goal oriented; aware
of paradox and contradiction; aware that what one sees
depends upon one’s world view; high value on individuality,
enjoys playing a variety of roles; aware of dark side of power
and may be tempted by it.

Alchemist
Post-conventional

Generates social
transformations

Seeks participation in historical / spiritual transformations;
reframes, turns inside-out, upside-down, holding mirror up to
society; often behind the scenes; works with order and chaos;
exercises own attention continually; involved in spiritual
quest, often helps others in their life quests.

Note. Adapted from Simcox (2005), Steeves (2010), and Torbert et al. (2004).
Table 4.2
Three Theories of Adult Development Influencing Leadership Development
Kegan

Cook-Greater

Torbert

Stages of Development

Ego Development Stages (1986,
2002)

Action Logics (1991, 2003; Torbert
et al., 2004)

Included with the inter-individual
stage
5th order of consciousness +

5/6 Construct aware

Alchemist

Inter-individual stage
5th order of consciousness

5 Autonomous
4/5 Individualist

Strategist
Individualist

Institutional stage
4th order of consciousness

4

Achiever

Conscientious

Note. Adapted from Cook-Greuter (2003), Kegan (1982), and Torbert et al. (2004).
Data Results
This section is in two parts: the first part (see Table 4.3) presents the data from the LDP
and the demographics of the participants. The second part presents the data from the interviews,
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describing the PSEs of each participant in the study, with a summary analysis through the
developmental lens.
Table 4.3
Participant Demographics and LDP Instrument Results
Name

Gender, Age, Ethnicity

LDP Instrument Result

KJ

F, 58, Polish

Strategist/Early Alchemist

AW

F, 47, German-American

Individualist

SW

M, 58, Jewish

Individualist

AG

M, 37, Croatian

Late Achiever

CG

F, 49, Hispanic

Achiever

MD

M, 65, Anglo/Saxon/Dutch

Achiever

KF

F, 60, Caucasian

Achiever

BS

M, 60, Caucasian

Achiever

DA

M, 44, Native American/Caucasian

Achiever

In this study, I was seeking to understand the developmental journey that leads to social
entrepreneurial action. To accomplish this, I conducted in-depth interviews focused on
identifying the PSEs that led nine social entrepreneurs to social entrepreneurial action, defined as
system changing actions.
First, I present a brief review of the relevant orders of consciousness, such as the 3rd and
4th orders of consciousness (Kegan, 1994) and the relevant action logics, Achiever, Individualist,
Strategist, and Alchemist (Torbert et al., 2004), as they relate to this study. Next, as an
introduction to the participants, I provide a brief biography of each social entrepreneur. I then
describe the PSE of each participant with a brief summary analysis through a developmental
lens. First, I describe the PSE of the post-conventional participants, followed by a description of
the PSE of the conventional participants. I provide quotes from the narratives to enhance the
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descriptions of the PSE and as evidence to support my analysis. Next, I present the PSEs of the
participants through the developmental lens. I make meaning of the PSEs and identify the four
themes that emerged from the experiences of the participants and the construct common to all
four themes. I conclude with a commentary regarding the relationship between culture and
developmental theory.
As an interviewer, I found that interviewees tended to repeat themselves and move off
topic. Consequently, I edited many of the interview quotes, not to change their meaning, but to
make them clearer and easier to read.
Summary of 3rd and 4th Orders of Consciousness
3rd order of consciousness/socialized mind. People who operate from the socialized
mind look to others—the community, family, the organization, and the church as sources of
values and self worth. They recognize others have different points of view and can empathize
with others. However, they are enmeshed in the roles and relationships around them, which
means they tend to avoid conflict for fear of losing their self-esteem or causing others to lose
theirs (Baxter Magolda & King, 2007; Kegan, 1994).
4th order of consciousness/self-authorship. Individuals who make meaning from the
4th order of consciousness are the authors of their own lives because they have developed a
value system that is truly theirs. These individuals are responsible in the truest sense because
they understand they have the power to create their own feelings and responses, a power that
allows them to step outside themselves, observe the situation, and be a force of change in it
(Baxter Magolda & King, 2007; Kegan, 1994). Kegan (1994) understood self-authorship to be
the foundation for meeting 21st century complexities.
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Summary of Action Logics
Achiever action logic. Achievers are results-oriented problem solvers who meet
strategic goals with a singular focus using the tools of science and delivering results. Their
actions are the result of rationality and objectivity, causation is linear and therefore, predictable
patterns and laws govern human behavior (Rooke & Torbert, 2005; Torbert et al., 2004).
Achiever is the last stage in conventional adult development and is also the last action logic fully
supported by a Western culture that favors the scientific frame of mind.
Individualist action logic. Individualists innovate processes. They are attracted to
difference and change and will seek to create this in their lives. They often ask themselves
questions about who they are and what they want, and as their awareness expands, so does their
awareness of the possible conflicts between their principles and their actions (Rook, 2001). An
Individualist understands the constructed nature of the self is experimental and views causation
as circular, relational, and systemic.
Strategist action logic. A Strategist recognizes we all carry partial views of reality and,
as a result, welcomes multiple perspectives. A Strategist acts as a strong agent for constructive
change seeking to transform thinking and actions towards a more positive perspective, and, as a
result, prefers to co-create and collaborate with others to develop a shared vision. They
recognize the importance of ethical principles and mindful judgment for making decisions and
will defend principles they value even at personal risk (Rooke & Torbert, 2005; Torbert et al.,
2004).
Alchemist action logic. Alchemists tend to play the role of mentor or elder and as well
as leader. They seek transformation of organizations and of society according to a higher order
of behavior and being. They reframe, turn things inside out, and upside-down. They are
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visionaries, who hold a mirror up to society; and they possess the transforming ability to draw
together opposites and initiate new directions from creative tension (Rooke & Torbert, 2005;
Torbert et al., 2004).
Summary Biographies of Participants
KJ (58). KJ lived in three different countries and was raised by parents who fled Poland
in 1939 on the day Germany invaded Poland. She grew up within in a “radical and progressive
structure” where “social entrepreneurship and service were central,” and, consequently, “took it
for granted that this was the way the world played.” When she realized the world played
differently, KJ “created her own systems.” By the time she was 22 years old, she was running
her first of many collaborative business and social ventures. KJ describes herself as “a child of
people who never rested on things being the way they are today, because they might not be like
that tomorrow.”
AW (47). As a young girl, AW learned to stand up to authority when she saw an
“injustice.” She named her mother, a non-Jewish German who grew up in Nazi Germany, as a
contributing influence to her willingness to stand “up to power.” Moved by watching a film on
the Holocaust and radicalized by a volunteer experience in Jamaica early in life, AW developed a
commitment to fighting global poverty and social justice. After receiving a Ph.D. in geography
from an elite institution and attaining tenured faculty status, AW realized that academics was not
her path, she was more interested in finding solutions than “just talking over the problems.” As a
result, after considerable anguish, she left academics, not knowing what was next. She now
directs a center that supports emerging social entrepreneurs.
SW (58). SW pointed to both his identity as a Jew and the events of the early 1960s as
vital influences in developing his early commitment to social change and social justice. After
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obtaining his law degree, SW eventually became chief of the public protection unit, within a
state office of the attorney general, where his focus was “making change in ways that are broader
than the individual case.” For example, in white-collar crimes cases, he shifted the focus of law
enforcement away from individuals, most of who were low income to “people who had more
opportunity and more wealth.” Through his civil rights work at the attorney general’s office, SW
was deeply moved by the stories of the victims of hate crimes, and eventually, left the practice of
law to create an organization that addresses hate and prejudice systemically through the stories of
the victims of hate violence.
MD (65). MD spent the first part of his career climbing the corporate ladder. After
several successful years, faced with a conflict between his personal values and the objectives of
the corporation, he left not knowing what he would do next. For the next several years, he was
involved in social entrepreneurial ventures and non-profit work, eventually, directing a social
enterprise focused on training the homeless and unemployed in the skills for renovating homes in
blighted neighborhoods in his city. MD grew up in Canada in a working class family. His
parents, immigrants from Holland, had survived two World Wars and the depression in Holland
and these factors contributed to MD’s comfort in working with poor working class communities
and shaped his values of “social justice and fairness.”
DA (44). DA began his career as an engineer in a corporation. A desire to be “a part of
something larger” led DA to a university in Canada, the home of his tribe, the Red Pheasant Cree
Nation. Uncertain about leaving their home in Idaho, DA and his wife prayed about it, “over and
over and we got the same overriding message to go to Canada.” Despite protestations from
friends and the president of the corporation, they moved to Canada, not completely certain what
this next step was about.
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After a period of time when DA was planning to return to Idaho, a friend asked him to
be the director of a new program focused on educating young Native students in business. His
friend said, “This is your home. You are a member of the Red Pheasant Indian Nation and you
need to stay home, we need you.” DA stayed. He is now director of a similar program in a
university closer to his home and is leading a regional collaborative social entrepreneurial
initiative among tribes, faculty, government, environmental agencies, and scientists that will
benefit communities at the local, state, and regional levels.
CG (59). CG was greatly influenced by her father who warned of the challenges waiting
for her because she was Mexican and female. He encouraged her to get an education, to take
care of people, “to witness right and wrong” and “to get involved.” As a result of her father’s
advice, CG was involved throughout all of her school years, in particular, particularly, involved
in ensuring that Hispanic students were treated fairly and had equal opportunity. As a college
student, CG had several jobs at the university, which eventually lead to a full-time position after
graduation. In a key position at the university, CG initiated a statewide change initiative that
included the university; the Hispanic, Latino, and Native communities; the public school
systems; and local and state governments.
KF (61). KF was a single working mother when her 3-year-old son was hit a vehicle
driven by an elderly person. In that one moment KF’s world changed. However, instead of
blaming anyone, KF wanted to “fix the problem,” by creating “a compelling solution” that would
provide older people an alternative to driving. Before her son’s accident, KF did not have any
clear sense of her life’s direction. After dropping out of graduate school, she “bounced” around
and studied mime, sold exotic parrots and houseplants, and worked for a theater company. When
she got divorced with two small children to support, KF became a real estate agent. At that point
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in her life “it wasn’t about what I was going to do to be fulfilled; it was about how am I going to
support my children?” After the accident, KF attended graduate school where she began “to
understand that what had been a personal experience for [her] was actually a part of something
much bigger.” KF designed, implemented, and now operates a national transportation system for
seniors.
BS (61). BS has been involved in community building for the past 35 years. “Service”
has been at the core of his work along with the question, “what . . . is going on and what . . . am I
supposed to do about it?” BS grew up in a working class family with parents who had a “strong
sense of fairness,” and who “pushed” him out saying, “you need to associate with people who are
better than we are.” As a result, he always trusted “that there was a deep acceptance of who he
was and who was becoming.” BS frames his life choices within the context of guiding questions.
After designing the educational component of the Spokane 1974 World’s Fair, he was guided by
the question, “how do we help people with different points of view communicate with each
other?” This led to BS co-founding and becoming the executive director of a non-profit shaped
by this guiding question. BS is now working in Japan helping people through the grieving
process after the earthquake.
AG (37). AG is currently a faculty member at a mid-western university. His early life
experiences took place in Croatia during Croatia’s fight for freedom, where his father was a
leader of the revolution. This experience shaped AG’s commitment to social change. He
remembers, as a 6-year-old child, asking his mother, “if I were born Serbian, would I hate
myself?” When AG’s family moved to the United States, he was frustrated because he “couldn’t
do much” in terms of social issues. When his family returned to Croatia, AG was 18 years old,
and he began to “actively work on social issues.” At age 24, AG began a career in a Fortune 500
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company. When the company merged with another company, he left to “follow [his] passion—
social change.” AG has been involved in a number of social entrepreneurial ventures. He is now
seeking to translate his commitment to social change through research on creating wholeness in
the workplace.
Post-Conventional Participants’ Descriptions of Perspective-Shifting Experiences
KJ (58, Strategist/Early Alchemist). An assessment of Strategist/Early Alchemist
indicates Strategist as the primary operating action logic with beginning steps toward the
Alchemist action logic. KJ identified her early years as significant in shaping how she views the
world and in leading her to social entrepreneurial action:
Who I am is really due to a kind of paradigm that I was brought up with. My parents,
who were in an interfaith marriage, escaped Poland on September 1st, 1939, the day
Poland was invaded. So, I’m a child of people who never rest on things being the way
they are today because they might not be like that tomorrow. So, I feel that I had
training, whether happy or sad, or comfortable or uncomfortable, I had training in
movement. . . . I didn’t have time to rest in the comfort of rootedness.
KJ also attributes living in a “diversity of geographies,” the jungles and wildernesses of South
America, and the cities of North America and Europe, to contributing to her worldview. She
observed:
Something was formulated in me around the view that there are many different ways of
doing things; that there is no right and wrong. I grew up within a radical and
progressive structure and took it for granted that this was the way the world played and
when I realized, at age 18, that it was not the way the world played, I had to create my
own systems.
“There has always been a place in me that I don’t understand intellectually but understand
viscerally.” Even as a child, “I would close my eyes . . . listening to music by Santana and
attempt to go to the edge of the universe.”
KJ experienced a significant PSE around the “secrets” that surrounded the deaths of her
parents. Her father, who died when she was age 13, insisted she not know he was dying, even
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though she was involved in his care. When KJ’s mother informed her that he was dying, she also
told KJ she must continue to pretend that she did not know. At age 18, as KJ cared for her dying
mother, she believed this experience to more honest than the events surrounding her father’s
dying. However, soon after her mother’s death, KJ learned that her mother was Jewish and that
her entire family had been “extinguished in the concentration camps,” an experience that “blew
some circuits.” These “secrets” were a “wake-up call as KJ struggled with knowing what to
believe and who she was:
Even when you think you’re being truthful, I realized how much I could fool myself . . .
and that you can never really know the truth. I began to see how I created my own
world and began to identify myself as a truth speaker.
As a result of the pain of these “secrets,” KJ took responsibility for reexamining her
beliefs and identity by going into therapy. She reflected:
I have a curious mind and part of my subject matter was myself. . . . I saw how loss
shaped me in a particular way that otherwise I would not have been shaped . . . and I
began to realize that there are forces at play that are much bigger than even my
expansive mind can comprehend.
At age 18, KJ was beginning to understand the constructed nature of self, an important step
along the developmental continuum.
KJ specifically attributed her engagement with social entrepreneurial action to her
father’s influence. He “would be called a social entrepreneur if he were alive today. . . .
Business was his life—it needed to make money and it needed to do good—give back.” This
context “shaped me in a way that I could not not be a social entrepreneur.” Yet, at age 22, KJ
was challenged about how to make social entrepreneurial action happen and how to “actually
be responsible for it.” As a result, she first went in the direction of artistic endeavors and
created a film making company. The film making company had “no service component,” but it
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operated as a collaborative where KJ continually experimented with new behaviors, creating
systems and processes that were ahead of their time, “facilitating or activating a kind of a
council” and “building community.”
KJ described a PSE where she realized that she had to “put on a costume” to be “peeled
off at night,” if she were to remain in the filmmaking world. She began to ask herself, “What is
my life about? What am I passionate about? Do I want to psyche myself into a role?” She
knew she either needed “to leave or become the industry.” This process of self-inquiry led to a
“visceral feeling,” and KJ left the industry.
This PSE illustrates a shift of moving away from the conventional Achiever, who is
preoccupied with meeting goals, delivering results, and developing new approaches for solving
problems toward the post-conventional Individualist, self-questioning and examining the
assumptions that were driving her actions and choices in the world (Rooke & Torbert, 2005). As
the awareness of an Individualist expands through a process of self-inquiry, so does his or her
awareness of the possible conflicts between principles and actions (Rooke, 2001). KJ was
experiencing this conflict.
A few years later, during a meditation experience KJ “felt a reorganization of [her]
cellular structure.”
I experienced a question downloading into my body, “what if my soul chooses the
perfect conditions that provide the circumstances that lets us grow?” I was no longer
victimized by my childhood experience . . . it was now time for me to take responseability.
KJ’s worldview expanded as she moved beyond reacting from the narrowed view of her
identity as a “victim.” By moving beyond an identity that was inhibiting her commitment to a
larger world, KJ began to move into a larger field of “response-ability.”
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KJ was born into a post-conventional environment rich with ambiguity, uncertainty, difference,
and change—an orientation to life not prevalent in the world. Growing up in three countries in a
diversity of geographies by parents who were Polish refugees brought KJ into contact with
multiple perspectives and contradictions expanding her worldview at a young age. Consequently,
KJ had “to create her own systems,” representing a significant step toward self-authorship. At
age 18, she continued to separate herself from her external beliefs and messages when she went
into therapy to better understand how loss was shaping her life. Her inquiry into “What is life all
about” and ”What is my passion?” during her film career is the stance of an emerging
Individualist, while her meditation experience led her to a larger opening into the world and a
willingness “to now take response-ability,” representing a shift away from Individualist to the
Strategist action logic.
Present. KJ explained that as she grows older, she is viewing her life very differently. “I
am no longer am interested in being in charge or being the head of some great entrepreneurial
project.” Instead she described the Strategist’s desire to co-create and collaborate with others to
develop a shared vision:
I am now interested in the big picture stuff of working with colleagues, and working
with people who are self-initiated, and we inspire each other. I choose now to work with
my peers…the world is demanding out of us a certain kind of self-accountability and
self-responsibility…I want to be with other leaders. I don’t want to lead anymore. Yet,
I still lead. I lead by the nature that I’m alive, and who I am.
As KJ enters “elderhood,” she desires “to break apart my identity with my own identity” and to
“leverage myself differently” seeking transformation according to a higher order of behavior and
being. This is the language of an emerging Alchemist.
AW (47, Individualist). AW described many early life incidents that shaped her future
engagement in the world. At age 10, she was “blindsided” as she watched a movie on the
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Holocaust. She knew some of the history because her mother, a non-Jewish German had grown
in up in Nazi Germany and had shared stories of her experience. But watching the Holocaust
movie was actually “one of my first experiences of a narrative telling me what had actually
happened. . . . I was not prepared . . . the movie was so graphic.” She reflected:
It really struck me. I think from then on there was a sense in me about severe injustices,
and wrongs, and wanting to be part of a process or a movement, or have my life be
about correcting those wrongs, or preventing them, making sure that something like that
couldn’t happen, or wouldn’t happen again, at least that I wouldn’t be part of it in any
way.
AW described PSEs that were about taking power and standing up to authority, a
capacity she attributed to her mother, who urged her to be “cautious about patriotism, to
question the government, and not blindly follow the words of leaders.” Specifically, AW
identified a PSE that occurred at age 13 when she stood up to a teacher, who she felt was being
unjust:
It felt like an incredible thing to do with an adult, an authority figure, which I’d never
really done before, i.e. to state my sense of feeling the innate unfairness in the way he
way he was behaving, and to actually tell him so to his face. . . . It was one of those
early experiences of coming up to the power and saying, What you’re doing just isn’t
right and I’m going to claim that, and I’m going to say something about that, and I’m
going to ask you to reconsider.
Telling the teacher off is such a strong memory, it seems like this was a turning
point for me . . . I grew up in a German household, where it was all about respecting
authority, and not talking back, and . . . but it really felt like it was an injustice that had
to be corrected. I’m here, and I have to do it. It was a moment.
As a young person, AW struggled with many contradictions where she realized that
“grown-ups aren’t really all what they’re cracked up to be.” These experiences included
instances of inappropriate behavior by teachers in junior high school, where her response was:
Wait a minute, I have a brain; I’m a human being. . . . It infuriated me . . . I wasn’t
going to get the respect that I thought I deserved as a human being . . . I had some
things to say . . . I was smart. These [incidents] played a pivotal role in my life as a
teenager . . . and I wanted to prove to myself that I could make it in a man’s world.
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Her growing feminism was strengthened when, as a 15-year-old, she struggled with the
contradiction of her father, a religious person, having an affair and then divorcing her mother,
“how could this man [a minister] who is supposed to be religious be doing this? . . . That was
definitely a defining moment in terms of that sense of feminism.”
These defining experiences represent developmental shifts. AW’s ability to stand up to
authority and her recognition that “grown-ups aren’t really all what they’re cracked up to be”
illustrate movement away from Kegan’s (1994) 3rd order socialized mind toward 4th order
self-authorship. At a young age, AW recognized that external formulas and frameworks were
no more valid than her own internal voice. As she shifted the source of her beliefs from the
external to internal, AW embarked on the journey of self-authorship.
AW had another PSE when she was “radicalized” as a student volunteer in Jamaica,
where she experienced the “injustices of the world political economy, dominated by the U.S.
and catering to the world’s economic and political agenda.” The experience of being exposed
to such “poverty for the first time” and “living and working with people who are really on the
edge in terms of their economic security . . . was extremely powerful.” It was a “very large,
defining moment.”
This experience opened AW’s eyes to the complexity and interdependence associated
with global food markets and poverty:
It is in Jamaica that I realized how very important the everyday, ordinary decisions that
Americans make every time they enter the store or the voting booth are to the welfare of
people around the world (especially in the global South). It matters what corporations
we support through our purchases, what kind of agricultural practices we support
through the fruits and vegetables we buy, what policies we support through the officials
we elect.
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AW decided to return to the United States to “do something about it.” After completing
college, she entered a master’s program in agricultural economics, intending, upon completion,
“to go back out into the world and . . . help alleviate poverty.”
By the time AW was 19 years old, she was actively choosing the values that would
guide her life by differentiating herself from external beliefs and assumptions, and actively
choosing actions based on her emerging internal belief systems—self-authorship. She was also
developing the capacity to see the complexity of systems by appreciating the interdependence
associated with global food markets and poverty.
AW described her pursuit of a Ph.D. as being “sucked into a contract” by a professor
urging her to apply for an elite doctoral program. After completing the program and obtaining
a tenure track position, AW realized, “how my ego had been stroked” with the invitation to the
elite Ph.D. program, and that it “really wasn’t my calling to be writing about what other people
were doing.”
My heart just wasn’t in it. It just seemed like such a waste of time . . . on the one hand
it was fun to go to the conferences and banter about social theory . . . it’s sort of like
being the cool tribe again . . . but when it got right down to it, it felt like, well, this isn’t
doing anything. We’re not creating anything that seemed really meaningful.
Conducting research on low-level radioactive waste site in the Southwest desert brought
another PSE. When AW was visiting the community that had been identified as a possible site
for the radioactive waste facility, she was dismayed to see that the community “had very few
resources and very little power” and “desperate for advocacy and support . . . something real that
would help them fight against having this low-level radioactive waste placed there.” It was then
that she fully realized the futility of her research efforts.
What I would be writing about wasn’t going to help them much. . . . I was just pouring
over problems . . . with no focus on solutions. All of this talking about the problems was
a bit debilitating and . . . what was particularly frustrating was this voyeurism.
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AW became increasingly frustrated and “terrified” at the thought of leaving her position
as a tenure-track faculty. Despite her fears and hesitation, AW resigned. It “was heart
wrenching,” but “I knew that I was unhappy, and that I didn’t want to continue doing this job . . .
I had a little bit sense of failure that I hadn’t somehow been able to do that work.”
I had just basically spent the last 6 years on a track to be an academic, and there I was,
and jeez, what does an academic do? What does someone do who’s trained to be an
academic in the real world? I had no idea what I could do outside academia with a
degree in geography.
When AW left her faculty position, she had no sense of what she would do next.
However, she sensed “that if I opened the space, something would appear and as long as I
stayed in that job, that space would be closed . . . I needed to open the space up so something
else could emerge.” Within several months, AW was offered a position to lead an organization
focused on changing the world through transformative action.
When AW experienced the pain of the community sited to have a radioactive facility
and the futility of her research efforts to ease that pain, she wrestled with the conflict between
her intention and commitment to social change, shaped by early childhood experiences, and her
actions as a researcher, focused on problems not solutions. Experiencing the suffering of others
and experiencing her own pain shifted AW’s meaning making structure away from the goal
orientation of the conventional Achiever toward the post-conventional Individualist’s
orientation of questioning assumptions, developing a deeper relationship with oneself and
others, and a willingness to take a risk.
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Present. AW noted she has changed since becoming director of the center. Previously,
she felt the way many activists do, that it is all “about affecting change out there—changing
policy, changing culture, and changing legislation.” Now “over the last maybe 8 years or so:”
I think I’ve just really become an advocate for it’s about changing inside, or at least
both, and together, not necessarily one first, but certainly the internal work is as
important as the external work. I’m not an advocate for doing the internal work first,
and then going out there. I think they can happen in tandem, but certainly both need to
happen. . . . It’s like be the change you wish to see in the world. It really is the focus on
being, so who am I being, because it makes a big difference in how effective I can be in
helping and contributing to the efforts of addressing social problems—the places where
our communities aren’t working for everybody.
AW’s personal and organizational vision, to “empower people to come together . . . across
social differences to imagine and co-create solutions to pressing social problems,” points to
movement toward the co-creating, shared visioning of the Strategist action logic.
SW (58, Individualist). SW’s identity as a Jew informed his beliefs about the world and
his place in it. “Doing social change work was something that was part of me from very early
on—intertwined with my conception of what it means to be a Jew.”
Maybe there’s been an ethnic group that’s been targeted for as many years [as the Jews]
. . . but Jews certainly are high up on that list, and Jews have the advantage of having
for the most part, made it economically and educationally, and for me if there’s any
group that should be standing up for other people it’s Jews.
SW recalled at age nine or 10, watching the Civil Rights Movement on TV where he
simultaneously experienced “outrage” at the injustices he was witnessing, “terrified” when he
thought about participating, and a sense of “obligation” as a Jew:
As a Southern White sheriff turned water hoses on men, women, and some kids, I
remember feeling a really strong sense that if I was old enough I should go down, and
I’m terrified because suddenly I remember hearing about the three civil rights workers,
one of whom was a Jewish guy from New York . . . and just feeling that that was part of
what you did, and also knowing that it was terrifying.
I think of hearing about the Birmingham Church bombing and the four little
girls, and it had a big impact on me, but I don’t think that I was at that point, when I was
whatever, maybe 11 or 12 . . . I was able to put myself into the place of those parents. It
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just felt awful, very scary, very—and obviously, that’s the worst injustice, and . . . I
think there was a distance between me and those stories.
SW pursued a law career, the trajectory of which was influenced by his commitment to
make change and his ability to make purpose. “I have always been interested and committed to
the work I did and always used it as a way to try to make change.” SW offered his ability to
make meaning of his work as an explanation as to why he was not able to identity many PSEs.
“I make purpose out of my work, no matter what I do, or I’ve moved on.” Instead, SW’s
perspective shifts that led him to social entrepreneurial action could be described as
“incremental” shifts (Mezirow & Associates, 2000, p. 20).
For example, SW described the moment when the civil rights work was handed to him at
the Office of the Attorney General, as an instance of “serendipity because no one knew how
important those issues were to me.”
It seemed like a gift to be able to have the opportunity to do that work. . . . Although, I
have always been interested and committed to the work I did and always used it as a
way to try to make change . . . the civil rights work went to a different level—it’s
something that has become much more than a job. It’s entwined with who I am.
Two weeks later, SW had a PSE when:
Someone scrolled anti-Semitic words on our fence, and I went through the process of
being a victim, which was ultimately . . . extraordinarily helpful to me. . . . The civil
rights work did not become a passion overnight . . . but it came pretty quickly through the
stories of people involved in hate crimes, primarily the victims, and how the stories
intertwined with my story.
“Being drawn into the emotional parts of civil rights work over half dozen years” made
SW aware that he was “changing” in terms of his “motivation.” He knew he wanted to change
what he was doing with his life but did not have a clear picture. “My ability to articulate those
changes did not come until I started the center and I shed myself from looking at the world as a
lawyer.”
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As a young person, SW demonstrated the capacity to be simultaneously aware of three
internal processes: experiencing “outrage,” fear, and a sense of “obligation.” SW’s movement
away from “lawyering” to social entrepreneurial action represented a shift from the conventional
rational/scientific Achiever toward the post-conventional Individualist. He was questioning his
assumptions, experimenting with new behaviors, and realizing the constructed nature of the self.
SW was developing a perspective on a belief system and beginning to see that belief system as
separate from himself (Cook-Greuter, 2002, 2004).
I am not clear whether I have created the construct of how Judaism has affected me to
explain why I do things or not. . . . It doesn’t feel that way, but in the end it doesn’t really
make a difference to me.
SW’s development into Individualist action logic has deepened since creating the Center.
The work has become about “cultivating empathy in others through listening to people’s stories.”
He now sees himself as a “storyteller” whose work is “listening to stories, telling stories, and
holding onto the stories of people:”
This work changed me in ways that I think are good . . . put me far more in touch with
my feelings and my empathy, as opposed to . . . analysis. I think I spent a lot of years—I
don’t know if I’d use the word “masquerading,” but being able to lie in a way that I
don’t have any interest in doing anymore. I live in my work life a life that is dominated
by emotions, rather than by facts and analysis . . . that doesn’t mean we don’t analyze
things and don’t use facts, but I think this work has allowed me to bring out the parts in
me that I think were suppressed in some way.
“The telling of stories is powerful because it changes people by being able to put themselves
into somebody else’s experience, despite the stereotypes and the fear they have of others—to
sometimes experience them directly.” The challenge is to tell the story with “some distance.”
“If the storyteller becomes identified with the story, it then becomes about them.”
Present. SW continuously thinks about “how to affect systemic change” and he wants to
find solutions that move beyond “an innovative resting approach.” He is now broadening the
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scope of his organization to include more systems: “working with homeless advocates and issues
of discrimination, harassment, and violence, . . . looking at bias within the health care industry,
. . . [and] collecting stories of people held in solitary confinement.”
The telling of these stories has influenced how SW tells his own story. “All these
peoples’ stories have become part of my story. So, my life as a civil rights advocate is
intertwined with [these] stories in a way that has increased dramatically over the years.” SW is
now writing a book on the power of story telling to create system-wide change. As he continues
to step back and reflect more deeply, his appreciation of the interconnectedness of systems and
the power of co-creation will most likely shift his meaning making into the Strategist action
logic.
Common theme. One common theme emerged from the narratives of participants
assessed as post-conventional: a personal connection to a socio-political, event early in life, that
shaped a commitment to social change. Examples include KJ’s upbringing in three countries by
parents who fled Poland in 1939 on the day the Nazis invaded Poland; AW’s experience of
watching the Holocaust movie within the context of growing up in a German household by her
mother, a non-Jewish German, raised in Nazi Germany, and AW’s experiences of the poverty
and economic challenges in Jamaica; and lastly, SW’s personal connection, at the age of 10, to
the Civil Rights Movement through the lens of his Jewish identity. All three participants, at a
young age, had experiences that connected them to a larger world and shaped an early
commitment to social change. Forming internal commitments and giving voice to them is a
pathway to what Kegan (1994) called self-authorship, foundational to thriving in the
complexities presented to us in the 21st century.
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Conventional Participants’ Descriptions of Perspective-Shifting Experiences
MD (65, Achiever). MD described several perspective-shifting experiences (PSE) that
led to his social entrepreneurial action. He grew up in a working class family that had
“expectations” that he would attend university and have a profession, expectations he fulfilled.
MD obtained a MBA and worked in a multinational corporation, where he successfully climbed
the corporate ladder. Reflecting back, MD observed, “they had promoted me thinking I was one
of them, and then I turned out to be a traitor in that I didn’t really embrace their corporate
values.”
After several years in the corporation, MD began to open his eyes as he experienced a
“disconnect between [his] core values . . . and the values of the corporation.” This
“disconnect” was brought into bold relief when he “shut down a plant in a community that [he]
was personally responsible for:”
When you’re shutting down a plant, you’re putting that community into chaos. It’s a
small community, maybe with 100-200 employees that work at the mill, and you shut
that down, and it’s not just that they’re losing their jobs, the whole community is in
chaos . . . I felt terrible and felt that this was not for me.
All the corporation “cared about was the bottom line, profit for the shareholders no regard for
social impacts on individuals or community.”
This experience propelled MD into a period of critical reflection where he began to
examine his beliefs about himself and how he operated in the world. During this period, MD
had an “awkward conversation” with the CEO of the corporation, who asked him, “Why aren’t
you following corporate values?” Why were MD’s “values not the same as the corporate
objectives?” MD responded, “Well, you have yours, and I have mine. . . . Why should my own
personal values be the same as the corporate values?” MD described this moment as another
PSE that led to his decision leave the “corporate scene,” taking a “leap” into the unknown:
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I would like to think that the deeper values were there . . . buried someplace . . . and that
I was pursuing expectations of society, of parents of everything around to do well, to be
accomplished, to go to business school . . . and I closed my eyes to some of those social
values.
Although MD had no idea of what was next, he did know that his initial focus was to
“repair the damage” he had caused. He carried “some shame or guilt that [he] wanted to deal
with in terms of doing something positive, rather than negative, for individuals and workers and
communities.” He experimented with several projects, helping communities who were facing a
plant shut down, consulting with worker co-operatives in Costa Rica, acting as a senior policy
advisor on Aboriginal self-government issues, and starting a “social enterprise for mentally
challenged individuals.”
MD attributed his desire “to repair the damage,” and “the reawakening of [his] core
values:”
To a life partner who was a very strong feminist. I started reading feminist literature . . .
and was being gently encouraged—not prodded, but encouraged to look at certain
things differently. Once I started doing that, I realized that was part of the
transformation process. . . .
The world as I knew it was shifting around me. These experiences were part of
some organic unfolding and evolution. And they were all related. For example,
aboriginal self-government was in sync with my core values of social justice and
community empowerment.
After 10 years of work focused on “repairing the damage,” MD found a “sense of
calling” or “purpose” when he stepped into a leadership role for an emerging social enterprise
that moved “beyond personal repair towards institutional repair of serious inner city poverty
with all of its ugly consequences.”
This new work was about contributing to the community you live in . . . and about
moving from putting people out of work to putting people in work. It changed my life
as well as the lives of others. It changed my life in how I felt about myself, my role in
the community, and my relationship to others.
The last 10 years . . . have been very, very meaningful to me . . . the most
meaningful years of my work career . . . transformative in that it’s changed how I look
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at things. . . . And I just kind of stumbled into it, to some extent, I didn’t set out to do
this. . . . I just fell into it in some ways, and obviously I had a previous disposition to
this kind of work. But it took me a while to get there.
Although, MD attributed his family “expectations” to his decisions to attend university
and have a profession, he also attributes his family upbringing to his ability “to move within
poorer communities.” “I was raised in a family where social justice and fairness was the norm,
although it was never articulated as such because my parents were not educated; but they lived
their lives exhibiting these traits.”
The PSEs of MD illustrate the developmental journey. His initial actions in the world,
influenced by the external voices of society and family, represent a socialized mind. The
attainment of a MBA and his initiation into the corporate world illustrates the development of
an Expert stance, and the Achiever emerged as he climbed the corporate ladder. MD’s
realization of the “disconnect” between his core values and the values of the corporation and
his response to the CEO during their “awkward conversation,” represents a shift toward
Individualist action logic. As a result of experiences of contradictions, questioning
assumptions, and the balance of support and challenge offered by a partner, MD was moving to
the edge of his meaning making.
MD’s description of this process and the subsequent experimental actions he took points
toward the Individualist action logic—questioning assumptions, seeing with new eyes,
experimental behavior. However, MD’s description of his work life with the social enterprise,
describes an Achiever orientation:
Most of these years, I would wake up at 4:00 or 5:00 in the morning, and all I could
think of is what needs to be done, and the challenges and pressures of the social
enterprise. It was all encompassing. I would wake up, and I couldn’t get back to sleep
because that just totally preoccupied me. Then I would go to work at 6:30 in the
morning or even earlier. It’s an all-encompassing kind of experience, which in a lot of
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ways I liked and I wanted to do it. It felt good, but it also didn’t really give me an
opportunity to have a more balanced life.
Herdman-Barker and Torbert (2008) described the various movements that can occur
among the action logics: transition between stages, consolidation within a stage, no movement,
and regression. MD’s questioning process that resulted in leaving the corporate world and his
subsequent experimental behavior with consulting roles describes a possible transition between
the Achiever and the Individualist. The Achiever description of his engagement with the social
enterprise—setting goals and meeting deadlines—could represent no further movement or a
possible step back into Achiever.
Present. MD retired last spring from his social enterprise and is experiencing relief from
a lot of pressure as he transitions and lets go. His current process of reflecting on his experience
with the social enterprise indicates movement into and perhaps, consolidation of the Individualist
action logic.
I think in some ways it was too all encompassing, which is one of the reasons why I am
happy to move on to something else, I think, and to let go of some of that pressure. I’m
not sure if that pressure was induced or, self-induced or, but whatever it was, I felt it.
MD reflected that his personal transformation was the result of working with the Aboriginal
community, where experienced “being reborn.” “I think I’m more introspective . . . and more
reflective.” Working with the Aboriginal community, he “learned the importance of sharing,”
and the value of community.” He also better understands, “how the Aboriginal community
interacts and communicates, what motivates them, what doesn’t . . . basically trying to
understand and learn from that experience as much as I could.”
Now MD is looking toward the future. “I’ve got a good 10 years left of my work life”
and “would like to branch out and do different things.” “How can I make the best of it, and do
something that would have a really positive impact?” MD is currently writing a book about his
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experience of the social enterprise, focusing on the impact of the social enterprise on the
employees, the community at large, and on himself. Although he sees himself as “someone
who looks forward,” MD expects that this effort will require a “certain amount of reflection and
a certain amount of looking back” that will “stir up feelings.” “I see it as a very useful thing to
do; it’s really about the reflection for my own self, as maybe even therapeutic, and to get to
move on to something else.”
MD may have approached his work with the social enterprise as an Achiever, but his
experiences with the Aboriginal community offered a bridge to post-conventional knowing.
His desire to “let go,” his insights that the pressures he experienced might have been selfinduced, and his questioning of whether he had fostered a dependent relationship with the
Aboriginal community built this bridge. MD is in the process of consolidating within the
Individualist action logic. It is possible that his future actions in the world will reflect a
transition toward Strategic action logic.
DA (44, Achiever). DA began his career as an environmental engineer in the corporate
world and he described how invested his “ego” was in his career.
I had a competitive mindset . . . and was really involved in a lot of competitive
environments. . . . In college I played basketball and in the army, as an Officer, it is very
highly competitive just to be able to move along in your career.
When he started with the corporation, he was young, and as the only environmental
engineer he was placed into a leadership position early in his career.
I really got thrown into a big role and kind of let it go to my head. . . . I thought, wow,
this is great and actually you can make a lot of money. . . . I was excited and feeling
motivated about that, and kind of lost my focus because there were times when I
worked 70 hours a week and you can only do that for so long.
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However, DA became disillusioned with the corporate world. “The purpose of the company
was not really the triple bottom line, it was more the single bottomed line—the economic
element and that was a little bit frustrating. . . . Corporate life wasn’t enough.”
Within this context, DA experienced a PSE that contributed to this engagement with
social entrepreneurial action. It occurred when he attended the funeral of his grandfather, “a
respected spiritual leader in Indian country.” It was the first family funeral he had attended as
an adult, and he was impressed by the community support. “It’s a real show of community
where the family doesn’t have to do anything.” The ceremony included placing his
grandfather’s body on a wagon that travelled, with members of the community, to all the
important places in his grandfather’s life—a reenactment of his “life’s journey. . . . It was a
great moving experience that woke me up a little bit to the fact that there was something
bigger” than corporate life.
This insight was reaffirmed through a subsequent conversation with a friend in which
DA had the experience of understanding the similarities of all of our experiences by virtue of
our common humanity. Soon after, DA was offered a scholarship to complete his MBA in
Saskatchewan, Canada, the location of his tribe, Red Pheasant Indian Nation. It did not make
sense to uproot his family to move so far away, and even the president at the corporation
thought DA “was crazy.” “Why would you go there to be poor and cold?” But DA,
disillusioned with the corporate world, yearned to be part of something larger. Unsure what to
do, DA and his wife prayed at the Temple and:
Received a really powerful message . . . I needed to go to Canada and I needed to get
involved in helping and making a difference for Indian people. . . . I guess you’d say
that the whole projection of my life started there when I was at the [corporation] right
toward the end.
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After completing his MBA, DA and his family were preparing to leave Canada to return
home when a friend asked if would become part of a business education program for Natives in
Saskatchewan, the location of DA’s tribe. His friend said, “This is your home. . . . We are
putting together a business school for Natives and we need a Director. . . . You are a member of
the Red Pheasant Indian Nation and you need to stay home, we need you.”
DA stayed and “spent 10 wonderful years in Canada. . . . There is a different mindset in
Canada—a different appreciation for quality of life—more of a balance between home life and
work life. . . . They take time with their families.” This environment gave DA a “chance to
really reflect about what he is doing in his career” and he realized that he was becoming a
workaholic. Now, looking back, he understands that his “workaholism would have destroyed
[his] family” and that “it was a blessing to make that transition to Canada.”
DA’s narrative points to many external authorities that guide his actions in the world—family, tribe, and church. Even the request to remain in Canada was framed within an appeal to
DA’s loyalty to his tribe. What was developmental about DA’s process was his questioning of
certain beliefs and his actions in the world and seeing the contradiction between the beliefs, his
actions, and his deeper values. DA’s decision-making process to remain in Canada was
influenced by Individualist action logic. It represents a shift away from socialized mind and a
step toward self-authorship because he took steps toward developing loyalty to his own
personal integrity by setting goals based on his own values.
Present. DA’s current initiative is making real, a concept “that began as an idea in [his]
mind.” He is now leading a collaborative social entrepreneurial initiative focused on creating a
new paradigm for improving the lives of Native communities and developing the natural
resources of the Western region. The intention of the initiative is to be a “gathering place for
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integrated learning, sharing, teaching, development and scholarship” for tribes at the local and
regional level. DA explained, “Indians have been stuck. . . . They are in a state of dependency . .
. and need to create opportunities for themselves. . . . We need a different paradigm and we’re
really starting to shake things up.” The new paradigm is emerging through an extensive
collaboration that involves stakeholders across the region, lobbyists in Washington, D.C., and
key persons in the federal government with a decision-making process that reflects Indigenous
practices.
Although DA’s questioning that led him to Canada and his reflections of his experience
in Canada are indicators of movement toward Individualist action logic, his LDP assessment of
Achiever is evident through his approach to the project. He is singularly focused with a
determination and energy that is inspiring others, while demonstrating a curiosity and
willingness to listen to others’ feedback and cooperate around mutual goals.
BS (61, Achiever). BS framed his perspective-shifting experiences (PSE) within the
construct of a “tolerant guardian angel” that “opens doors,” and that it is his “job is to see them
[the doors] and walk through.” For example, when BS went to college, he had no social or
political inclinations. But his “guardian angel decided to bring him to the most radical dorm
floor,” where his roommates, the college’s first three draft resistors, “awakened” in him
“something that was already there:”
This whole arena opened, and I don’t know what things in this life or in past lives have
given me the concerns that I have about social justice, and about equity, and about
living well on the planet, I don’t know where all those came from, but they’re there.
The political events of the 70s were a PSE for BS, an anti-war activist. These events
pushed him “over the top” to the point where he felt he “needed to get the hell out of this
country.” As a result, BS accepted an opportunity to spend his senior year of college in Japan,
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where for the “first time in [his] life he actually had to deal with [himself].” Through exposure
to Shinto and Zen Buddhism, BS experienced a reorientation to life, “a grounding and a view, a
way of being in the world that’s been important to me over these last 40 years.” It was an
introduction to the “sort of a mysterious way the universe has worked,” recognition about “the
deeply interconnected web of life.”
Soon after returning to the United States, BS was ready to leave again for Japan, when a
close friend said to him, “You can’t leave the country, it’s too important; there’s too much
important work to do,” BS’s response was “Well, too bad. . . . You stay here and do the work
that you want to do. . . . I’ve got to go to Japan.” But once again, his “guardian angel” opened
a door and he was invited to create the educational arm of the Spokane Expo 1974 World’s
Fair, which led to co-founding a non-profit.
Several years later, while reading David Whyte’s book, “The Heart Aroused,” BS had a
PSE; he was “shocked” to discover that his “heart was no longer aroused doing the good work”
of his organization, the non-profit he co-founded 23 years earlier. He began to view the work
of his organization as “all of this good stuff, but it’s just stuff.” This lack of meaningfulness
led BS to a doctoral program where he discovered a new and deeper question:
How do we change the underlying circumstance? How do we shift so that something
else is possible, so that we don’t have to spend this incredible amount of time and
energy, helping people who have gotten a raw deal get a better deal?
After 2 years of wrestling with the question of whether he could stay in his organization and
pursue this new question, BS left, not knowing what would come next. Within a few months
after his departure, BS became co-president of a social entrepreneurial organization that works
with emerging leaders and helps communities to create the conditions for system-wide change,
a 10-year journey.
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When the economy collapsed, BS experienced a perspective-shifting moment when his
position at the social entrepreneurial organization was eliminated:
The last six months of [that] year is not a period I would like to repeat. There was a lot
of time that I spent in fear, in disorientation, and not knowing what the hell I was
supposed to be doing, caught up in a lot of resentments around some of the ways things
had happened, and they’d been done, yada, yada, yada, yada, and—and I kept doing the
pot stirring work that I’ve done all my life. And my guardian angel was at work, as
well, so that within six months pretty concrete opportunities started to line up and be
available. There certainly was a period in which I was gnashing my teeth, and crabby,
and whining, and irritated, and everything else.
It was a death—a dying of the last version of BS and the birthing of the current
version. It was a letting go of defining myself by the organization I served and stepping
into just being BS.
When BS stepped back and examined his work of the past 50 years, he realized he had
been about “highly engaged doing—initiating different kinds of work and projects and activity
. . . and he realized he was no longer interested in defining himself by “doing.”
I provided enough organizational leadership. I’d gotten enough things done, and that
the BS who got his sense of self-worth out of being the go-to person to get things done
. . . I wasn’t as interested in that person anymore . . . I was realizing that way too much
of my sense of self worth came from other’s comments and thanks.
BS did not identify any PSE that occurred during his 25 years as executive director of his nonprofit. His observation that his work of the past 50 years had been about “doing” is an
observation that could equally point to an Expert and Achiever orientation. Experts focus on
the exacting detail of getting a job done well, and therefore, they are “the embodiment of
technical and process knowledge,” while Achievers, concerned with successful plans and
outcomes, lead by “role modeling a philosophy” (Simcox, 2005, p. 15). Most likely, BS began
with an Expert orientation, eventually moving into an Achiever orientation.
BS’s pursuit of a doctorate allowed him to step back and reflect deeply and broadly, a
process that lead him to the question, “How do we change the underlying circumstance?” This
question illuminates an Achiever’s desire to “design whole new methods and approaches to
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solving a problem,” (Cook-Grueter, 2005, p. 16), a desire he was able to realize when he became
co-president of the social entrepreneurial organization that introduced BS to new philosophies
and approaches for creating change.
Present. Losing his role as co-president of the social entrepreneurial organization
provided BA with the opportunity to step back and reflect about who he is in the world without
the identification of an organization. As a result, who is emerging now is a “BS who knows how
to listen.” “By getting out of the head and into the body,” BS is developing a ”listening presence
to engage in the work of his 60s—reflecting, listening, asking questions, and occasionally
directly sharing insights.” “I think that a lot of my work [now] is helping people to go ahead and
reach into that inner knowing that they have, and make that visible to themselves.” As BS
transitions into his “listening presence,” he will move away from the head orientation of the
rational framework into a more felt experience of the body, characteristic of movement toward
post-conventional knowing. Additionally, his desire to be a “coach” and a “teacher” in assisting
others to find meaning in their lives describes aspirations in alignment with movement to the
Individualist action logic.
CG (58, Achiever). CG’s worldview was strongly influenced by her father:
Early on my father let us know a couple of things. One, he had a lot of girls and only
one son, and, as a result, we were going to have to deal with that gender issue. And we
were Mexican and had a name that was going to cause difficulty. We had to be
prepared for those kinds of things, and we also had an obligation.
Her father emphasized, “It is important get an education . . . to take care of people . . . witness
right and wrong” and to “move forward to address those items that are wrong.” CG’s actions in
the world reflected her father’s advice.
CG described a PSE when, as a college student, she became a delegate at the 1972
Democratic Convention—the year George Wallace was shot—and CG recalled feeling “so glad
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. . . and happy. . . . I even thought, if he dies, too bad, too sad.” A year later, at the convention,
Wallace’s family sat directly behind CG to hear his speech. “I saw this incredible anguish on the
faces of Wallace’s family” and I realized that “they loved this man.” He was their “father”
“grandfather,” and “husband” and “they were worried somebody else was going to shoot him, or
that he was going to fall off the podium.” This was a “significant emotional event for me.” She
remembered asking herself:
What gives me the right to celebrate misfortune? What kind of person are you that you
would celebrate? I remember thinking . . . that I don’t have the right to want others to
be in a bad situation, and I was really embarrassed about the response that I had.
A second experience occurred at the convention when CG’s delegation nominated
Roberto A. Mondragon, the former Governor of New Mexico, for vice-president. Immediately
the Secret Service surrounded the delegation, demanding to know, “who were the eight people
who voted Mao Tse-Tung?” CG “remember[s] thinking, see what kind of trouble people can
get into, just because somebody else is saying something?” “Why in the world would we cast
our vote for MAO?”
These two incidents expanded how CG thought about the world and the actions she
would take in the future. She recalled thinking that she “needed to stayed involved” and “to
learn more about perspectives . . . to really try to walk in someone else’s shoes, the way I think
I was walking in someone else’s shoes when I saw the George Wallace family.” These
experiences expanded CG’s worldview to be more inclusive of those who were not likeminded. She was learning that “everybody’s right. Nobody’s wrong,” and, as a result, she
needed to have more conversations “with people, who, on the surface” she knows she is not in
agreement with.
I really felt that I could empathize with his family. And you can’t just try to understand
on an intellectual level. You have to understand it really in a deeper level. I remember
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wanting to know, Why is it that people really and truly believe what they do? Because
sometimes I think, are you serious? Do you really believe that, but it’s coming from
somewhere, and I want to know where.
CG’s narrative suggests many examples of socialized mind. For example, when
describing a certain belief she held or explaining why she took a particular action, CG
consistently referenced her father. She also made several references to the importance of her
peers and her family when making a decision, such as applying for a high level position in an
organization. “It was really having others saying, you need to do it, that pushed me over the
edge . . . everyone told me I should.” CG even noted, “I’m other-directed, maybe more than I
would like to admit.”
Yet, there was also a sense throughout the narrative that CG was not completely
externally focused. Her father’s advice provided a philosophical framework, but she was
interpreting the framework through her own lens. For example, CG described the following
example as a PSE. When she ran for student body president in college, she met with the
Latino/a students on campus to discuss her candidacy. Although Hispanic, she was not on their
slate of candidates and “they could not believe that [she] dared to ask for their vote.” CG’s
response to them was:
We simply have a different philosophy. Your philosophy is to do things your way, and
mine is to do them my way. And for me, my way is to play by the rules until you get in,
and then you can change the rules, but you can’t always change them from outside.
CG’S father used to say, “you need to play by their rules, and then you can beat them at it. But
if you play with different rules, then you’re never even in the game.” CG had clearly
internalized her father’s words, but her actions demonstrated a daring and self-confidence to
stand up for her principles by not running on the Latino platform, an indication of a growing
internal voice.
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CG’s movement toward self-authorship was also evident during her first year in college
when she resisted pleas from her family to “come home” to deal with various urgent situations.
Although CG had no future in mind after finishing college, she “just knew she had to finish . . .
one step at a time.”
I knew what it was like at home. My dad always said, your last name is [Mexican
name], and unless you get a degree, they’re going to just focus on your last name; you
have to have credentials. So . . . all that, blended with having had the experiences of
what goes on at home, and knowing that even though you might have a crisis, that it
passes, and that there was a lot of love in the family.
These earlier experiences illustrate CG’s dynamic process of negotiating the external
expectations of her family with her growing internal voice. She did not respond to her family’s
pleading because her parents told her to finish college, yet, she was able to step back from the
family system and analyze the internal dynamics of her family system. CG’s narrative places
her at the “juncture where external expectations and internal voice compete for dominance”
(Baxter Magolda, 2009, p. 323). In building her self-reliance and confidence, CG was in the
process of moving away from a socialized mind meaning making structure toward a selfauthorship meaning making structure. The experiences at the Democratic convention provided
CG with the opportunity to integrate opposing perspectives into her worldview by connecting
her to the humanity of others, an important step in the developmental journey and in the
movement toward social entrepreneurial action.
Present. CG hesitated to call herself a social change leader or social entrepreneur until
she began to talk about her collaborative system changing actions at the state, community, and
university level where she facilitated shifting the nature of the discourse of access and education.
In the schools people are asking . . . why not have all the students go to college. . . .
People are just astounded, they have never heard of people working in communities like
this, and it became very clear . . . that people who want make change . . . [will be more
effective by] collaborating with [others, not] by imposing the change.
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Recently, CG obtained a vice-president position that has complex and boundaryspanning responsibilities. When asked about any changes related to the new position, GC
indicated that she had not experienced any identity shifts:
There were some things that I have always tried to do throughout my career, and those
things have worked for me, and I think that’s why those might be some of the reasons I
got the job, and I don’t see a need to change that necessarily.
CG’s new position invites developmental growth because it offers challenges that may require
later stage responses in order to be truly effective (Rooke, 2001; Steeves, 2010). For CG’s
meaning making structure to shift, she will need to intentionally engage in experiences that
challenge and contradict her current ways of understanding herself, others, and situations, thus,
offering her alternative ways of making meaning that may be more effective in creating wiser,
more effective, and sustainable ways of acting in the world.
KF (61, Achiever). KF identified one traumatic PSE that led her to social
entrepreneurial action. Until this traumatic PSE, KF had not experienced a pull toward social
entrepreneurial action; she was a real estate agent and a single parent supporting her children.
KF’s perspective-shifting experience occurred when a car, driven by a senior citizen, hit her 3year-old son at the end of a driveway. Hearing her son
Catch his breath because he had stopped breathing, was a life-altering experience. . . .
You never forget something like that and you never want anybody else to ever to have
to it, ever. . . . I didn’t want any more little boys to go under the wheels of cars.
KJ was confident that she knew how to:
Fix the problem. I’m very pragmatic . . . so it was all about fixing the problem. And if
you think you know how to prevent that from happening, how do you not do it and live
with yourself? How do you not protect other children?
My God, what are we here for? Are we here to just like go out to dinner, and
take care of the yard, and decorate, and read books, and go to movies? How do you not
fix that?
KF attended graduate school because she knew she:
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Needed to understand enough about human behavior so that I can understand what older
people want so that I can build it [transportation system] for them . . . if I build it for
them they’ll choose it, because I will have understood what they want.
Graduate school helped KF to develop:
The skills and the conceptual framework to understand that what had been a personal
experience for me was actually a part of something much bigger. . . . Instead of just
thinking about my son, and his accident, I thought about how I could fix it.
While in graduate school, KF learned about social science research, which was “mindblowing.”
It took the scientific method, and applied [it] to human behavior where . . . you could
develop a theory about how someone might behave, and you could set up a situation
where that would be the variable, and you could measure before your intervention, and
then you could measure after your intervention . . . make decisions . . . and you could
actually advance human understanding that way.
KF’s initial framing of her perspective-shifting experience demonstrated the Expert
action logic. She wanted to “fix the problem,” was certain she knew how to fix the problem,
and she saw it as a moral obligation, all ways of making meaning that resonate with the Expert
action logic. Her meaning making began to shift toward the Achiever action logic as she
gained appreciation for the power of social science research to predict behavioral patterns.
Once she fully conceptualized her plan, KF drove herself with a singularity of focus using the
rational and objective process of social science research, actions characteristic of Achiever
action logic.
Several years have passed and KF’s organization is successfully expanding
internationally. The following illustrates that she continues to operate from Achiever action
logic. As a result of a disagreement with her board, KF expressed a desire to be more diplomatic
when telling someone they are wrong.
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It would be better if I had more diplomatic skills, and I could get him [board member] to
like me while I’m telling him he’s wrong. That would be better, and those are skills I’d
like to learn. But I’m not very good at being like pacifist.
“Instead what I had to do was give up being likeable.” KF’s desire to become more
“diplomatic” is framed within a desire to have the board member like her while she is telling
him he is wrong. This approach represents an Achiever orientation to self-improvement, also
framed as a means to an end.
Present. KF now hopes to retire within the next 5 years to write fiction. She wishes:
To be in a place where I can think, and write, and invent without hauling an
organization with me. I want to do it on my own. I love writing. I love choosing the
right words. Words are like cups, and the understanding fits inside them. I always want
to find the right ones and put them in the right sequence, and capture—present, not
capture the right metaphors to express understanding. That process is endlessly
fascinating . . . and I love doing it.
Writing could create an opportunity for KF to step back and engage in deep reflection that
could move her away from the goals-meeting Achiever toward a more questioning and
reflective Individualist.
AG (27, Conventional Late Achiever). I conclude with a description of AG’s
perspective shifting experiences because his LDP assessment of Late Achiever indicates a
transition from the conventional Achiever to the post-conventional Individualist. By placing his
story at the end, a larger context is created that allows the reader to better understand the nature
of this important transition.
AG’s social entrepreneurial action finds its roots in early life PSE:
The easy answer would be from just growing up in my family—my father especially,
who was one of the key political leaders in Croatia’s movement for independence from
Yugoslavia.
It was just kind of a crazy, chaotic childhood, where all these people who were
trying to work for freedom in Croatia were killed off, and my family came close to being
killed off. I don’t know how many times we had assassination attempts. My mom went
through a very painful stabbing where she was stabbed 13 times, and almost died. We’ve
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had so many—like when I was a kid I’d look under the car, and make sure there weren’t
car bombs. We had one period of three months where we had 30 different car bombs,
and assassination attempts on our family. It was just amazing that we stayed alive.
“This is one big thing drove my whole life . . . [and] it just didn’t make sense to me. . . . What
are human beings doing to each other, and for what reason?” AG recalled, as a 6-year-old,
asking his parents what would have happened if he had been born Serbian. “I was asking my
parents if I would hate myself.”
The first question I had was around five or six, really wondering what’s all this [that is]
going on? It was more inquisitive. It wasn’t really change oriented. It was really in my
puberty where I had this drive to do something, [but] because I [was] living in the U.S.,
I felt I couldn’t do much, but when I was 18, we [returned] to Croatia, where I really
started actively working on social issues.
As a young person, AG understood that he “was seeing a lot of injustice in the world and
in my life,” that he was “operating from a certain lens.”
I would just notice injustice everywhere on the planet, and that was such a reinforcing
pattern; it just kept on building up, and building up, and was very negative. I functioned
from that place of injustice, and still do. Often I get worked up about it, but it didn’t
really help; it didn’t lead to good results.
AG’s early life experiences are dramatic. AG continually wondered about what “human beings
[were] doing to each other . . . it just didn’t make sense.” His inquiry to his parents at age 6 if he
would hate himself if he were born Serbian is significant. His ability at such a young age to
recognize the self within a larger context points to an early maturing.
In his early 20s, AG became director of a youth led organization focused on developing
globally minded responsible leaders. During this time, he “realized he had a strong social
passion to change, and that the world really needed some sort of fixing.” When AG left the
organization in his late 20s, he had a PSE: it was “not necessarily a breakdown, but a serious requestioning of who I am, and what I am.” This self-inquiry led to a study of psychotherapy
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where he realized that he “did not want to be dealing with people’s problems, but rather, bringing
out the best out of people” and that he “had to start with himself.”
I realized that what I’ve been seeking isn’t so much changing the world…I need to
really start with myself… the whole problem with the human race is that through good
intentions, we think we need to change others, and control human nature, and the
environment. That’s what gets us in trouble this whole notion of control, and…I’m
going down the same path.
As a result of this process, AG became engaged in two collaborative social
entrepreneurial initiatives, shifting his lens from seeing “social injustice everywhere” to
appreciation of the power of collaboration. AG realized that “the larger the number of people
involved, the more significant the feedback loops . . . the more people that were involved, the
greater the learning.” He admitted that sometimes he paid attention to the feedback and other
times he was “just stubborn and thick, and it took a few times to make the same mistakes to
learn. . . . Some things I still haven’t learned to this day.”
Ultimately AG left these social entrepreneurial ventures because “my main mission [start
up operations] was accomplished. There was no real greater purpose to be there . . . just a gut
feel that I need to follow my heart.”
AG identified his decision to pursue a Ph.D. and a tenure-track position as a PSE
because they represent a period of
Very intense personal turmoil where I couldn’t sleep, and it was just really killing me
. . . It was a huge choice point [about] going down the academic route, just for the sake
of it. . . . I continually asked myself, what’s the real purpose behind it? What’s my
calling, basically? . . .
I’ve done a lot of the classic, textbook, what you would define as social
entrepreneurial type activities before my academic life. Now I’m seeing two parts of
myself. One part is trying to make meaning out of what that journey has meant for me;
and the second part is about engaging in a journey with others in my research, and
trying to figure out why do they do this work.
AG decided to pursue the Ph.D. as an exercise of reflection.
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I was trying to do as much as I can, getting burnt out, and it seemed like I can’t save the
universe by myself. I just needed to step back to what—maybe work with others who
can, but also just as selfishly, just try to understand what it is I’m trying to do. So I took
the doctoral journey more as a reflection exercise . . . to really figure out what I want to
do with the rest of my life and to explore these questions of what are the real leverage
points for impact.
AG’s story illustrates the developmental journey between conventional and postconventional knowing. His PSEs and the meaning he makes of them portray an oscillation
between conventional self-authorship/Achiever and post-conventional selftransforming/Individualist. AG is still sorting out beliefs and priorities, “putting the puzzle
together” of who he is (a 4th order activity) while at the same time, he is engaged in the postconventional practice of stepping back to assess the impact of his actions through a systemic
lens (Baxter Magolda, 2009, p. 4). AG’s practices of continually examining his identity and
motivations juxtaposed with his struggle to find his purpose in life describes developmental
journey to more complex ways of making meaning.
Present. AG’s desire to ”bring out the best out of people” informed his research agenda,
“wholeness in the workplace,” with a particular focus on employee engagement as a critical
leverage point for change. His guiding question is a post-conventional question, “how can we
create a business sector that contributes more to the planet and society than it does currently to
its own self-serving interests?” The following reflection illustrates AG’s process of transitioning
from conventional to post-conventional action logics: “valuing my career and being concerned
about what other people are going to think of me are not completely gone. I still have phases
where I’m really caught up with that.” AG exists in the tension between making meaning as a
goal-oriented Achiever, making meaning as a questioning Individualist, and a desire to engage in
actions shaped by Strategic action logic.
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Common theme. Although, no common themes emerged among the experiences of the
participants assessed as conventional, common to all the participants was the resulting action—a
willingness to take responsibility by moving toward uncertainty. This commonality will be
illustrated in the section entitled “Taking responsibility and moving toward the unknown.”
Discussion
Making meaning of the PSEs. Participants’ descriptions of the perspective shifting
experiences that led them to social entrepreneurial action reveal several significant findings.
First is the emphasis by the post-conventional social entrepreneurs on the importance of a
personal connection, early in life, to a larger world in shaping their commitment to social change.
This finding supports Baxter Magolda’s (2009) emphasis on the “formation of internal
commitments” (p. 326) as an essential bridge to the mind of self-authorship. Connecting to a
commitment to social change early in life, and giving voice to that commitment early in life
describes the process of developing one’s own value system and illustrates the post-conventional
participants’ early shift toward self-authorship. Additionally, by offering an early pathway to
self-authorship, a commitment to a cause greater than oneself that is shaped early in life, offers a
potential pathway to developing post-conventional knowing.
The narratives also indicated the shift toward self-authorship occurred earlier for the postconventional participants than for the participants assessed as conventional (Baxter Magolda &
King, 2007; Kegan, 1994). The observations made by the conventional participants that early
actions in life were shaped by expectations of family, church, and friends reinforces this finding.
However, ultimately, the narratives of all participants identified the shift into self-authorship as
playing an important role in their movement to social entrepreneurial action, thus, identifying the
Achiever action logic as a minimal requirement for engagement in social entrepreneurial action.
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Yet, the theoretical lens of this dissertation asserts the value of developing the capacity
for action shaped by later action logics, beyond the Achiever. According to the action logic
framework and constructive-developmental theory, operating from the later action logics would
give one a larger and more flexible repertoire, meaning that a social entrepreneur would have the
capacity to engage in whatever action logic is most effective for the situation. Through this lens,
if the shift to a larger and more complex perspective does not occur, the social entrepreneur
could experience limitations of his or her action logic, such as the Achiever’s inability to
challenge current operating systems, a critical capacity for a social entrepreneurial initiative to
grow in sustainable ways.
Next, I make meaning of the language used by the post-conventional and conventional
participants, providing a deeper examination into their meaning making and therefore, further
insights about developing future social entrepreneurs. I then discuss the relationship between
culture and developmental theory within the context of CG’s narrative. I then identify three
themes that emerged from the perspective-shifting experiences of all participants, irrespective of
action logic, illustrating the themes with examples drawn from the narratives. I conclude with a
description of empathy as the larger framework within which the perspective-shifting
experiences exist.
Language. Development is about shifting what was once subject to object, reflecting
upon it, and developing a relationship with it (i.e., making meaning of the what). Meaning
making evolves when we are able to locate parts of ourselves that we cannot see, develop a
relationship with those parts, and then, recognize how these various parts exist in relationship to
each other, in other words, taking a step back to observe the entire system, in this case the human
system (Jordan, 2010). In the previous section, I described the what (i.e., the content of the
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perspective shifting experiences); in this section I now describe the how (i.e., how participants
described their perspective-shifting experiences). In alignment with the theoretical lens of this
study, which correlates later action logics with an increased capacity to meet complex
challenges, understanding the distinctions between how conventional and post-conventional
participants make meaning of their journey contributes to the conversation on how best to
develop future social entrepreneurs.
Most significantly, the post-conventional participants described their internal experiences
of their PSE as experiences of embodiment. KJ “felt a reorganization of [her] cellular structure
as she “downloaded” a question into her body; AW’s decision to leave academia was “heartwrenching;” her “heart” was no longer into it; and SW, struck by the “grace” and “dignity” of the
victims of hate and bias, experienced a shift into a more emotional and empathic field. “I now
live in my work life, a life dominated by emotions.”
In contrast, the conventional participants used language that suggested they were most
comfortable talking about big ideas, how to help others, and how to fix the problem, with little
elaboration of internal sense making processes. What is missing from the conventional
narratives is an elaboration of the process of extracting themselves from how he or she operates
in the world and then analyzing it. When assessing complexity of meaning making, “elaboration
is a key quality to look for, in particular, lack of elaboration” indicates “areas of the map that are
invisible to or only vaguely apprehended by the individual,” making these areas of the map
“unavailable for conscious cognitive processing” (Jordan, 2010, pp. 27-28).
Generally speaking, the conventional participants provided fewer “insights into [his or
her] awareness of an ongoing process of restructuring [his or her] view of the world,” thus,
giving an impression of operating from a constructed “self-image that tells a story about what
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character traits one has,” meaning individuals assessed as conventional tend to operate from a
fixed notion of self (Miller & Cook-Grueter, 1994, p. 129). The post-conventional participants
demonstrated a “more critically reflective” stance toward their assumptions and an “aware[ness]
of their context” (Mezirow & Associates, 2000, p. 19), illustrating the difference between simply
noticing what is and taking the next step of unpacking what one is noticing. A central
characteristic of post-conventional meaning making is movement away from the dualistic notion
of, “I am helping them,” to a recognition of the interconnectedness and mutuality between
themselves and the communities they serve. The post-conventional participants in my study
illustrated this shift when discussing their current approaches to their work. For example, AW
now focuses “on being, who am I being, because it makes a big difference in how effective I can
be.” For SW, “all these peoples’ stories have become part of my story . . . my life as a civil
rights advocate is now intertwined with [these] stories in a way that has increased dramatically
over the years.” KJ is now interested in “leading by the nature that I’m alive, and who I am,”
working in situations “where we inspire each other . . . to self-accountability and selfresponsibility.” SW’s and AW’s language illustrates a shift from a purely cognitive, rational
approach to a more holistic approach in which feelings and context were taken into account; KJ’s
language reflects a shift from a feelings-oriented, affective approach to a more
attentional/spiritual approach—findings consistent with Nicolaides’ (2008) study in which she
explored the distinctions among the various post-conventional ways of knowing.
Nicolaides (2008) proposed, “the late post-conventional action logics may promise a new
vision for the way that power is understood and exercised in the service of the common good”
(p. 199). This new vision for the way power is exercised is cultivated through an enhanced
“awareness of an ongoing process of restructuring one’s view of the world” (Miller & Cook-
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Greuter, 1994, p. 129) by interrogating assumptions and motivations, a practice the postconventional participants demonstrated through their language—as they questioned their
assumptions and motives, the approach to their work evolved. This call for a new vision for the
exercise of power (Nicolaides, 2008; Torbert et al., 2004) is a courageous one that could assure
the sustainability of social entrepreneurial action for a greater good. We see that shift occurring
in the post-conventional participants as they redefine their relationship to their work and we see
the shift occurring in MD as he reflects on the dependent relationship he may have fostered with
the Aboriginal community, and as BS shifts to a “listening presence,” leaving behind his Expert
and Achiever stance.
Implication of culture in developmental theory. Culture is a factor that impacts how
one experiences their experiences and how they describe those experiences. My study did not
specifically address the impact of culture on developmental growth or on the movement to social
entrepreneurial action; however, I offer a few insights regarding this factor within the context of
CG’s narrative.
Developmental theory tells us that “accepting knowledge claims uncritically does not
develop an internal basis for making judgments,” meaning that relying on peers and others for
approval can result in an identity “that is susceptible to external pressure rather than one based
on internally chosen values” (Baxter Magolda & King, 2007, p. 492). Many of CG’s comments
and descriptions throughout the interview reflected a socialized meaning making structure, in
other words, taking her meaning from external structures. However, CG’s narrative also
suggests the negotiation of additional dynamics, such as race and socio-economic class.
Through the developmental lens, the communal-oriented culture of the Hispanic community
would be described as encouraging socialized mind by placing a high value on listening to
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external others, such as peers and families, as central sources for one’s “beliefs and identity, and
relationship constructions” (Baxter Magolda & King, 2007, p. 493).
When CG’s perspective-shifting experience at the Democratic National Convention is
considered within the context of a communal orientation that emphasizes her Hispanic identity,
two observations are worth noting: (a) she did not allow her ideology, as received from her
family and culture, to prevent her from having empathy for Wallace’s family, a person who
represented the opposite end of her ideology continuum; and (b) CG’s deep family values may
have contributed to her noticing the anguish of the family and framing that anguish within
familial relationships. By moving beyond her ideology and allowing herself to feel the
experience of others, CG expanded her perspective to include others, representing a significant
step away from a fixed notion of who she is. However, despite my analysis of CG’s story
through the developmental lens, CG’s narrative suggests the relationship between culture and
developmental theory remains an open question.
In summary, the language used by the post-conventional social entrepreneurs was more
complex and elaborate in making explicit that which was implicit, suggesting an awareness of a
moment-to-moment restructuring of reality and a more fluid stance toward their assumptions.
The conventional participants were less elaborate in the description of their inner sense making
processes, more focused on solving the immediate problem, and identified with their own
character traits. The act of unpacking what is versus noticing what is requires more than
cognition and rationality. It requires a holistic approach in which feelings, context, attention, and
intention are taken into account. Lastly, the relationship between culture and developmental
theory, as expressed in CG’s narrative, highlights an interesting phenomenon worthy of a deeper
examination.
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Themes of the perspective-shifting experiences. Three themes emerged from the
perspective-shifting experiences: an awakening, a community connection, and an early
experience of a global event. Woven throughout the three themes was an experience of
experiencing the experiences of others, which highlights empathy as a critical catalyst for taking
responsibility for a greater good. Following are illustrations of the three themes from the
narratives and examples of how participants took responsibility by moving toward the unknown.
Empathy, as a larger framework, is then discussed.
An awakening. An awakening includes (a) an experience described by a participant
using the word “awakened” and/or (b) an experience in which a participant was aware of a
particular moment when an internal shift occurred and their description conveyed a sense of
being “awakened.” BS experienced an “awakening” of a commitment to social justice in
college; MD described being “awakened” as a result of an “awkward” conversation with the
CEO regarding his personal values; and CG awakened to a common humanity when she
experienced the “anguish” of George Wallace’s family. AW awakened to the pain humans can
inflict upon one another through early life experiences with teachers and family; and KJ had an
awakening experience of freedom while meditating during when she realized that the lessons we
need to learn are contained in the circumstances that life brings to us. Lastly, KF had an
awakening to the purpose of her life through the dramatic experience of her son’s accident.
A community connection. A PSE was categorized as community connection if a
participant specifically attributed the occurrence of a PSE as the result of connection to a
community. MD described a significant PSE that occurred when he witnessed the suffering of a
community where he had closed a plant and he attributed much of his transformation to his
relationships within the Aboriginal community. AW’s decision to leave academia was the result
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of a PSE that occurred through experiencing the pain in a community about to be cited as a
radioactive site; AG described PSEs connected to his being part of a community that was
fighting for its freedom; DA’s participation in the community funeral of his grandfather surfaced
a buried desire to be part of a cause greater than himself; and BS attributed significant moments
that occurred as a result of relationships within the world-wide communities in which he worked.
An early experience of a global perspective. Through the lens of his Jewish identity,
SW felt a personal connection to the Civil Rights Movement resulting in an expanded worldview
early in life. AW’s personal connection to the Holocaust opened her eyes to the injustices in the
world, forging a commitment to social change, and her volunteer experience in Jamaica
highlighted the interdependence of global poverty and global policies. KJ was raised within a
global perspective through her upbringing in different countries by parents who were Polish
refugees; similarly, AG’s childhood in Croatia instilled a global perspective, reinforced by his
extensive international work as a young man; and BS’s experience of living in Japan as a college
student developed an expanded lens with which to view the world.
Taking responsibility by moving into the unknown. As a result of the PSEs,
participants took responsibility through a willingness to move toward the unknown. DA’s
decision to take responsibility to educate Indian youth inspired him to leave his family and home
and move to Canada. AW stepped into the unknown when she left the familiarity of academic
life to seek more solution-focused approaches to social problems; SW, compelled by a passion to
prevent hate violence, left the security of the attorney general’s office to create a new center,
completely uncertain of what it would look like; and MD took a “leap” when he left corporate
life to “repair the damage” his actions caused. With each serial social entrepreneurial venture,
AG continuously stepped into the unknown, including his movement away from direct action
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and toward scholarship. BS, unsure of what was next, left the non-profit that he co-founded and
directed for 25 years, to pursue deeper ways to make change; and KF was propelled into the
unknown when a car hit her 3-year-old son.
Empathy. Experiencing the suffering of others highlights empathy as a critical catalyst
for taking responsibility for a greater good. First several participants described experiencing
their own suffering. These descriptions include KJ’s movement away from the pain of her
victim identity, KF’s personal suffering and loss around her son’s accident, MD’s shame around
the damage he believed he caused to communities, SW’s experience as a victim of a hate crime,
and AG’s suffering and confusion around his identity growing up in a country fighting for its
freedom. As these participants experienced their own suffering, they opened up to the suffering
of others and were moved to action, even when uncertainty reigned as to what that action would
look like.
This ability to fully experience the experiences of others requires the ability to take the
perspective of another, but it is deeper than merely a cognitive process. It is a more holistic
experience that includes an affective, a cognitive, and engaged response to alleviate the
suffering of others (Rifkin, 2009). Rifkin (2009) and Szalavitz and Perry (2010) described
empathy as a process of active engagement—a combination of the ability to stand in another’s
shoes, to feel what it is like, and then, to take action. As the perspective-shifting experiences
brought participants out of themselves and closer to the needs of another, they were inspired to
take action responsive to those needs (Hoffman, 2000). Additionally, for the participants in
this study, their inspiration to take action required a willingness to move toward uncertainty,
toward not knowing what the next steps would be or what those steps would bring.
In light of the theoretical lens of this study, constructive-developmental theory, and the
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context of this study, taking action, empathy is the appropriate term to describe an experience
context of this study, taking action, empathy is the appropriate term to describe
of experiencing the experiences of others that leads to action. As a result, empathy, as defined
an experience of experiencing the experiences of others that leads to action. As a result,
by Rifkin (2009) and Szalavitz and Perry (2010), becomes the central focus of a learning
empathy, as defined by Rifkin (2009) and Szalavitz and Perry (2010), becomes the
environment that will develop future social entrepreneurs.
central focus of a learning environment that will develop future social entrepreneurs.

An
Awakening

A Community
Connection

!"#$%&'
A Global
Perspective

Figure 4.1. Three themes of PSEs that lead to social entrepreneurial action.
Conclusion. One common theme emerged from the three participants assessed as postconventional: a connection, early in life, to a socio-political event that shaped a commitment to
social change. No common themes emerged among the participants assessed as conventional
that were unique to them as a group. An examination of the PSEs through the developmental
lens revealed distinctions between how the post-conventional participants and the conventional
participants make meaning. The post-conventional participants described their PSEs as feeling
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experiences of embodiment with elaborations of their internal processing, whereas, the
conventional participants presented a more rational and cognitive approach, talking about big
ideas, and how to fix the problem, with less elaboration of their internal sense making processes.
Notably, the post-conventional participants demonstrated movement away from the conventional
dualistic notion of “I am helping them,” to recognition of the mutuality between themselves and
the communities they serve. Lastly, the data suggest post-conventional participants shifted to
self-authorship earlier in life than conventional participants.
When the PSEs of all participants, irrespective of assessed action logic were analyzed,
three themes emerged: an awakening, a community connection, and early development of a
global perspective. A common thread among these themes was the experience of “experiencing
the experiences of others,” highlighting the role empathy plays in creating a more inclusive
perspective that results in taking responsibility for a greater good. Accordingly, empathy
becomes the central construct around which a learning environment is designed for developing
future social entrepreneurs. The implications for this framework in constructing a learning
environment will be elaborated upon in chapter 5.
To accomplish this, the following research questions guided this research inquiry:
1. What is the complexity of meaning making of those engaged in social
entrepreneurial action?
2. What were the perspective-shifting experiences that led to social entrepreneurial
action?
3. What themes emerged among the perspective-shifting experiences of participants?
In chapter 5, I also identify the contributions of my research to scholarship and conclude with
suggestions for directions of future research.
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Chapter V: Implications, Contributions, and Suggestions
In this final chapter, I probe the meaning of the findings that emerged from my study on
the perspective shifting experiences that lead to social entrepreneurial action. First, I review the
study and then, I present the findings, positioning them within the relevant literature. I next
discuss the meaning of the findings and their implications for shaping learning environments that
will inspire and develop future social entrepreneurs, while also inviting the possibility of social
entrepreneurial action informed by post-conventional ways of knowing. In the course of this
discussion, I identify the contributions of research to scholarship and offer thoughts for future
research that can deepen and broaden what has been found here.
A Review of the Study
In this study, I was looking to understand, through the lens of constructive-developmental
theory and the action logic framework, the inner sense making processes that led to social
entrepreneurial action. I accomplished this by administering the Leadership Development
Profile that assessed the action logic of each participant and by conducting in-depth interviews
that explored the perspective-shifting experiences that led to social entrepreneurial action. I
defined perspective-shifting experiences as experiences that shifted a participant’s frame of
reference by taking her/him to the edge of their current meaning making, where they became
more “critically reflective of their beliefs and actions in the world” (Mezirow & Associates,
2000, p. 19). The intent of the study was to obtain data for constructing learning environments
that inspire and develop future social entrepreneurs.
As I began my research, I discovered the field of social entrepreneurship is “fragile and
not well understood” (Martin & Osberg, 2007, p. v). For example, currently, no settled
definition exists of who is a social entrepreneur or what it is they do. The myriad of definitions
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include: change agents who operate within new frameworks that “challenge existing knowledge,
solutions, and old sector boundaries” (Martin & Osberg, 2007, p. v); larger-than-life individuals
who “see the world as it can be, not as it is” (Elkington & Hartigan, 2008, p. 3); “reformers and
revolutionaries with a business plan” (Dees, 1998, p. 5); architects of a new social economy
motivated by “compassion, vision, and determination” (Dees, 1998, p. 5); and “transformative
forces: people with new ideas to address major problems” (Bornstein, 2007, p. 25). As a result,
to delimit my work, I crafted a definition, derived from the typology of social entrepreneurs
offered by Zahra et al. (2009) in which I defined social entrepreneurs as individuals engaged in
system changing actions, meaning actions that have moved beyond the local level or actions at
the local level that are impacting several systems.
I learned social entrepreneurship, as a field of study and practice, is a fairly recent
phenomenon, and as a result, the field locates its roots in the field of entrepreneurship. My
review of the entrepreneurship literature, as described in detail in chapter 2, revealed an
emphasis on extrinsic knowledge with little emphasis on understanding the intrinsic processes of
the entrepreneurial experience. However, in the 1990s, entrepreneurial researchers began to
recognize entrepreneurial thinking as a central driver of entrepreneurial action, which shifted the
focus to cognitive psychology. Areas that have been explored include cognitive adaptability,
generative cognition, cognition and entrepreneurial learning, and the marriage of developmental
psychology and constructivism. In 2007, Krueger called for a deeper examination into the “deep
beliefs and deep belief structures of entrepreneurs” (p. 133). His call represented a call for a
deeper understanding of the inner sense making processes—the meaning making structures—of
entrepreneurs as a precursor for understanding entrepreneurial action.
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Constructive-developmental theory identifies the meaning making structures that shape
our actions in the world. By emphasizing knowing rather than cognition, this theory offers a
more holistic lens to understanding the intrinsic processes that lead to social or business
entrepreneurial action (Kegan, 1994). Knowing is defined as our thinking, our feelings, and how
we relate to others and to ourselves (Kegan, 1994); whereas, cognition is concerned with the
study of individual perceptions, memory, and thinking (Mitchell et al., 2002). The
constructivist-developmental theoretical lens focuses, not on what a person thinks but how they
think about the things they think about (Kegan, 1994).
My attempt to draw distinctions between the cognitive psychology approach and the
constructivist-developmental approach toward understanding the internal processes of the
entrepreneur required a better understanding of the nuances and deeper layers of our cognitive
processes. To accomplish this, I reviewed Kitchener’s (1983) work on thinking, which is
described as occurring on three levels: cognition, meta-cognition, and epistemic cognition. I
discovered development along these three levels of thinking is a process of increasing
complexity mirroring the trajectory described in constructivist-developmental theory. It
describes the developmental journey “from a dualistic, objectivist view of knowledge to a more
subjective, relativistic stance and ultimately to a contextual, constructivist perspective of
knowing” (Hofer & Pintrich, 2002, p. 7). In other words, meta-cognition correlates with
conventional action logics and epistemic cognition correlates with the post-conventional action
logics. Delving into Kitchener’s (1983) three levels of thinking also helped me to better
understand the distinctions between single-loop, double-loop, and triple-loop learning, which
contributed to my understanding of the later action logics.
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As documented in chapter 2, my review of the literature revealed no empirical studies
focused on the intrinsic sense making processes that lead to social entrepreneurial action. By
investigating the mind-set of social entrepreneurs through the lenses of constructivedevelopmental theory and the action logic framework, my study addresses this gap: an
exploration of participants’ salient perspective-shifting experiences and an assessment of their
current operating action logic offers insights regarding the meaning making structures that shape
social entrepreneurial action. Three factors influenced this inquiry: (a) social entrepreneurs are
described as larger-than-life individuals engaged in transforming actions that are changing the
world; (b) post-conventional action logics are correlated with increasing capacities for
transforming, inclusive, empathic, just, and sustainable actions (Cook-Greuter, 2003, 2004;
Torbert et al., 2004); and (c) less than 15% of the population assess at the later action logics
(Steeves, 2010). I was interested in understanding the perspective-shifting experiences that lead
to social entrepreneurial action and discovering whether a pool of social entrepreneurs, as
defined by my study, would yield a higher percentage of individuals assessed as postconventional, thereby, contributing to the scholarship that correlates later action logics with
transforming actions.
My study identified nine social entrepreneurs who are engaged in system changing
actions. I first assessed the complexity of their current ways of making meaning through the
LDP and then conducted individual interviews in which I explored the experiences that shifted
their worldview and led them to social entrepreneurial action. I utilized the LDP because Torbert
(1994, 1996, 2000, 2003), in collaboration with others (Torbert et al., 2004), conducted extensive
research into the relationship between the later action logics and transforming actions that create
just, inclusive, and sustainable change.
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Due to the small sample size of the interview participants (N = 9), the findings of this study are
not generalizable. However, the findings are potentially transferable, as the discussion later in
this chapter will explore.
Review of the Findings and their Implications
First, I provide a brief review of the 3rd order of consciousness/socialized mind and the
4th order of consciousness/self-authored mind and the conventional and post-conventional action
logics relevant to this study. Lastly, I present the findings and the meaning I made from the
findings.
3rd order of consciousness/socialized mind. People who operate from the socialized
mind look to others—the community, family, the organization, and the church as sources of
values and self worth. They recognize that others have different points of view and can
empathize with others, but are enmeshed in the roles and relationships around them (Baxter
Magolda & King, 2007; Kegan, 1994).
4th order of consciousness/self-authorship. Individuals who have developed a value
system that is truly theirs and understand they have the power to create their own feelings and
responses, a power that allows them to step outside themselves, observe the situation, and be a
force of change in it (Baxter Magolda & King, 2007; Kegan, 1994). Self-authorship is the
foundation for meeting 21st century complexities (Kegan, 1994).
Conventional and post-conventional action logics. Action logics are the “crucial sense
making processes that provide the lens for increasingly complex interpretations of experiences
and actions” (Herdman-Barker & Torbert, 2008, p. 3). Most relevant to this study is the
conventional action logic, Achiever, and three post-conventional action logics, Individualist,
Strategist, and to a lesser extent, Alchemist. The Achiever meets goals and delivers results
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within a given system, but is limited by the inability to question currently operating systems.
Individualists take a relativistic position with few fixed truths, but a continual questioning of
their own assumptions and the assumptions of others can result in lengthy unproductive
conversations that inhibit action. Strategists possess a long-term perspective and are both
process oriented and goal oriented. Often, their approach is difficult for others to understand and
may appear impractical. Alchemists generate societal transformation.
Summary of the findings. Three participants assessed as operating from postconventional action logic: one Strategist/Early Alchemist (age 58) and two Individualists (ages
47 and 59). Six participants assessed as operating from conventional action logic: five Achievers
(ages 65, 60, 61, 59, and 44) and one Late Achiever (age 37). The PSEs of the post-conventional
participants revealed one common theme—a personal connection to a socio-political event early
in life that shaped a commitment to social change. No common themes unique to the
conventional participants were identified among the PSEs of participants assessed as
conventional. The formation of an internal commitment to social change early in life suggests an
earlier shift toward self-authorship. This is in contrast to the conventional participants, who
generally attributed friends and family as significant influences regarding the choices they made,
thus, suggesting a later shift to self-authorship/Achiever.
The perspective-shifting experiences resulted in a sense of obligation and response-ability
that compelled participants to take action by stepping into the unknown. Three themes emerged
from the PSEs of participants: an awakening, community connections, and a global perspective.
A common thread within these themes was the experience of “experiencing the experiences of
others,” which highlighted the role of empathy, holistically defined, as a catalyst in taking action.
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In the following section, I use these findings to suggest elements of a learning environment that
will encourage the development of future social entrepreneurs.
Shaping A Learning Environment
Small shifts of consciousness can wake us up to vast new perspectives and lead to new
actions. The new actions revealed by my study were the result of an empathic response to the
needs of others, catalyzing internal shifts that led to actions responsive to those needs. Learning,
through the lens of constructive-developmental theory and the action logic framework, is about
the transformation of consciousness, a process inclusive of the cognitive, the affective, and our
ways of relating to others (Kegan, 1994). Cultivating empathy, as described by Rifkin (2009)
and Szalavitz and Perry (2010), is a transformational process and could be considered an
organizing principle for how one sees the world. To take another’s perspective is a cognitive
process, to feel what it’s like for another is an affective process, and to take positive action in
response to the feeling experience describes a way of relating to others.
Consequently, constructing a learning environment that focuses on cultivating empathy
requires inclusion of cognitive learning, practices that move an individual away from sole
reliance on rational and objective thinking to a more intuitive/feeling sense—embodiment
practices—and engagement with others. Cognitive learning is most familiar to educators, and
therefore, its importance is readily recognized. Embodied learning is important because before
we can experience the feelings of others we need to be comfortable with our own feelings and
emotions (Rifkin, 2009), and because moving from a more feeling-based intuitive/knowing sense
begins with bringing mind and body together, and lastly, engagement, when informed by
cognitive learning and shaped by an intuitive knowing, is important because it brings together
the knowledge and knowing to effect change for a greater good.
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Cognitive. A learning environment that cultivates empathy and encourages risk taking
requires an internal focus and an external focus. The internal focus would involve practices that
surface and challenge taken-for-granted beliefs and assumptions, first on a personal level,
surfacing the biases and assumptions that prevent connecting to the experience of others, and
then on a more societal level, examining the social structures that perpetuate social inequities by
locating the roots of the problems. The latter experience is important because social
entrepreneurs are engaged in systemic actions that seek to build more just and sustainable
structures. Examples of the individual internal focus would include U journaling (Scharmer,
2007), a process that accesses deeper levels of self-reflection and connects the self-reflection to
concrete action steps and Torbert et al.’s (2004) self-reflective autobiography, a process that
identifies key experiences and the meaning made of those experiences.
Embodiment. Embodiment is a feeling intelligence in the body as well as in an idea. It
is the recognition that “knowledge depends on being in a world that is inseparable from our
bodies, our language, and our social history—in short, from our embodiment” and therefore, our
ability to make meaning in the world is a result of our “capacities of understanding . . . rooted in
the structures of biological embodiment and lived experienced” (Varela, Thompson, & Rosch,
1993, pp. 149-150).
Any practice that brings our attention to the body and relaxes our mind will expand our
awareness to include more of the environment, relationships, and the context than we normally
access. Scharmer (2007), in appreciation of embodied learning, pointed to the artist, Joseph
Boyce, who declared that he thinks with his knee. By enlarging the vehicle with which we think
and becoming more familiar with that vehicle, we move to our personal edges and, as we do so,
we connect with and move toward the edges of others (Scharmer, 2007).
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The more familiar and brave we become with our own experience, the more our
awareness expands, and the more we develop our capacity to see the needs of others, to feel the
experience of others, and to take effective action in response to those needs. Examples of
embodiment practices that enlarge our vehicle include various mindfulness practices,
contemplative movement, and being in nature. By making explicit that which is implicit, we are
able to develop a larger view that encourages the “letting go of old identities and intentions and
allowing something new to come in—some emerging future identity and purpose” (Scharmer,
2007, p. 36).
Engagement. Engagement within this framework means engagement in communities
that face persistent social problems. Effective engagement in these communities requires a
“willingness to reflect upon one’s personal taken-for-granted beliefs and assumptions and to be
vulnerable to one’s own . . . incongruities” (Torbert et al., 2004, p. 9). Scharmer (2007) asserted
movement to an edge of not knowing and engagement in critical reflection, when done in
collaboration with others, is ultimately what leads to innovation and creativity—the desired
outcome of social entrepreneurial action (Scharmer, 2007). Therefore, in alignment with
Scharmer’s (2007) observation, engagement within this learning framework would emphasize
collective critical reflection with the community one serves, using storytelling, play, and
intentional conversations to facilitate the collective learning. Through imagination, play
develops an empathic connection as one takes on the persona of another by “attempt[ing] to feel,
think and behave in ways required by these roles” (p. 42). Rifkin extended this notion of play by
describing the “new dramaturgical consciousness” exhibited among the millennial youth,
“propelling” them through role-playing “to a universal empathic sensibility” (Rifkin, 2009,
p. 554). Additionally, experimenting with these structures enhances one’s capacity to engage in
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action inquiry, the simultaneous awareness of the cognitive, affective, and engagement with
others. These approaches enhance the mutuality necessary for just and sustainable actions.
A holistic empathic response, the cognitive and affective shaping of a responsive action,
is a critical leverage point for developing future social entrepreneurs capable of transforming
actions. Distinguishing this engagement from current civic engagement initiatives and centers
for social entrepreneurship on university campuses is the focus on developing a holistic empathic
response collectively. This translates into collective critical reflection, embodiment practices
done collectively, and action shaped by mutuality and vulnerability. This approach places an
emphasis on what students, individually and collectively, think, how they feel, and the meanings
they make of their experiences, not just on what they do, highlighting the difference between
involvement and engagement: “it is possible to be involved without being engaged” (Harper &
Quaye, 2009, p. 4).
Early life connections to a global event. Participants, assessed as operating from postconventional action logic, emphasized early life connections to a socio-political event as
influential in shaping their commitment to social change and in leading them to social
entrepreneurial action. All three post-conventional participants recalled, as young people, being
aware of the plight of others and knowing that in some future time, they would take action to
address those needs. This emphasis highlights the importance of cultivating in young people the
ability to experience the needs of others within a context of global awareness. These early
experiences are particularly important because this study suggests that early development of an
internal commitment to social change appears to play a role in early developmental shifts to selfauthorship.
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Ways to awaken the empathic sensibilities of young people include international travel in
less-developed countries, conversations at home on global events focusing on the humanity of
the situations, and being exposed to recent innovations in middle and elementary schools such as
Mary Gordon’s Roots of Empathy program (Gordon, 2005). The Roots of Empathy program is
particularly powerful because it is an example of experiential learning where a baby is brought
into the classroom and through being observed teaches children to identify and reflect on their
own feelings and the feelings of others (Gordon, 2005). Rather than teach children information,
the program “creates citizens of the world who are developing a sense of empathic ethics and
social responsibility” (Gordon, 2005, p. xvii) through the “ability to find our humanity in one
another” (Gordon, 2005, p. 8).
Conclusion
Taking responsibility, as a result of an experience of empathy, is important because it is
how we are moved and challenged to make change; without feelings of response-ability
connected to a sense of our common humanity, self-interest dominates and nothing changes. It is
also an act of vulnerability because as we reach for internal resources we were not aware we had,
more is revealed about who we are and who we could become. When these nine social
entrepreneurs experienced the experiences of others, their eyes opened to a larger world,
inspiring them to take responsibility for a greater good. This pathway to social entrepreneurial
action, cultivating empathy through cognitive development, embodiment practices, and
engagement, may provide an important pathway for developing future social entrepreneurs and
for transforming consciousness. It may provide a new language for describing the complexity of
mind needed to lead “effective, just, and sustainable change” (Torbert et al., 2004, p. 13).
What the eye sees better the heart feels more deeply. We not only increase the likelihood
of our being moved; we also run the risk that being moved entails. For we are moved
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somewhere, and that somewhere is further into life, closer to those we live with. They
come to matter to us more. Seeing better increases our vulnerability to being recruited to
the welfare of another. (Kegan, 1982, pp. 16-17)
Contribution to Scholarship
Bornstein and Davis (2010) pointed out, “we know far more about the world’s problems
than about the world’s problem solvers” (p. 2). My study contributes to an understanding of
these world’s problem solvers, or social entrepreneurs, by exploring the intrinsic meaning
making processes that lead to social entrepreneurial action. Although my sample is small, my
research contributes to existing scholarship by shifting the focus from knowledge and skill
acquisition to consciousness development, meaning transformation of worldviews or
perspectives that can lead to social entrepreneurial action.
Social entrepreneurs are engaged in important work. Understanding the perspectiveshifting experiences that lead them to social entrepreneurial action provides insights for the
development of future social entrepreneurs. My research also identified a personal experience of
a socio-political event, early in life, for shaping a commitment to social change as a pathway to
social entrepreneurial action. This finding affirms Baxter Magolda’s (2009) emphasis on the
“formation of internal commitments” (p. 27) as a bridge to self-authorship, and suggests this
pathway could lead to more complex ways of making meaning. Lastly, my research contributes
to the field of business entrepreneurship by introducing constructive-developmental theory as a
new theoretical lens for understanding the inner sense making processes of entrepreneurial
thinking and entrepreneurial learning that lead to entrepreneurial action (Krueger, 2007).
Future Research
Many opportunities exist for future research in the field of social entrepreneurship at the
individual and system level. Integrating theoretical and practical recommendations, I first
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address future research recommendations at the individual level, followed by suggestions for
future research at the system level.
Individual level. One area of future research is a line of inquiry that explores whether
social entrepreneurial action contributes to developmental growth. This inquiry would require a
longitudinal study that would assess the developmental growth of individual social entrepreneurs
at the start of a social entrepreneurial venture and make assessments at pre-determined intervals.
A subset of this inquiry is related to the differences between a social enterprise, with its focus on
both social value and profit, and a venture solely focused on the social. Does the process of
holding the tensions of multiple bottom lines contribute to developmental growth, versus holding
one bottom line? This line of inquiry could offer evidence of the power of solution-focused
community engagement experiences as a pathway for developing post-conventional leaders.
Research is also needed to unpack Rooke’s (2001) observation that a ripening process is
involved in the developmental progression to more complex action logics. This could be
accomplished by designing a study that focuses on social entrepreneurs under the age of 40 to
determine if it is a chorological ripening and/or a ripening as a result of particular kinds of
experiences.
System level. Understanding the experiences that lead individuals to engage in social
entrepreneurial action is important for developing future social entrepreneurs; and it invites
future research that combines the actor-centered perspective with a system-oriented perspective.
The conversation on the value of complexity of meaning making in meeting today’s challenges
often fails to address the production of results. Linking social entrepreneurial action with more
established systemic theories such as political, social, and economic theory could provide a
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fertile future research area. Additionally, research is needed on the challenges of scaling and
measuring social impact because of the role these actions play in achieving global impact.
Related to the production of results, an area for future research that emerged from my
study is the connection between an individual’s assessed action logic, the embodiment of that
action logic, and the production of results, particularly as it applies to post-conventional
knowing. In other words, are individuals who are assessed as post-conventional actually making
a difference? A logical extension of my study would be to investigate how the various
stakeholders and employees of the social entrepreneurial venture experience the social
entrepreneur in relationship, and how they evaluate the effectiveness and sustainability of his or
her actions.
Another system-level area of research to explore is the investigation of the correlation
between a social entrepreneur’s complexity of meaning making with how the vision, strategies,
and goals of their organization are shaped. More specifically, research is needed to explore the
correlation between the process and the outcome of visioning, strategizing, and goal setting and
the assessed logic of the individual social entrepreneur. One question to be answered is: Are the
actions of a post-conventional social entrepreneur characterized by collaborative processes, as
Torbert et al. (2004) suggests?
In alignment with the question of whether engagement in social entrepreneurial action
contributes to the developmental growth of the individual social entrepreneur, an exciting area of
future research is whether engagement in social entrepreneurial ventures leads to the
developmental growth of the various stakeholders. Do social entrepreneurial organizations offer
the scaffolding on a collective level that will lead to more complex meaning making and
therefore, to more effective, innovative, and sustainable actions? The results of this inquiry
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could also be applied at the organizational level by addressing this question: What is the
organizational scaffolding, such as practices, policies, and procedures, that would promote and
support the development of employees toward more complex meaning making?
U theory, which describes a change process for discovering and implementing innovative
actions for a greater good, would provide a rich arena for exploring the design of scaffolding for
collective developmental growth. The steps in the U process—co-initiating, co-sensing, copresencing, and co-evolving—have not been described or assessed from a developmental
perspective. A deep examination into the developmental potential of this process at both the
individual and collective level could have significant implications for social change strategies in
the 21st century.
My study hinted at differences of perspectives and actions attributable to cultural
background; currently, little research exists in the social entrepreneurship and adult development
literature on cultural differences. Research into these differences through cross-cultural
comparative studies in social entrepreneurship would be invaluable for expanding understanding
of social entrepreneurial action and the factors for success. Lastly, my study identified
approaches to constructing a learning environment that will develop future social entrepreneurs
from a vertical learning perspective, or the transformation of one’s meaning making. An area of
future research would be to generate data regarding horizontal learning, such as the knowledge
and skills needed to be an effective social entrepreneur, and then design and assess a learning
environment inclusive of both vertical and horizontal learning.
In conclusion, my study explored what experiences moved individuals to accept
responsibility and take inspired action for a larger world. This is important because the more
consciously we accept our responsibilities, the more engaged and effective we become (Torbert
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et al., 2004). By waking each person up to more expansive and inclusive worldviews, the
perspective-shifting experiences of the participants in my study illuminate the journey from the
“I” to the “We.” “Learning how people can change their consciousness to become more
balanced, compassionate, altruistic, tolerant of difference, able to hold complexity, and
motivated to promote peace and sustainability is on of the most fundamental tasks before us”
(Schlitz, Vieten, & Amorok, 2007, p. 208).
The line of words is a hammer. You hammer against the walls of your house. You tap
the walls, lightly, everywhere. After giving many years’ attention to these things, you
know what to listen for. Some of the walls are bearing walls; they have to stay, or
everything will fall down. Other walls can go with impunity; you can hear the difference.
Unfortunately, it is often a bearing wall that has to go. It cannot be helped. There is only
one solution, which appalls you, but there it is. Knock it out. Duck. (Dillard, 1989,
p. 4)
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Appendix A: Initial Contact with Individual Social Entrepreneurs
Dear (Name),
I am a doctoral student at Antioch University and for my dissertation I am conducting a study
entitled “The Meaning Making that Leads to Social Entrepreneurial Action.” I obtained your
name from the (web site) and am writing to invite you to participate in a research project. It
appears from the web site that you are engaged in social entrepreneurial action that may meet the
definition of social entrepreneur that I am using for this study.
Why the focus on social entrepreneurs? Social entrepreneurs play a critical role in our society
because they bring innovative and creative solutions to society’s persistence social needs. As
you know, the complexities of these social needs present great challenges that require a different
way of thinking.
Social entrepreneurs are engaged in transformational action. This study is an exploration of the
worldviews that led to social entrepreneurial action, i.e. the social entrepreneurial mind-set and
the significant experiences that led to the development of this mindset. Current leadership
literature suggests that understanding the mind-sets of leaders and change agents is critical to
understanding transformational action. I believe that the actions of social entrepreneurs illustrate
the critical leadership competencies needed to meet 21st challenges and that understanding the
worldviews of social entrepreneurs will contribute greatly to the development of future change
leaders.
I would be happy to speak with you to describe the details of the study which include
an on-line assessment instrument called the Leadership Development Profile (LDP) and an indepth interview. The LDP instrument will take approximately 45 minutes to complete and the
interview will require only 60-75 minutes of your time.
My hope is that study participants will be able to complete the Leadership Development Profile
instrument by the end of June, and that I can complete the personal interviews by early August.
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and you would free to decide not to
participate or to withdraw at any time.
If you would wish to consider the possibility of participating in this study, I would like the
opportunity to schedule a telephone conversation with you in which I can answer any questions,
provide more details, or discuss any concerns you may. Thank you in advance for your help. I
look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Roberts J.D.
Doctoral Candidate, Antioch University
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Appendix B: Request for Recommendation

Date:
Dear (Name):
I am a Doctoral student in Antioch University’s Leadership & Change program conducting
research for the completion of my doctoral dissertation entitled “The Meaning Making that Leads
to Social Entrepreneurial Action: Implications for 21st Century Leadership.”
The purpose of this exploratory, cross-generational study is to investigate the consciousness
development (meaning making) that leads to social entrepreneurial action. This inquiry is
grounded in the following two premises: 1) the meanings we make of our experience informs the
actions that shape our world; and 2) the capacity to make meaning in complex ways is critical for
creating sustainable change that is for the benefit of the greater good.
Social entrepreneurs, for purposes of this study, are individuals who are solving social/human
dilemmas with innovative, system changing actions. System changing actions are actions that
have either moved beyond the local or actions that involve more than one system. For example,
building homes for the homeless with employees who are homeless. At least two systems are
impacted - homelessness and blighted neighborhoods.
The aim of this cross-generational study is to gain insights about how social entrepreneurs make
meaning of their world, the nature of transforming action, and how to create learning
environments that will best support and develop present and future social change leaders.
Essentially, the study is an exploration of the personal stories of social entrepreneurs.
The study consists of two steps. The first is to complete an online instrument called the
Leadership Development Profile (LDP), which will assess how an individual makes meaning of
her/his world. Completing the LDP is a reflective process that will take approximately 45
minutes to an hour and can be done in segments. The second step is an interview that will
explore the perspective-shifting experiences that catalyzed their engagement with social
entrepreneurial action. The interview will take approximately 60 to 90 minutes and can be
conducted either by phone or Skype.
I am contacting you because (stated a reason) which is a social entrepreneurial venture, and
because a number of your strategic partners are engaged in work that resonates with the study’s
definition of social entrepreneurial action. Would you be willing to recommend someone who
may be interested in participating in my study and either provide me with her or his contact
information or provide an email introduction? The study is a cross-generational study. Thus far,
I have had little difficulty identifying men (over 50) who are willing to participate in this study.
I am now particularly interested in identifying social entrepreneurs under the age of 40 and
women of any age.
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If you are available, I would love the opportunity to speak with you on the phone to learn more
about the nature of your work, and help clarify any questions you might have regarding the
nature of the study.
I appreciate your assistance and look forward to connecting with you.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Roberts

Kathleen Roberts J.D.
Doctoral Candidate, Antioch University
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Appendix C: Communication to Referred Individuals

Hello (Name):
My name is Kathleen Roberts and I am completing my doctoral work in Antioch's program in
Leadership & Change. (Name) recommended you as someone who's work points to the focus of
the research and who may be interested in participating in the study.
My dissertation research study is focused on social entrepreneurial action. The purpose of the
research is to understand the nature of transforming actions by exploring with participants the
defining moments that influenced their worldviews and pulled them in this direction. The
ultimate aim is to gain insights about how to create learning environments that will develop
future social change leaders who are engaged in transforming actions.
Your work with (named the social entrepreneurial action) is an example of engagement in
transforming action.
The time commitment would be the following:





An initial phone call to answer any questions you may have - 15- 20 minutes.
Completion of an on-line assessment tool that assesses the complexity of one’s meaning
making - 45 minutes to an hour.
Interview by phone or Skype - 60-90 minutes.

My intention is to have all the interviews completed by the end of August, but I can be flexible
with the timetable. Thank you for considering my invitation. Please feel free to contact me with
any questions. I look forward to meeting you.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Roberts J.D.
Doctoral Candidate, Antioch University
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Appendix D: Invitation Letter to Participate

Date:
Dear (Name):
Thank you for your interest in the research study I am conducting for the completion of my
doctoral dissertation at Antioch University, entitled “The Meaning Making that Leads to Social
Entrepreneurial Action: Implications for 21st Century Leadership.” This letter is a more formal
invitation requesting your participation in the study.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the meaning making that leads to social
entrepreneurial action, i.e., how social entrepreneurs understand their world. I am focusing on
social entrepreneurs because they are engaged in innovative and creative actions that are leading
to sustainable solutions to complex social concerns.
In alignment with Einstein’s observation that "We cannot solve today's problems by using the
same thinking which created them," recent research on leadership calls for new ways of thinking
in order to meet today’s challenges. Our actions reflect how we think, therefore, it is imperative
to change the way we think in order to generate new, sustainable and systemic solutions.
Accordingly, the research emphasizes understanding the worldviews of individuals who are
engaged in transforming actions.
You are engaged in transformational action and therefore, I am interested in how you and other
social entrepreneurs make meaning of your world. By exploring the experiences and moments
that contributed to your engagement with social entrepreneurial action, this study will contribute
valuable insights into understanding the nature of transformational action and creating learning
environments that will develop future social entrepreneurs and change leaders.
In order to understand this meaning making, my research study includes two elements: an on-line
assessment instrument called the Leadership Development Profile (LDP) and an in-depth
interview. The LDP instrument will describe the lens through which you look at the world and
will take approximately 45 minutes to an hour to complete; completion of the instrument can be
done in segments. I anticipate that the interview, which will explore the significant perspectiveshifting experiences that led to your engagement in social entrepreneurial action, will require
only 60-90 minutes of your time. The interview, if possible, will be conducted in person;
otherwise, the interview will be conducted either by phone or through Skype.
My intention is that study participants will be able to complete the Leadership Development
Profile instrument by the end of July and that I can complete the personal interviews by the
middle of August 2010.
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Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You are free to decide not to participate
or to withdraw at any time without affecting your relationship with me, Antioch University, or
any other entity.
Lastly, I am trained to provide coaching on the results of the Leadership Development Profile
(LDP) instrument. Should you desire, after completion of the study, I am offering participants
the opportunity to receive a free coaching session regarding their individual LDP results. The
coaching session is optional.
If you would wish to consider the possibility of participating in this study, I would like to
schedule a telephone conversation with you in which I can answer any questions or discuss any
concerns you may. During our conversation, in light of my desire to include a diverse population,
I would like to ask a few demographic questions such as age, gender, ethnicity, marital status,
religion, education, the region of North America in which you are currently working, and the
sector in which you are working.
If you have questions or concerns about this study, please do not hesitate to contact me by phone
207-239-9919 or by email at kroberts@antioch.edu or at robekath@isu.
Thank you in advance for your help. I look forward to hearing from you. Once all questions are
answered and concerns are addressed I will send you a consent form that will again describe the
study and ask you to indicate your willingness to participate. Once I receive the signed consent
form, I will send you the link to the on-line assessment tool.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Roberts
Doctoral Candidate, Antioch University
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Appendix E: Informed Consent Form
You are invited to take part in a research study but before you decide to be a part of this study, it
is important for you to understand the risks and benefits. Your decision to take part in this study
is voluntary and this consent form provides information to help you decide whether you wish to
participate. If you agree to take part in the research study, you will be asked to sign this consent
form.
The purpose of this study is to understand the meaning making that leads to social
entrepreneurial action by exploring the perspective-shifting experiences that led to engagement
in social entrepreneurial action. The study is conducted in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Leadership & Change at Antioch University. The
benefits of the research study include contributing to an understanding of the nature of
transformational action and how to create learning environments for the development of future
social change leaders.
If you choose to participate in the study I will ask you to complete an on-line instrument called
the Leadership Development Profile (LDP) and participate in an interview. The LDP provides
insights regarding how you understand your world and the interview will focus on experiences
and moments in your life that have contributed to your engagement in social entrepreneurial
action. Completing the LDP instrument will take approximately 45 minutes to an hour and it is
estimated that the interview will take approximately 60-90 minutes.
Optional is a request to take part in a three-minute reflective exercise in the beginning of the
interview. I have attached the three-minute exercise.
With your permission, interviews will be recorded electronically, and then stored on the
Principal Investigator’s external drive. The interview content will be transcribed professionally.
All data collected will remain anonymous and confidential. All relevant data collected interview notes, recordings, and transcriptions – will be secured in the office of the Principle
Investigator. You will have final approval of the transcribed interview including specifying what
may not be used for attribution.
______ I agree to be audiotaped during my participation in this study.
______ I do not agree to be audiotaped during my participation in this study.
Additionally, please indicate below if I may use your name and professional affiliation in the
research or if you prefer that your identity and the name of your organization be kept
confidential.
Please initial the appropriate line:
_________I agree to permit the researcher to use my name, professional affiliation
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(please initial) and the name of the organization I represent as a participant in this study. I
understand that my individual responses will not be associated with my name or institution, and
results will only be presented in aggregate form.
OR
________I agree to permit the researcher to refer to me only by a pseudonym from
(please initial) an “unnamed organization” - for example organization “A.” I understand that
my identity and the name of my organization will be kept confidential at all times.
In either case, there are no known risks associated with participating in this research project.
Your participation in this research is completely voluntary and you may choose not to take part
at all. You are also free to decide not to participate or to withdraw at any time without affecting
your relationship with me, Antioch University, or any other entity.
If at any time, you wish to discontinue your participation in the study, you may do so and all of
your data will be deleted permanently and not used for the project.
If you have any questions about this study before we begin or during the course of the study,
please feel free to contact Kathleen Roberts, Principle Investigator, at 208-904-1275 or by email
at kroberts@antioch.edu or robekath@isu.edu, or Jon Wergin, the Chair of my Dissertation
Committee at jwergin@antioch.edu. If you have any ethical questions or concerns about this
project, please contact Dr. Lisa Kreeger, Chair of the Institutional Review Board, Antioch
University Ph.D. in Leadership and Change at lkreeger@antioch.edu, telephone: 937-319-6144.
If you understand the above statements, please sign below.
Thank you.

____________________________
Signature

________________
Date
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Appendix F: Three-Minute Exercise
The instructions for the exercise are to spend three minutes listening to yourself "playing"
silently with the suggestions of the text.
•
•
•

•
•
•

Imagine that you are present in the present . . . that you can feel your own presence
and other presences around you now . . .
How do you “imagine” this?
Are you merely thinking about these words as you read, or are you actually trying to
feel yourself from the inside, becoming more aware of how your body feels now?
And, as for the other presences around you, are you becoming more aware, not just of
the meaning of these words as you read, but also of their physical presence as ciphers
on this page?
And the other people around you or the chair you're sitting on? How are you feeling
their presences?
How does this waking up to your own and others' presence in the present feel?
How are you doing it? Is “doing it” changing the pace and the way you read? Can
you “keep doing it if you close your eyes?” Or are you “just reading” again?

When the three minutes has passed, sit for a moment, breathe, and notice….
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Appendix G: Narratives
BS (Achiever).
BS is a 61-year-old male who has been involved with community building for the past
35 years in leadership positions within organizations or as a consultant. He describes his
currently emerging work as “shifting into helping others make meaning through listening.”
BS’ engagement with social entrepreneurial action began as a 10-years-old when he began
working at a Museum of Science and Industry. BS’ life story is about doors that open and at
age ten one of his first doors opened. BS declared, “I don’t open the doors.” “My job is to see
them [the doors] and walk through.” “And the walking turns into making an income.”
BS reflected about his childhood,
I didn’t know enough to get out of the childhood traps I was in. I was the identified
misfit for a variety of reasons. But I didn’t know enough to try to leave. The door
opened, and I walked through. I found a community that appreciated my gifts, as
opposed to distaining and me my gifts, which was my experience with my age peers. I
had no real same age friends for most of my life - 3 or 4 in college, and then only a few
until I had half a century under my belt.
BS grew up in a working class family where his father was a tree-trimmer and his mother a
homemaker. Growing up he always had the sense of his parents pushing him out, and saying,
“You need to associate with people who are better than we are.” Although, he had to do
“work” around his childhood, he always trusted that there was a deep acceptance of he was and
who he was becoming. “We trust who you are and we trust who you will move into being.” As
a child BS learned “that people are basically good hearted and that happiness and kindness bear
little relationship to wealth.”
When BS went to college, he had no social or political inclinations. But his “guardian
angel” decided to bring him to the most radical dorm floor, where his roommates were the
college’s first three draft resistors.

His “roommates awakened something” in him, something
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that was already there. “This whole arena opened, and I don’t know what things in this life or in
past lives have given me the concerns that I have about social justice, and about equity, and
about living well on the planet, I don’t know where all those came from, but they’re there.” BS
observed that growing up in a non-political and economically poor family must have had some
impact on him.
The political events of 1970 presented BS with another opening. An anti-war activist,
BS experienced the US invasion of Cambodia and the murder of four students at Kent State by
the National Guard, as pushing him “over the top” to the point where he felt that he had to
leave the United States. “I needed to get the hell out of this country.” He was a junior in
college.
These strong feelings to leave the US led to an opportunity to spend his senior year in
Japan. Although he knew nothing about Japan at the time, he jumped at the opportunity. Upon
his arrival in Japan, BS felt that he was someplace “where they kind of had it figured out, and
they didn’t need me to be in charge of anything.” So, his stay in Japan became the ” first time
in [his] life that he actually had to deal with Bob.” In Japan BS was introduced to Shinto and
Zen Buddhism which provided him with a “grounding and a view, and a way of being in the
world that’s been important to me over these last 40 years.” It was an introduction to the “sort
of a mysterious way the universe has worked” - recognition that “the deeply interconnected
web of life has material as well as non-material aspects and that it invites a seeing and presence
in the whole.”
He realized that he had been “obtaining [his] sense of self-worth from being the go-to
person to get things done” and understood that he could no longer define himself by “doing.”
And “in that void, [he] discovered there was a Bob.” Key to this discovery, in addition to
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exposure to Zen Buddhism, was some therapy which helped him realize that “way to much of
my sense of self worth came from other’s comments and thanks, and to “someone’s
admonishment that our greatest strengths were our biggest obstacles to our next stage of
growth.” BS remembered “vividly, 40 years later, reading the Brothers Karamazov and finding
[him]self falling head first and then head over heels into a deep well.” “I fell and fell and fell
and at the bottom I found there was something – a me.” “And I began to write my way out. I’d
like to find that journal again.”
Upon returning to the United States, BS was ready to leave again for Japan. When a
close friend said to him, “You can’t leave the country, it’s too important; there’s too much
important work to do,” BS responded, “Well, too bad.” “You stay here and do the work that
you want to do.” “I’ve got to go to Japan.” But once again, his “guardian angel” opened a door
and he was invited to create the educational arm of the Spokane Expo ’74 World’s Fair. BS
walked through the door.
The question guiding BS during this time was “how do we help people with different
points of view communicate with each other?” After the World’s Fair, this question guided BS
and others to co-found a nonprofit corporation that kept “working with these same energies.”
BS became the executive director for the next 25 years; “I had no thought in my mind in 1975
of spending the next 25 years as the executive director…but that was what happened.” “And
opportunities continued to open up that looked interesting, that looked like they might make a
difference.”
After 20 years and while reading David Whyte’s book, The Heart Aroused, BS was
shocked to discover that his heart was no longer aroused doing the good work of his
organization. He was beginning to see the work as “all of this good stuff, but it’s just stuff.”
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Although the nonprofit was doing the very important work of helping individual people lead
better lives, the new question that was calling him now was “how do we change the underlying
circumstance?” “How do we shift so that something else is possible, so that we don’t have to
spend this incredible amount of time and energy, helping people who have gotten a raw deal
get a better deal?” This question “did not have a lot of form to it, but it did have this sense of
calling.” So BS publicly held the question of whether or not this “new work could be done at a
place where he was comfortable?” Could his desire to “dig deeper” be realized in his current
work or would he have to leave? For two years he did the work necessary to reach clarity
around these questions. During this time he existed in a space of “not knowing” what the
outcome would be. He worked with this sense of not knowing by “trying to stay in curiosity
and inquiry rather then conclusion and judgment.”
It was during a conversation with a former colleague from his non-profit that BS had
another “aha” moment. At one point, she turned to him and said with some frustration, “You
know, I just wish you’d wake up some morning with the same passion for all of this that you do
for that other stuff.” BS response was, “Whoa, it was like Gordian Knot getting sliced, and it
was real clear to me that I was never going to wake up with the same passion for all of that
other stuff, and that it was time to leave.” “And so I left not knowing what came next.” This
“not knowing” meant, “not going for outcome or solution.” “Doing what came next” and
needing to prepare the organization for a different future with or without Bob.”
Soon BS began working at an institute that works with emerging leaders and helping
communities create the conditions for system-wide change. After a few years passed, things
began to shift again for BS. He recalled two years ago when working in Australia, he presented
different theoretical models to a community-based group. Expecting praise for the clarity of his
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presentation, he, instead, received the feedback that he was a good listener. Bob recalled that at
the time, he was aware of his desire for feedback that said he was “brilliant” and instead his
response to the feedback was “Oh, not that again.” For BS, this was a “confirming and
focusing moment” for what was emerging.
BS described this shift as an emergent “listening presence - the emergence of the Bob
who knows how to listen.” Now, through listening, he focuses more on helping others to
“make meaning and make sense out of the conditions of their lives.” He described the work of
his 60s as being about “refection, listening, question asking, and occasionally directly sharing
insights.” To describe this phase of his life, BS used the metaphor of working with “teacher
energy,” although he hesitated to use the word “teacher,” because of associated images such as
“wisdom keeper and standing up in front of crowds”. “Listening” is about being able to offer
questions and images to others so as to create the potential to “deepen clarity”.
When BS experienced money issues a few years ago, he wondered if would be able to
continue to follow his passion or if needed to find a stable job and settle down. BS then had
another experience of synchronicity: he had started a letter of interest for an executive director
position, a position he was not sure he wanted, but fairly confidant he could obtain. His attitude
was “Well, it’s just a letter of interest; I’m not committing to anything.” As he got very close
to sending the letter, he received an email from a friend who, facing a similar dilemma, was
seeking his advice. She writes, “I think that maybe I could do some good things there [in her
new job]. So, why am I writing you? “I’m writing you, because it would break my heart.”
“What do you think I should do?” BS identified this moment as another “guardian angel”
moment because soon afterwards, his friend wrote that she had spoken to her father who
reminded her of a Senegalese proverb, ‘Never do during the day that which will make you
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sleep poorly at night.” BS did not send his letter of interest.
Then the economy collapsed and his position at the institute was eliminated.
The last six months of last year is not a period I would like to repeat. There was a lot of
time that I spent in fear, in disorientation, and not knowing what the hell I was supposed
to be doing, caught up in a lot of resentments around some of the ways things had
happened, and they’d been done, yada, yada, yada, yada, and – and I kept doing the pot
stirring work that I’ve done all my life. And my guardian angel was at work, as well, so
that within six months pretty concrete opportunities started to line up and be available,
but it’s not like there was a – there certainly was a period in which I was gnashing my
teeth, and crabby, and whining, and irritated, and everything else.
Looking back, BS views this time as a “death” – a dying of the last version of Bob and the
birthing of the current version…a letting go of defining myself by the organization I served and
stepping into just being Bob.” Also, during this time, a close friend of BS’ passed away, an
event that reinforced the notion of BS dying to one identity as he moved toward another.
BS described his significant experiences as “openings” and his life has been about “being
able to recognize a call into something.” Because he gives credit to his “tolerant guardian angel”
for guiding him into whatever is the next unfolding call, he feels he “cannot claim a lot regarding
how things unfolded,” but what he can claim is “that in spite of [him]self” he has “managed to
pay attention to what’s opened up and called [him] forward.” BS continued, “It is not my own
sense of calling,” but more like a “sense of following.” BS has always had a “sense of faith” that
the path that opened up before him “was the right one for the moment.” “The new situation will
only reveal itself through curiosity and forward movement” and key to this practice of
“following” is to notice that an opening is presenting itself.
“The occurrence of synchronicity is the single best indicator of right directions.” This
belief in synchronicities led to the notion of a guardian angel.
There are synchronicities going on around us all the time, we’re just generally too damn
busy to notice. There are forces that sort of stick something in front of me, and say,
Wake-up! It’s here! My main work has been showing up for what showed up, not
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creating it, not being in charge of it, but having enough presence, and enough – enough
confidence, enough balance, and enough whatever – chutzpah – to go ahead and to step
into that opening.
Community encourages and sustains BS and helps him know when he is on the right
path. “I’ve always been blessed with finding wonderful playmates, finding companions on the
journey in likely and unlikely places that shared some of the same questions that I had about
how do we make sense out of all of this? What’s possible?” He has always been with people
who have said, “Go forward, keep moving; this is right, keep going in that direction.”
BS believes that community, itself is the answer to 21st challenges. “All we really need
is a sense of direction, and knowledge – a knowing of what the next step is, and that we can
make our way forward by walking the path. He is now “more interested in clarity of purpose,
common sense of principles, values and beliefs, creating conditions for self-organizing.”
“How do we invite all of us out to play…with our hands, our heart, our spirit, our mind?”
BS is now working in Japan where he plays the catalyzing role of a “story teller, of the
beckoner to another candle, to another way of seeing… a continuation of this wild life of
mine.” “Who knows what the completion will be – other than death” “I want to work with
people who are willing to step into the territory and explore what it means to live new stories
that offer the opportunity to shape new lives.”
CG (Achiever).
In reply to an inquiry about significant experiences that led her to engage in actions that
for a greater good, CG replied,
I would have to say that I was kind of raised that way. My father let us know very early
on a couple of things: One, that he had a lot of girls, and only one son, and that as a
result of that, we were going to have to deal with the gender issue, and that we were
Mexican, that we had a name that was going to cause difficulty, and we had to be
prepared for those kind of things, but also that we had an obligation.
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CG described her father as very active civically, and viewed by their community “as a
man before his time.” Although, born in the US, her father was raised in Mexico. He “read a
lot and had interesting ideas” and “was a good role model.” He would tell his children, “It’s
important that you get an education; it’s important that you take care of people; it’s important
that you understand making decisions, and you witness right and wrong, and you move forward
to address those items that are wrong.” “You need to get involved in as much stuff as you can.”
CG couldn’t think of a time when these things were not part of his expectation. It’s “just
something that you were supposed to do.”
As a result, CG became very involved at a young age. She identified many examples in
junior high, high school, and college where she took a stand for “fairness,” knowing that her
perspective did not resonate with the perspective of those around her. She highlighted one
example that occurred in high school:
We started an organization, and basically, it was an organization to include Hispanic
students who had been left out of other activities, and the club became so popular, and
so big, that we were asked to cease and desist, if you will. Basically, what we did is we
tried to get all Hispanic students to really support in this case wrestling teams, because
there were no Hispanics on basketball teams; they were all wrestlers, but the pep clubs,
and the cheerleaders of traditional kinds of support groups never paid any attention to
the wrestlers, so we did that.
CG was the second oldest in her family and stronger in terms of being able to help the
family get through difficult times. Growing up she was seen as a leader.
I think that [being a leader] has to do with things that were happening at home… when
my family was going through difficulties, and I mention that, because my dad for all of
the visionary things that he did, he also had problems with alcohol, and there was one
incidence that I recall pretty vividly, where I felt it necessary to send my mother away,
and so I sent her to live with this oldest sister. And it left me alone in charge of the rest
of the children, and my dad was having drinking problems. Once one of my sisters was
experiencing a rupturing appendix. We knew something was wrong, and I wasn’t old
enough to sign her into the hospital, and I wasn’t old enough to be an adult, but I knew I
had to care for her. So I would go from neighbor to neighbor, asking if they would sign
for her to go into the hospital, because I knew she was in a serious situation. They told
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me, No. They would like to, but they just couldn’t take the responsibility.
When asked about how she became the “leader of the kids,” CG stated, “I don’t know how that
happened.” “I attribute it simply to personality more than anything - I was just more stubborn
than anybody else, I suppose.”
There was never any doubt that CG would attend college. When she talked about the
cost of college with her father, he told her,
And you’re going to pay for it, because I’m not going to pay for anything. I remember
calling and saying, ‘Daddy I need some money to wash clothes.’ And he said, ‘No, no
daughter, you’re on your own.” And I said, ‘Really?’ And he said, “Yes.” And I
thought, “Holy, heck” and he had given me $7.00 to go to college, and that’s because it
costs $7.00 to get on the bus, and that was it, and that was all he ever gave me, the
whole time I was in college. So I immediately went to – I had a work/study job, and I
went to different offices, and I said, ‘I need a job. Do you have any kind of work?’ As
a result, I ended up working in several offices on campus - housing, and orientation,
women’s relations, human resources, and affirmative action, and on and on, and on.
Heeding her father’s advice, because it was “just part of [her] personality,” MO became
involved in college. Although she was involved, she “was alone.” CG further explained what
she meant by being “alone.”
I had to make decisions on my own. I didn’t feel that there were others, either in the
residence hall or at work, because I had lots and lots of jobs, that I could talk to about
what I was dealing with, and specifically, it was not unusual for me to receive telephone
calls or mail letting me know how bad things were at home. And, ‘Come home; come
home, we need you,’ that kind of thing. MO recalled one incident during her freshman
year at college,
I remember a call from home- dad threw the bookcase over on mom, ‘Why don’t you
come home?’ And I remember reflecting about the situation, and there was nobody I
could talk to about that, and actually I didn’t want to talk to anybody. I was embarrassed
by it to some degree. It’s like, ‘The people here aren’t dealing with that,’ and I – I felt
alone, and I felt I had to make the right decision, and I just started thinking what do I do
when I go home? The bookcase is already down, right. Somebody I’m sure has picked
it up by now; and my dad wasn’t a violent person. So I knew something weird had
happened. He honestly and truly was not a violent person, and – but I could also
understand that if it happened, how everybody would be freaking out.
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And I said, “Okay, what do I do? What do I do? If I go home, what – how am I going
to be able to help?” And I think they were asking me to go home, because as I
mentioned earlier, whenever I was at home, I was the one who was pulling things
together, and telling people how we needed to do things, whether it was how we clean
the house, or whatever it was. And I had to decide do I go or do I stay? And I decided
to stay. I felt that I had made the decision, and clearly I had done that by myself. I think
it was the right decision - without question it was the right decision. But that was the
feeling of being alone.
CG’s life was “more about one step in front of the other” rather, than feeling a pull
toward something that was calling her. She knew she “had to finish college” and she was
“always figuring out how much time did [she] have left.” “I only have this much more time,
and then it will be – it will be okay.” She never focused on what she would do next. “I lived
more day-to-day than what this is going to do for my future.” In college MO held many
positions within student government and she described several incidents where, she corrected
situations that were “not fair” for certain students.
CG’s father always said, “You need to play by their rules, and then you can beat them at it.
But if you play with different rules, then you’re never even in the game.” CG kept her father’s
counsel in mind, when she ran for student body president in college. Although Hispanic, when
she met with the Latino/a students on campus to talk about her candidacy, “they could not
believe that [she] dared to ask for their vote” because she was not on their slate of candidates.
CG responded,
We simply have a different philosophy. Your philosophy is to do things your way, and
mine is to do them my way. And for me, my way is to play by the rules until you get in,
and then you can change the rules, but you can’t always change them from outside.
Sometimes you can; my dad was a protester for goodness sake, but you can’t always.
GC was involved in her share of protests, but she knew that “walking along as a student in an
anti-war rally…was probably not going to change things.” “We’re making a statement, but if
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you’re trying to change something, sometime making a statement is not enough.” “You’ve got
to do something to get in.”
As a result of her experience in student government, CG became connected to the
leadership of the university, which led to her being named as a delegate to the 1972 Democratic
Party convention. Reflecting on the experience of being a delegate to the Democratic
Convention, CG remembered, “this real feeling of obligation, because “those were the days
when they wanted to insure that there were sufficient numbers of people of color in the
delegation, and women, and youth, and on and on.” “So I felt obligated to go to all of the
caucuses – the women’s caucus, the Latino caucus, the youth caucus.” “It was a busy, busy
time.”
CG related two incidents that occurred at the Conventional that significantly impacted
her.
The summer before [Convention] George Wallace was shot. I didn’t have a whole lot of
love for George Wallace. In fact, I remember when I heard the news, I remember
exactly where I was - in the car driving someplace. I pulled over to listen to the news,
and I remember thinking, yes, yes. I am so glad. I was just – I was just happy.
At the Convention, seated behind our delegation was the Alabama delegation. The black
delegates were very, very quiet, and polite. I think that the only reason they were in the
delegation was because the Democratic Party required that you have certain numbers.
At one point in the convention, George Wallace was scheduled to speak. He was in a
wheelchair and the delegation had to vacate their spaces in order to make room for
Wallace’s family.
So, I turned around, and I saw [Wallace’s family]. There was incredible anguish on
their faces. You could tell that a couple of things were happening: One, that they loved
this man; they loved this guy named George Wallace. He was their father; there were
kids there, or their grandfather; and that they were very concerned that either somebody
else was going to shoot him, or that he was going to fall off the podium, or what?
“I immediately started thinking, what gives me the right to celebrate misfortune?” “What kind
of person am I that I would celebrate?” “This was a significant emotional event for me…I felt
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really embarrassed about the response that I had when I heard that Wallace had been shot.”
A second perspective-shifting experience occurred at the convention when the delegates
nominated Roberto A. Mondragon, the former Governor of New Mexico, for vice-president.
Immediately, the Secret Service surrounded them wanting to know “who were the eight people
who voted Mao Tse-Tung.” “We thought it was hilarious. I remember thinking, see what kind
of trouble people can get into, just because somebody else is saying something?” “Why in the
world would we cast our vote for MAO?”
I also remember thinking that I needed to stay involved, and that I needed to learn more
about other perspectives… to really try to walk in someone else’s shoes, the way I think
I was walking in someone else’s shoes when I saw the George Wallace family. I really
felt that I could empathize with his family. You can’t just try to understand on an
intellectual level. You have to understand it really in a deeper level.
I remembered wanting to know, why is it that people really and truly believe what they
do? Everybody’s right. Nobody’s wrong. And trying to figure out why is everybody
right and how did they come to see things the way they did?
CG has recently obtained a senior position in a university where she has designed and
implemented an innovative multi-stakeholder change initiative. She reflects, you “can’t do this
work alone - need an army of advocates…to help change things.” She further counsels, “Make
sure actions are intentional not random accidents, talk less, and say more, be compassionate
and learn to walk in other people’s shoes.”
MD (Achiever).
In response to an opening inquiry about his social entrepreneurial action, MD replied,
“The last ten years in particular, related to this current social enterprise have been very, very
meaningful to me.” “They’re probably the most meaningful years of my work
career…transformative in that it’s changed how I look at things.” In part, MD attributes the
transformative affects of this work to working in the aboriginal community. “I think I’m more
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introspective…more reflective, and I think I’m more in tune, certainly, with the aboriginal
community than I was before starting this enterprise.” He better understands their customs,
“how they interact and communicate, what motivates them, what doesn’t, and basically trying
to understand and learn from that experience as much as I could.” He also “learned the
importance of sharing.” Through various rituals such as sweat lodges and pipe ceremony MD
had an experience of “being reborn” and “marking a change in life experience”
MD described the Aboriginal view of leadership - someone to look up to and follow - as
having a significant impact on him. By being placed in the leader role, MD felt he “had a lot of
responsibility to them and to their families.” He had “to make sure they were looked after and
the Aboriginal community expected this of [him].”
MD reflected,
This sense of obligation is in part internal to myself as I felt that I had a responsibility to
make good on my offer/promise of fulltime year-round employment. People changed
their living arrangements, brought kids out of institutional care, settled into more
permanent relationships, which were all dependent on continued employment and
income. For some, there was always the temptation to fall back to criminal activities to
survive should the employment cease. The other factor is related to my deep sense of
equality and fairness for all.
Recently MD retired from this social enterprise, and at a farewell gathering, one of the
aboriginal employees, who was part of the enterprise from the beginning, said, “What are we
going to do now that you’re gone?” “Who’s going to look after us now?” The employee was
referring to the personal support not the institutional support. Upon hearing those words MD
“felt good; and it also felt like a burden, because I now have people depending on me, not just
by making sure that the company survived, but by looking after a lot of their own personal
needs.” “Having been away from it (the company) now for 6 months MD realized that [he] was
perhaps too involved, not enough distance.” He “was living in that paradigm and playing [his]
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part and still thinks that it was a burden.” He noted, “It’s one thing to assist others in need but
not healthy if it feels like an obligation and burden.” “I also feel that the burden was somewhat
self-imposed as my way of making a difference for those in need and “again a reflection of my
sense of fairness and equality.”
In the early ‘80s MD spent his early career as a corporate executive in a multinational
corporation where all they “cared about was the bottom line, profit for the shareholders no
regard for social impacts on individuals or community.” “There was really very little, if any,
transformation within the corporation. “You’re doing the job.” “You’re trying to get a profit
for the shareholders…and that’s it.”
MD described two experiences that caused him to leave the corporate world:
For several years I was in charge of corporate planning for a multinational corporation,
and I had shut down a plant in one community that I was personally responsible for.
When you’re shutting down a plant– you’re putting that community into chaos. It’s a
small community, maybe with 100-200 employees that work at the mill, and you shut
that down, and it’s not just that they’re losing their jobs, the whole community is in
chaos. And I think the last time I shut down a community like that, I felt terrible, and
felt that this was not for me.
The second experience occurred when the president of the company expressed some
concern about MD’s values:
The president mentioned something about, ‘Why aren’t you following corporate
values?’ …He was questioning my values – why weren’t my values the same as the
corporate objectives? And I said, well, you have yours, and I have mine. Why should
my own personal values be the same as the corporate values? This led to a very
awkward exchange, and ultimately a departure from that corporate scene.
MD was experiencing a “disconnect between [his] core values and the path [he] wanted to be
on” with the values of the corporation. He left the corporation and began taking many leaps
into the unknown.
When I left the corporate world, I had no idea, other than I wanted to do some repair of
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the damage that I had played a role in while employed by the multinational. That was
very clear. I felt I had some shame or guilt that I wanted to deal with in terms of doing
something positive, rather than negative for individuals and workers and communities. I
also knew that I would never go back to the corporate culture of a multinational
corporation.
The initial motivation for MD to leave the corporate world was “to repair the damage.”
And, as he further explained leaving the corporation illustrated his “forward looking” nature
and a desire to “explore different paradigms”. After leaving the corporation, MD started doing
consulting work. He “was hired by a group of people who were faced with a plant shutdown in
their community…an electrical transformer plant that was being shut down.” He “developed a
business plan to save their company as an employee buyout, and that was part of the
stage…where [he] was moving from the corporate world to some future endeavor.”
MD also worked “as a consultant in worker co-operatives, setting up worker co-ops
across Canada and…in Costa Rica. He then started a social enterprise for mentally challenged
individuals who could not work full-time – a courier business in Toronto called A-way Express
that used the public transportation systems, eliminating the pressure of having to deal with
bikes, cars, and heavy traffic. It was a time when MD made “very little, if any money, because
there wasn’t that much money to be made doing consulting work in that community” and MD
had “used up the severance payment that [he] received upon [his] departure from the multinational.” MD then had the unexpected opportunity to become a Senior Policy Advisor to the
Minister responsible for Natural Resources and Native Affairs in the Ontario provincial
government…when the “the left leaning party, the NDP, New Democratic Party won power.”
MD commented,
This position allowed me to use my expertise as a professional forester. Forestry was
my undergraduate degree at university. As the NDP was committed to aboriginal selfgovernment and designating natural resources was an integral part of that commitment.
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I thoroughly enjoyed my four-year stay and made lots of close friendships. I felt that I
was doing something very useful and important. The NDP and I also shared similar
values related to social justice and equality.
These experiences were “all part of those transformative years.” MD commented,
I became aware that allocating resources and control over land management was
integral to potential self-government in the aboriginal community. And at the same time
I was going through some personal changes embarking on a new relationship, which felt
very exhilarating as well as liberating. The world as I new it was shifting around me.
These experiences were part of some organic unfolding and evolution. They were
related however as aboriginal self-government was in sync with my core values of
social justice and community empowerment.
MD attributed his desire “to repair the damage,” and “a reawakening of [his] core
values”
To a life partner who was a very strong feminist, and I started reading feminist
literature, and feminist books, and I was being gently encouraged – not prodded, but
encouraged to look at certain things differently. Once I started doing that, I realized that
was part of the transformation process. I believe at that time that – not just feminism,
but all the other things that feminism is involved in with - of socialistic kind of
approach to the economy, and work, and the environment…I think that I was accepting
of feminism because it felt true to my core values and philosophy on life.
He continued,
I would like to think that the deeper values are there; some buried someplace, and that I
was pursuing the expectations of society of parents of everything around to do well, to
be accomplished, to go to business school, and that maybe I closed my eyes to some of
those social values during that kind of proceeding, that path I was on. They had
promoted me thinking I was one of them, and then I turned out to be a traitor in that I
didn’t really embrace their corporate values. I think I just maybe closed my eyes to
them during that period of time.
Taking another leap into the unknown, MD moved to Winnipeg where his partner
obtained a position at a university. At the time, MD did not have a job “or had expectations of a
job” but knew he “was going to do something.” In part he knew he was going to do something
because he “had never been without a job since graduating from University.” “People seemed
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to approach me and offer options and possibilities.” “I had no reason to believe that would
change with my move to Winnipeg.” At this point, the motive to “repair the damage “was not a
driving force. “It had been 10 years since MD left the corporation and had made lots of
restitutions during that time.”
That “something” became the social enterprise, ICR, an endeavor that MD described as
“a sense of calling:” He was aware that he was moving beyond the motivation “to repair
damage” and beginning to feel “a sense of purpose”. This new work was “all about
contributing to the community you live in…and about moving from putting people out of work
to putting people in work.” “ It changed my life as well as the lives of others.” “It changed my
life in how I felt about myself, my role in the community, and my relationship to others.”
MD continued,
This work has been the most rewarding part of my work life. And I just kind of
stumbled into it, to some extent, I didn’t set out to do this. I kind of just fell into it in
some ways, and obviously I had previous disposition to this kind of work, but it took me
a while to get there.
It wasn’t just the work; it was providing…an opportunity to learn skills, and to
encourage…people to take on the apprenticeship programs, and get qualifications that
they can actually use in the rest of their life to make a living for themselves. And it
wasn’t just making a living for themselves, because somehow or other, these people are
all very adept at surviving – street smarts – one way or another you’re going to survive,
but getting some hope, not just feelings of self-esteem that not only are they making a
living and…providing for their families, but also feeling really good about I built this,
or I did that, being able to demonstrate to their friends, to their relatives, to their kids
that this is a house, like a commercial sized building, that I built, helped build – that
kind of self-esteem…I think that it takes a very special kind of set of attributes to
provide that leadership.
The focus of this work “was beyond personal repair towards institutional repair of serious inner
city poverty with all of its ugly consequences.”
MD observed that his upbringing might have provided a “grounding” for his ability to
move within poorer communities:
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I come from a very poor working family. My parents were immigrants to Canada [from
Holland]. I was nine-years-old when I came to Toronto with my parents. My parents
had survived two World Wars and the Depression in Holland, which they described to
me. I didn’t experience [the wars] but I was born on the last day of the Second World
War in Holland. I was born on the day that Holland was liberated. So, I think that might
have had some – the fact that I can relate to poor, working class – well, poor and/or
working class people, I think it’s that part of my background, I think, that allowed me to
be sensitive to that…
“I was raised in a family where social justice and fairness was the norm.” “It was never
articulated as such, as my parents were not educated, but they lived their lives exhibiting these
traits.”
MD retired last spring from his social enterprise and he is experiencing relief from a lot
of pressure as he transitions and lets go. He described those pressures as being work-related but
also connected to the notion that people were dependent on his role. He emphasized that he is
someone who “only looks forward,” and now that he has reached official retirement age, he is
looking toward the future. “I’ve got a good ten years left of my work life” and “would like to
branch out and do different things.” He reflected, “How can I make the best of it, and do
something that would have a really positive impact?”
MD is not sure what this next step is. He knows he wants “to move away from the dayto-day kind of stress of having to operate one [a social enterprise].”
I want an easier life…Most of these years, I would wake up at 4:00 or 5:00 in the
morning, and all I could think of is what needs to be done, and the challenges and
pressures of the social enterprise. It was all encompassing. I would wake up, and I
couldn’t get back to sleep because that just totally preoccupied me. Then I would go to
work at 6:30 in the morning or even earlier - I would be there at 6:30 in the morning.
It’s an all-encompassing kind of experience, which in a lot of ways I liked and I wanted
to do it. It felt good, but it’s also didn’t really give an opportunity to have a more
balanced life. I think in some ways it was too all encompassing, which is one of the
reasons why I am happy to move on to something else, I think, and to let go of some of
that pressure. I’m not sure if that pressure was induced or – self-induced or – but
whatever it was, I felt it.
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After traveling for several months, MD, his partner, and their two children rented a
house in France where MD intends to write a book about his experience of operating the social
enterprise, emphasizing the impact the social enterprise had on the workers, employees, the
community at large, and on himself. He recognizes that this effort will require a “certain
amount of reflection and a certain amount of looking back” that will stir up some feelings,” but
“sees it as a very useful thing to do; it’s really about the reflection for my own self, as maybe
even therapeutic, and to get to move on to something else…”
MD is clear that he wants to leave a legacy about the work that he has done. He is not
interested in the kind of legacy where a million dollars is given to an institution...”and put their
name on the building”. He wants to be “recognized in the community as somebody who’s
achieved certain things” such as “provided hope to a community and an opportunity for people
to fulfill their own ambitions.” He would like to be seen as a “mentor and an elder in the
community;” someone who people would come to for advice…”without necessarily having any
monetary thing attached to it.” “When I die I want to have something left that some people can
recognize…whatever contribution I’ve made… that it is recognized, and not just lost.” “That’s
mature; otherwise, it feels like a void, like where was the meaning? Legacy is an important
part.” MD’s sees Ernst and Young’s recent recognition of him as Entrepreneur of the Year in
Canada as one contributor to his legacy.
MD has no regrets. He would not have done anything differently. “My path was a
useful one and that sometimes [in order] to get to a certain situation, you need to go off the
main straight tracks…” As an example he pointed to his desire “to repair the damage” as a
motivation for changing his life.
…Would I have done this if I hadn’t been in that multinational environment where I felt
I [was] part of the problem, would I have…ended up doing what I’ve done, who
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knows? Sometimes it’s just hard to know where life impacts us. There are so many
crossroads that you come to in life that sometimes it’s just more chance or luck than
actual decisions about this what I’ve going to do.
Now, “I don’t hide…it’s comforting to be able to be yourself, and not have to pretend that
you’re something that you’re not.”
KF (Achiever).
In 1988, an 84-year-old driver hit KF’s 3-year-old son and almost killed him. The
near-tragedy led K to establish an affordable and sustainable nonprofit transportation system
for seniors; designed to closely approximate what seniors were giving up — the freedom,
comfort, and convenience of private auto ownership.
KF described her son’s accident,
You never forget something like that and you never want anybody else to ever
have to live through it, ever. If you think you know how to prevent that from
happening, how do you not do it? How do you not do it and live with yourself?
How do you not protect other children? How do you not protect other people?
My God, what are we here for? Are we here to just go out to dinner, and take
care of the yard, and decorate, and read books, and go to movies? How do you
not fix that?

KF was confident that she knew how to “solve the problem.” “I suppose it would be
different if I didn’t think I knew how to fix it.” “But I thought I did know how to fix it.” “It
made a lot of sense to me”. What K envisioned was a transportation service, based on “free
consumer choice” that older people would choose as an alternative so that they could stop
driving. She “wanted to create…a positive space that people could move forward into, creating a
compelling solution.”
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When asked if the orientation of “creating a positive space that people can move into”
was a familiar problem solving approach, KF responded,
It’s just practical. I’m very pragmatic. And I think it comes from what is for me an
obvious sense of how people are. People love free choice. It’s human nature, and so if
you are able to present them with good options, they’ll make good choices; they’ll do it,
and you can solve a problem that way. …When you make a free choice, you move
forward, and you do it willingly…if you can get people to act in their own interests, and
act well at the same time, whoa, what an engine for change that is. So, I’m practical. I
want to fix it…I don’t find any benefit in telling anybody they were wrong [because] it
doesn’t fix anything…I want to fix the problem, because I don’t want any more little
boys to go under the wheels of cars. It was all about fixing the problem. I thought that
was the best way to fix the problem.
After her son’s accident, KF attended graduate school for a Master’s in Public Policy.
Although at the time, she was conceptualizing the idea for a senior transportation system, she
did not apply to grad school because of her idea, but because she “was starving to learn and
because I couldn’t get into law school.” For K, it was “serendipity” that she ended up in grad
school –
It was the only other graduate program in the city of Portland, and I had two little kids
in elementary school, and I wasn’t moving, so I went to it…and I just adored it,
immediately. I just adore public policy. To me, it is the highest art form there is.
Public policy is about creating the future out of thin air. It’s the abstraction of
abstractions. It’s wonderful.
KF indicated that before her son’s accident, she did not have any clear sense of her
life’s direction. After dropping out of graduate school for English literature she “bounced”
around and studied mime, sold exotic parrots and houseplants, and worked for a theater
company. When she got divorced with two small children to support, KF went into real estate.
At that point in her life “it wasn’t about what I was going to do to be fulfilled; it was about how
am I going to support my children?”
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After a period of time KF’s husband died in an accident. A few months later, a car
driven by an elderly person hit her 3-year-old son, causing brain damage.
The whole thing happened very fast. So, I had the means [her husband left her some
money], and I had the motivation, and I went back to school, and without a doubt
graduate school in public policy gave me the skills, and gave me the conceptual
framework to understand that what had been a personal experience for me was actually
a part of something much bigger…And so, instead of just thinking about my son, and
his accident, I thought about how I could fix it, and my education gave me the tools I
needed to try; no question in my mind, I wouldn’t be here today if I hadn’t gone to the
Muskie School. Especially social research was just fascinating to me. I know – I
remember asking one of my professors, questions like, “Can I do this?” “Can I do
this?” “Can I do this?”
KF recognized that in order to build a transportation network that seniors would choose,
she needed “to understand enough about human behavior so that I can understand what older
people want so that I can build it for them, because if I build it for them they’ll choose it,
because I will have understood what they want, and when they choose it, I solve the problem.
How do you not go do that? Right? Do you see what I’m saying?”
As a result, social science research was “just mind blowing” to KF because it “took the
scientific method, and applied [it] to human behavior where…you could develop a theory about
how someone might behave, and you could set up a situation where that would be the variable,
and you could measure before your intervention, and then you could measure after your
intervention, and you could make some decisions about whether or not something would work,
and you could fix something, and you could actually advance human understanding that way.”
The development of the transportation concept gave KF a sense of a very strong calling.
She remembers “thinking that the only way I was going to have any relief from the new ideas
that were inside my head was to get them out of my head, and out into the world, that it was
necessary to do that to have some relief. I don’t know if you’d call that a calling or a
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compulsion.”
KF identified a faculty member in graduate school, now her research director, who was
very helpful to her. This faculty member was one of the first people in academia who really
listened to her. “He kept saying …he’s listening, listening’ and ‘write it down…write it down’.
You have to write it down’.” Once she wrote her idea, it “was like lifting the words off the page
into the world.” She described a “scooping motion” that she did with her hands, “lifting the
words up into the world”. “So, the ideas went from my head into clear written thoughts, and
then from thoughts into the world, and indeed the awards that we’ve been given, or I’ve been
given here at ITN in two instances are for our turning research into practice, because we – I got
the ideas, set them up as research projects – social research projects – and then we would take
the research, and we would graft it onto the model.
KF described an interactive dynamic model between research and practice.
The organization that we’ve set up is like a laboratory, like a forge for change where –
where we have an operating model, and we have research projects, and we’ll get an
idea, and we’ll test it, and if it works we’ll graft it on right away. And it’s the same
with the software; if we figure out a way to make the business model better, we build
into the software, or the technology. There’s a dynamic relationship between
information technology and the work that we do, where the business model can change
the technology, and the capability of the technology can actually facilitate the business
model.
For KF the back and forth between research, practice, and technology is like a “semipermeable membrane” - from the world of thinking, and experiment, and research to the world
of practice, and then evaluation, and back through again.” She described it as a “dynamic” but
“exhausting environment.”
“It’s absolutely exhausting, but if you can stay on that edge, where the membrane is,
and where things go back and forth quickly, then you can really learn and change fast.”
The standing on the edge of that membrane is also “addictive…very, very, very alive.” I
do love ambiguity, and metaphor, but not sure of the connection. I can tell you that I
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feel easily confined, and have felt that way all my life, even as a small child. I have
absolutely no desire to fulfill roles or expectations. For example, not only did I not
have a wedding, I forgot I would need a wedding dress to wear when I eloped, so I had
to use one from my closet. I never imagined myself in a wedding dress because that is
someone else’s idea or expectation. It was never attractive to me.
KF distinguished between the art of painting or composing a piece of music and setting
up transportation system. The artistic endeavors are done as “an individual act,” whereas,
setting up a transportation system cannot be done alone because it requires creating an
organization with systems, structures, histories that need to be built.”
I don’t have the skill sets for that kind of stuff. So, I need other people to work with
me, to do the parts that I can’t do; to do the parts better than I can do them. And you
have to find good people that you can trust, and that you can collaborate with, and that’s
very worthwhile, and very good to do, and also demanding. So, you can’t do it by
yourself. You have all this big organization with you.
KF believes as a leader, one “must be really open and really strong at the same time.”
Have the wisdom to not do what they tell you if you think it’s wrong, but you have to be
open to listen at the same time. Must have judgment. I know I said to my board chair
recently – there was a difficult situation – and I said to him, well, this is where we
separate the women from the girls. We’ve just got to do this; we’ve got to do this. So, I
think you have to be open to new ideas and you have to listen to other people. You have
to be willing to be wrong. You have to be willing to make mistakes, and absolutely, you
have to be willing to be alone.
Now, maybe I was wrong, and I still need to listen more to what they were saying, and I
will admit that. Maybe I was wrong, but I don’t think I was. I had a responsibility to
not let this happen. Even if my board member wasn’t going to particularly think I was
charming at that moment. But what I had to do was give up being likeable. It would be
better if I could – it would be better if I had more diplomatic skills, and I could get him
to like me while I’m telling him he’s wrong. That would be better, and those are skills
I’d like to learn. But I’m not very good at being like pacifist. I’ve got to learn that.
KF now wants to be a writer. She is 60 and has been working with her transportation
network for 30 years. She hopes to be able to “get out in five years” because she knows “we
don’t live forever, that “cognitive skills will go” and KF does not want to “lose the chance” of
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becoming a fiction writer - “it wouldn’t be fair to me because I’ve done my work.”
I want to be in a place where I can think, and write, and invent without hauling an
organization with me. I want to do it on my own. I love it and I love writing. I love
choosing the right words. Do you know how many times I paused in this conversation
to find just the right words? I do that, because words – words are like – like cups, and
the understanding fits inside them, you know? And I always want to find the right ones,
and the right ones, and put them in the right sequence, and capture – present, not
capture the right metaphors to express understanding. That process is endlessly
fascinating; endlessly fascinating, and I love doing it, and I would just like to do that.
DA (Achiever).
DA is a professor at a western state university where he directs a Native American business
administration program, which is developing a new generation of business leaders for Native
communities by providing extensive knowledge and understanding of both the mainstream and
Native American business worlds.
In his twenties, DA began his career as an engineer in the corporate world at Raytheon. He
wanted to complete his MBA and had an opportunity to attend a MBA program on scholarship n
Saskatchewan Although, DA grew up in Idaho, Saskatchewan is where his tribe, the Red
Pheasant Cree Nation is located. It didn’t make sense to uproot his family and move so far away,
but DA and his wife prayed about it, “over and over, we got the same overriding message to go
to Canada”. Even the president at Raytheon “thought he was crazy” and asked DA, “Why would
you go there to be poor and cold, because even with a scholarship you will still be poor”.
DA’s “ego was really invested” in his career. When asked to explain further, he said
that he “was really involved in a lot of competitive environments.” In college he played
basketball and in the army, as an officer “it is very highly competitive just to be able to move
along in your career.”
So I kind of had that competitive mindset and then when I got in Raytheon, they
actually put me into a leadership role way earlier than I could have otherwise been just
because I was the only environmental engineer that worked for Raytheon…They put me
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in charge of doing comprehensive investigation of all these environmentally
contaminated sites…I really got thrown into a big role and kind of let it go to my head,
but that’s why I say the ego part of it was inflated. I thought, wow, this is great and
actually you can make a lot of money. You make a lot of money when you’re doing the
management track in this corporation. Anyway, I was excited and feeling motivated
about that. I kind of lost my focus a little bit because there were times when I work 70
hours a week and you can only do that for so long and that’s a nasty gig
DA did not have any intentionality regarding his choice to be an engineer – “I kind of
tract into it.” “To be honest, I cannot remember making the decision because I was leading down
the mechanical track and I don’t know why I switched.” “To this day, I don’t know why.” “It’s
kind of silly to say that, but I can’t say that I purposely did that, although I did and maybe it was
an altruistic thing because I did gain a lot of satisfaction with being involved in environmental
protection.”
Convinced that going to Canada was what he was supposed to do, DA and his wife
traveled to Saskatchewan with a trailer hitched to a pick-up. After completing his MBA, DA was
planning to return to Idaho, when a friend introduced him to the head of Indian education at a
First Nations University. His friend said to him, “This is you home.” “We are putting together a
business school and we need a Director of Indian Business education.” “You are a member of
the Red Pheasant Indian Nation and you need to stay home, we need you.” Again, DA and his
wife prayed. This time about whether they should stay. They “received the same answer.” DA
took the job and said even with a 50% pay cut, the decision “felt right.” At the same time, DA
founded an Indian engineering consulting firm in Saskatchewan that worked with tribes around
land uses.
As director of Indian business education, DA “saw what education could do for
students.” Once the students “got their education under their belt, they would then get
experience, and go back and help build tribal enterprises.” These tribal enterprises have the
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“potential of translating to hundreds of high qualities of jobs in a community of people mired in
poverty and social problems, sexual abuse, drug/alcohol addiction.” While director of the
Indian Business School, DA had a conversation with a tribal member who attended First
Nations University. This person said, “I got my social work degree and my license and I
thought I could help my people but no matter how hard I work I cannot change their situation
and it’s tearing me up inside.” “I want to talk to you about business education.” DA saw how
those problems are “being ameliorated, in part by Indian business education.” “It’s very
powerful!”
DA and his wife “spent 10 wonderful years in Canada.” “There is a different mindset in
Canada - a different appreciation for quality of life - more of a balance between home life and
work life - they take time with their families.” This environment gave DA a “chance to really
reflect about what he is doing in his career” and he realized that he was becoming a workaholic.
Now, looking back, he understands that his “workaholism would have destroyed [his]
family”…and that “it was a blessing to make that transition to Canada.”
DA returned to Idaho when he had the opportunity to develop a similar program at the
local university. It is here where he started to think about “helping people learn how to help
themselves,” reflections that gave birth to creating an indigenous institute. DA discussed this
idea with his uncle, a significant influence in his life. His uncle replied,
This is a very big undertaking here. The two things that I want to share with you are first;
draw as close as you can to God that is something that will help you succeed. And seek
out positive people as you’re getting involved in this work. Seek out a group of positive
people. If you do that it’s going to help you succeed. You know you got your PhD and
you think you’re Gandhi, but you’re not God. Your next degree is your language.
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DA has always remembered his uncle’s words, “Change is hard, but it’s worth it,” which DA
took to mean change on a large scale. “It is people like his uncle and grandmother who have
influenced me toward this work.”
DA is now passionate about creating the Indigenous Institute, which “began as a concept
in [his] mind” and is now moving forward with many stakeholders. The institute aims to foster
collaboration among tribes and the university on issues such as renewable energy initiatives,
health and business. DA explained, “Indians have been stuck.” “They are in a state of
dependency…and they need to create opportunities for themselves.” We need a different
paradigm and we’re really starting to shake things up.” He excitedly reported that the program is
collaborating with academic units across the university “to help foster tribal economic
diversification.”
As the interview was nearing an end, DA became increasingly more reflective. He noted,
“I forgot to tell you about something the other day and I just had to reflect on it for a while to
even get down to that level.” He reflected that one of the main things that he looked for in
opportunities is meaning.
I had to find a real meaning in my work and in the Army. When I was in the army, I’d
get up at 5:45 or whatever and you’re saluting the flag and then playing the revelry and
you have to be able to ready to go to war and then Desert Storm was going on and you
got to be very engaged in that. It’s a higher cause. It’s a higher purpose and I really
found meaning in that. I kind of really enjoyed that part of the military and then the
environmental stuff - - clearly there was a bit of that…
He found a “bit of disillusionment in the corporate world because [he] would go out and bring in
big projects and thought he “might succeed in a business sense” when he realized that the
purpose of the company was “not really the triple bottom line, it was more the single bottomed
line - the economic element and that was a little bit frustrating.”
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DA began to think it wasn’t enough for him, so when the opportunity came to teach at
First Nations University, [he]
Could see the difference that it could make in people’s lives. I could see these
young students struggling and that I could help them succeed. I could help them
catch a vision for what they could become. That’s what I really love. I love that
more than what I’m even doing now.
“What I’m doing now is to really bring the resources together…[in order] to have a meaningful
impact in teaching and mentoring students.” DA has “been able to seek out meaning in [his]
work and think[s] that’s key.” “That’s why I’m here”. “I think if a person can find true meaning
in their work, it makes all the difference.”
It was at the very end of the interview that DA related a story that he felt really explained
the pull to Canada:
My grandpa died. He’s actually my great uncle, but in the Indian tradition, he’s
my grandpa. He died in Saskatchewan and it’s like even though I was a
workaholic at Raytheon, I said, “Okay, I’m taking a break. I’ve got to get up
there to his funeral.” And went up to the funeral and it was quite an experience.
For me, it was the first time I’d been to a family funeral…as an adult.…it’s a real
show of support in a community. For instance, in the funeral process, the family
doesn’t to say anything. They don’t have to do anything. The community rallies
around. They take care of the arrangements and the family basically just was
comforted in that time of grief so it was kind of nice tradition…
He was a respected spiritual leader in Indian country and he had people from all
over North America at the funeral… They actually put the body in a container - in a big pot and they put it in the back of a wagon and they sang. They had the
words of singing beautiful songs and some of those traditional songs and his body
was there on the wagon and they took it on a journey and they went to the place
where he was born first and they sang and the whole caravan - - the wagon went
out and rode all over the property where he was born and as he grew older like
when he married and had his own family - - then they went to that place and then
as he got older - - they went to all the different places he lived in his life on the
reservation. They call them reserves up there. We went to visit that and the
horses carried his body over there.
“It was kind of like a life journey - - reenacting his life journey and at the end of his life’s
journey.” It was just a really great moving experience.” “That experience right there was one
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thing that kind of woke me up a little bit to the fact that there was something bigger.” When DA’
and his wife went to the temple, they received a “really powerful message.” “I needed to go to
Canada and I needed to get involved in helping and making a difference for Indian people and so
I guess you’d say that whole projector of my life started there when I was at Raytheon right
toward the end.”
AG (Late Achiever).
The interview began with AG describing his current work as a professor in a midwestern university. AG identified many factors that contributed to his decision to obtain a
doctorate. It was an opportunity for reflection and to “really figure out what I wanted to do with
the rest of my life.”
I was trying to do as much as I can, getting burnt out, and it seemed like I can’t
save the universe by myself, and I just need to step back to what – maybe work
with others who can, but also just as selfishly, just try to understand what it is
I’m trying to do, so I took the doctoral journey more as a reflection exercise, a
way to escape Croatia for a few years, just calm my mind, and try to really
figure out what I want to do with the rest of my life, and to explore these
questions of what are the real leverage points for impact, because you can keep
on running 100 miles an hour, but we need to reach an understanding on how it
is we create social change, and then within that, what is my impact?
AG reflected back on the “huge choice point” he faced about “going down the academic
route, just for the sake of it.” He had asked himself, “What’s the real purpose behind it?” He
wondered, “What’s my calling, basically?” Interrogating his motivations/assumptions, who he
is.
So it’s kind of more than calling which is really hard to – sometimes, is it really what
we’re being calling to do, or is it our equal, or how we’re brought up to be? And that’s
the kind of conversation that I’ve been having the last year… I’m still trying to figure it
out what – the social entrepreneurial thing I’m doing. What I have come to is I feel like
that really my journey right now is that I’ve done a lot of the classic, I guess, textbook,
what you would define as social entrepreneurial type activities before my academic life,
and now I’m in a sense of just two parts: One is trying to make sense of it, myself, and
so meaning out of what that journey’s meant for me. And the second is also engaging in
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a journey with others in my research, and trying to figure out why do they do this work,
and then, in the end to come up with different ways to teach, and management theories
that can just define work, and especially more in the corporate sector in a different
sense.
Prior to his decision to attend graduate school, AG was involved in a series of social
entrepreneurial endeavors. When asked about where the pull came from to be engaged in these
ways, AG responded that he was “still trying to completely figure out the pull,” but “the easy
answer would be from “just growing up in my family – my father especially – who was one of
the key political leaders in Croatia’s movement for independence from Yugoslavia.” His father
had to actually escape from Croatia, “because he basically would have been killed.” So, his
father came to the US, where AG was born, and later, the family moved back to Croatia. AG
explained why they returned to Croatia:
Croatia got its independence, and we weren’t allowed to go back before, really, so
growing within that whole environment, it was just kind of a crazy, chaotic childhood,
where all these people who were trying to work for freedom in Croatia were killed off,
and my family came close to being killed off. I don’t know how many times we had
assassination attempts. Long story short, my mom was – went through a very painful
stabbing of where she was stabbed 13 times, and almost died. We’ve had so many –
like when I was a kid I’d look under the car, and make sure there weren’t car bombs; we
had just one period of three months we had 30 different car bombs, and assassination
attempts on our family, and it was just – it’s amazing we stayed alive, but through all
that growing up, and this is in various phases, but I remember even as a kid I asked my
parents the question…what would have happened if I was born Serbian? And I actually
think I was a 5- or a 6-year-old asking my parents would I hate myself?
AG continued, “It just didn’t make sense to me, and that just made me think of the
world in a different sense of what are human beings doing to each other, and for what reason?”
“And that was just one big thing that drove my whole life.”
The first question I had was around 5 or 6, really wondering what’s all this going on? It
was more inquisitive. It wasn’t really change oriented. And then it was really in my
puberty where I really wanted – had this drive to do something, because living in the
US, I felt I couldn’t do much, but then when I was 18, and we moved to Croatia, I really
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started actively working on social issues.
At age 24, AG had a corporate career in a Fortune 500 company based in London and
then Southeast Europe. “The company went through a merger and [he] left after the merger for a
mixture or reasons: they had decided to close down the office [he] was in charge of, no
opportunities in the company that were a good fit, and a good opportunity for [AG] to follow
[his] passion” – social change. In his twenties, AG was a director of an organization called
AIESEC; a youth led organization focused on developing high-potential youth into globally
minded responsible leaders through internships and cultural exchanges. “They realized the
greatest leadership development program was actually going to another culture and seeing that
there are other worldviews than your own, and just trying to understand how other
epistemologies were always working.”
While working at AIESEC, AG realized how strong his passion was for social change. “I
had this strong social passion to change, and that the world really needed some sort of fixing, and
then I always thought I was just kind of crazy in my own head, and…then I came into this peer
network where there are so many others who thought the same way I did, and that kind of just
allowed this passion to come out of me to really change the world.” After AIESEC I thought,
what am I going to do back in Croatia?”
AG continued, “I then had – I don’t really call it – not necessarily a breakdown, but a
serious re-questioning of who I am, and what I am, just a lot of things came together at once.” As
a result, AG became involved in psychotherapy in Croatia where he realized that he “did not
want to be dealing with people’s problems, but rather, bringing out the best out of people.
I realized that what I’ve been seeking isn’t so much changing the world, but it’s really –
I need to really start with myself, because I really have a lot of my own issues, and the
whole problem with the human race is that through good intentions, often, we think we
need to change others, and control human nature, and the environment. That’s what
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gets us in trouble this whole notion of control, and I thought, well, I’m going down the
same path. …I’m trying to change Croatia and I’m trying to change other people all out
of good intention, but maybe I need to start with myself. So, that’s why this personal
journey.
As a result of this process, AG thought, “perhaps others would want to join this path of
reflecting about what they cared about.” Subsequently, in collaboration with a youth leadership
network, AG created the leadership development center in Croatia in Bosnia-Herzegovina, which
offered opportunities to reflect and then to act upon the reflection.
Youth in post-war, how do they become the future leaders, by really dealing with
certain issues that they had not just from war, but also the change from a socialist
system to a different one; a lot of the youth under socialism had been very passive, been
very hierarchical, not allowed to have their own thinking, so this new space was
founded, and they were very confused as to what do we do with our lives? So, the big
thing we did is really help them understand what it is that drives them, what is their
passion for life, trying to get that out.
The center worked with thousands of youth and was “so successful that corporations got
interested in these programs.” As a result of this corporate interest, a consulting group was
formed, but eventually there was a split as the corporate aspect dominated over the youth
development side. As a result AG left the organization.
Once my main mission was accomplished which was typically to start up operations
and the organization got built up, I… felt a pull (in retrospect I guess I would say it was
a calling) to move on to something else. I could have had a nice life with a decent salary
just managing the organization for the foreseeable future but that’s something others
can do just as well – if not better – than me so there was no real greater purpose to be
there, no challenge for me, and just a gut feel that I need to follow my heart.
During this time, the Croatian Managers Association approached AG “to help start up
the first private business school in Croatia” in collaboration with the Berkana Institute (Meg
Wheatley), Peter Senge, and David Cooperrider, along with leaders from Croatia and the
region. As Croatia developed its economy, it knew that it did not want “to follow the mistakes
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of the West or of other countries,” so they considered the question “how do we create a
different model of leadership in Croatia” as it moves toward the future? “The school had some
success, but eventually it became more main stream and exposed “to a little bit of the
corruption in Croatia.” “At that point, AG “just decided to leave.” The reason why AG left was
similar as to why he left the leadership center.
The organization had been built up and I felt my main mission was accomplished. At
the time, I was at a standstill with the owners and did not agree with their management
and approaches. I could have maybe worked things out (though I doubt it), but I felt that
it was really time to move on. Like the previous jobs, I knew this was not my long-term
calling.
AG declared that most of his choices, beginning in high school, were made from a sense
of calling.
Looking back now, it definitely felt like a calling, but it was intertwined with – I was
going to say it’s almost like in one hand, it almost became like a balance, like one hand
is – or like a seesaw – like one side is calling, and the other side is kind of a
superego…the ideal, the sort of state of what I think the world needs, and connected
more to – even though it’s good intent, but it’s kind of more connected to ego, I’d say,
of what I think everyone needs to have [to create a better world], and the two are
intertwined [within me personally], and then looking back…if you judge from the
outside of when I was more successful or not, I’d say those are phases in my life where
I was more in touch with my calling, and it was less ego.
Then there are other parts where I went through a lot of turmoil where I had a lot of
drama, and crises, sort of, and that was probably when I functioning more out of my
ego. So, it went back and forth, and didn’t even start making sense of that whole part
until probably mid-twenties, I started understanding that, the difference between the
two, and I’m still grappling with it, I’m still trying – looking back it’s clear to me when
I was in those states, but at the moment – in the moment it’s so – that’s why it’s hard to
hear that voice if you want to say, or be present, or however you want to call it. But it’s
a process.
AG stated that he has experienced engaging in actions that reflect a consciousness of the
collective and an awareness of an emergent future.
It depends on where I’m at, from meditation to walking in nature, being with people,
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too. I went through a huge phase of intense meditation, and taking every possible
meditation course I could…and that was good to a point, but then I also realized that
sometimes that has a counter effect where it closes me off to the world, and I become
kind of like a recluse, and I’m in my own head, and it’s all great, but I think if we’re
going to be connected it’s almost like – a little like what sensory awareness tries to do,
or anything else where you’re really meditating while acting while you’re with people;
they’re the ones who are an outside influence, so, it’s – a combination between
meditation and then just being connected to folks, and sort of a balance between the
two, and then different parts with different – well, it was – it’s big – and writing also
helps me a lot, sometimes, when I in that zone state, I start to feel that too.
AG described working with groups from this state of awareness.
Yes, definitely. Part of it was just by accident, and unconscious earlier on, and later on
more consciously. Most of the initiatives… that I worked on have been from a space of
…being connected …a lot of them happened by coincidence and synchronicity, so it
was just a sign that the times were right. A lot of things came together and I ran with it,
but then, as the things came on, and often I started off very humble, very insecure about
whether this happened, and I just ended up – and once it started getting going, that’s
where the ego played in, not ego in the sense of thinking highly of myself, but ego in
the sense of what can we do further to drive this? And then started thinking, well, with
my own hands, and then trying to – well, stop listening to the signs as much as I did in
the beginning. I stopped noticing what really is in the collective – for example, what
others value – as opposed to pushing my way thinking it is the best.
When actually moving from this place, AG described it as “a mixture of things.”
One is just down deep inside this really deep inner peace, just really this is very…calm;
there was just – it wasn’t huge euphoria, and there was excitement, but it was more –
like this has really felt – I don’t want to say right, because that’s an abstract word, but
just this deep sort of calm, very connectedness, things were happening left and right that
didn’t explain that.
AG noted that people experienced him differently when he was operating from that
space of calm. Noticing that the source from which we operate affects how the world responds.
And often it was for the most part very deep connections, connecting to people in much
more than just intellectually through the head, and people were just attracted to what
was going on for something they couldn’t explain themselves, and it’s just huge flocks
of people would attract to the activities. At the same time, too… the way I make sense
with it is that there were folks who [were] really against it, and a lot of it is because – it
was against everything – how they function in the universe, especially people who like
to control things, and they were very much against any of these sorts of way of
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functioning. But the collective was strong enough that it just kept on moving on,
regardless of this.
The motivation to keep moving forward, even when unsure or when receiving negative
feedback comes from AG’s childhood and from his “frustration with the universe generally.”
“But when I worked out [from] that space good things just seemed to happen.” “And I’m going
to channel more just out of space of love and compassion for others, and that’s when I went
forward positively, so that drew me and drove me, and at times frustration just drove me more,
but that usually didn’t help me much, but it was a combination, and the more I realized that, the
more I just tried to work out of a place of compassion.”
I actually think growing up seeing so many people killed off because of the cause, and
knowing some of the history that happened to Croatia, and the hundreds of thousands of
people just being totally wiped out without even history writing about it. A lot of
injustice in the world I was seeing, and then you know how it is when you function
from a certain lens, you see everything around you, so I grew up – sort of like when I
got my first car, I started noticing that same car around town all the time, and I didn’t
notice it before.
The same thing with injustice, because I grew up seeing a lot of injustice in my life, and
I can give a lot of personal examples, it’s just our family where we lived through
injustice, and the way we were treated, and just one small example is that they actually
caught the person who tried to kill my mother, but then because of politics he was let go
and free the next day, even though we had all the evidence against him, and they’re just
constant. I can give you a lot of examples. And once I saw injustice in the world, I just
started seeing it everywhere. I’d read the news with skepticism, and I’d see things other
people didn’t, and I’d just notice injustice everywhere on the planet, and that was just a
reinforcing pattern, and it just kept on building up, and building up, and just very
negative, and I functioned from that place of injustice, and still do, often; I get worked
up about it, but it just didn’t really help lead to good results, synchronicity wouldn’t be
there, basically.
Two experiences shifted his reinforcing pattern of seeing social injustice everywhere:
developing the youth leadership program and starting the business school. AG recalled, “I
didn’t learn a lot of the lessons there [youth leadership program] that I should, but I started
seeing some stuff, and noticing it, and then when I started the business school... that’s when I’d
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say, really dove deep into seeing some of this stuff.” AG attributes the shifting of his
perspective to the fact that large numbers of people were involved in both experiences – “the
larger the number of people involved, the more significant the feedback loop.” In other words,
AG would receive quick feedback from people when things were going right, and quick
feedback when they were not. From AG’s perspective, “I’d say the more people that were
involved, the greater consequences, the greater the learning, and the greater the feedback.”
“And with some things I was just stubborn and thicker, and it took me a few times to make the
same mistakes to learn, and other things I still haven’t learned to this day.”
AG’s inquiry into his personal calling along with an inquiry into the real leverage points
for impact and change, led to a research agenda focused on wholeness in the workplace and an
examination into whether employee engagement is a change leverage point. AG posed the
questions, “How do we create a workplace that is designed differently, where within the
corporate sector, you can work for the greater good?” “How can we create a business sector
that contributes more to the planet and society than it does currently to its own self-serving
interests?” He chose the business sector because it was familiar and because when he looks at
society, “it’s hard to make a case of what the noble purpose of business is.” “What does
business really serve?” When determining his research agenda, AG had to be “really clear with
[himself], and try to shut out all other voices, both internal and external,” who were trying to
persuade him to join other research agendas –It wasn’t so much not being swayed but rather
just being really clear on what I felt - Self-authoring.
When AG looks back over his life, he sees synchronicity – a number of coincidences
coming together. He noted,
Everything I ended up doing was – just came together, and then the way I make sense of
it right now is that, well, first of all I’m trying not to make too much sense of
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it…because my pattern is that I tend to be in the head too much, and the danger of
academe experience is intellectual and very heavy. When I’m too much just in my
head, then I block out the rest of my whole being. And the whole being is reflected to
the universe, and only a small part of it was collective, and then in a truly cognitive
sense, out of what’s going on, that I find it [in despair] that I think I understand myself,
and then I try to act out of that understanding, but oftentimes I find it out that my
understanding was very superficial, and it’s just very – it’s very hard to understand.
AG noted that with each decision point, he became clearer about “just what [his] calling
is – it was kind of like the power of intent; the clearer I was on the intent, then the
synchronicity started happening.” He recognized that there could have been signs “for all
that’s supposed to be in between,” but,
I wasn’t really seeing them, because I had to open myself up to see them… The more I
opened up myself to see the signs, the more of them just came about. But it took a
while for each one. It’s hard to put an exact number, but each of those crises probably
lasted, I’d say, a good half year, maybe about a good month or two months very intense
personal turmoil where I couldn’t sleep, and just really killing me, but overall only
about half a year each time kind of, just till I started to kind of clarify it.
“The ability to open up and listen is a spiritual practice, and I’m learning… And it’s not
inherent in the way I was brought up.” “But I think it’s inherent in every human being; it’s just
the way we’re brought into the universe.” “Then we learn to function in a very control-oriented
way later on…”
AG emphasized the importance of understanding one’s motivation when engaged in
change actions. “Always ask the question ‘why?’” “What’s your motivation?” “Why are you
doing this?” “Do you think you have a certain answer…that you’re trying to project onto the
world”? Or is it “just something that you felt society needed, or wanted, and you’re just helping
fulfill that?” “Stay humble.”
I think that synchronicity is out there. It’s a sign you’re going in the right direction, but
at the same time, too, I think a lot of time we get challenges from the universe which
doesn’t mean we should give up, and say, oh, there’s no synchronicity there if I’m not
on the right track, and you just willing to be persistent, and it’s always – many times
there’s been a fine line, and it’s really hard to know are these challenges coming
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because the universe is trying to tell me something, or is it just I’m suddenly persistent
and go through this anyway? That’s been really hard, and the best I could say is just try
to listen to your consciousness or your collective thought.
AG concluded,
But I have to be honest about one thing though, something I’ve been discreetly
questioning is calling, is very alive, but I’m trying to stay positive, but the negative side
of me has been coming up in the last year or two where I’ve just seen so many signs out
in the universe a lot more intently than before of things going really to hell for lack of a
better word, and that’s a question, so a lot of times the questioning is am I – in what I’m
doing is it going to even make a difference? Is the human race going to go to hell or
not? And so I feel calm and passionate each moment, and I wake up to do what I am,
but I’ve been the last year, because I’m really questioning a lot of – everything going
on, and it’s been a little bit – I won’t say depressing, but it’s been – it’s not demoting; I
work just as hard, and I love what I’m doing, but it’s been concerning to say the least.
SW (Individualist).
SW pointed to both his identity as a Jew and the events of the early 1960s as important
influences in his life. “Doing social change work was something that was part of me from very
early on -– intertwined with my conception of what it means to be a Jew.” He noted,
Maybe there’s been an ethnic group that’s been targeted for as many years [as the
Jews]…but Jews certainly are high up on that list, and Jews have the advantage of
having for the most part, made it economically and educationally, and for me if there’s
any group that should be standing up for other people it’s Jews, and so I always wonder
whether I’m putting me and something that I’m doing for whatever reasons or that
meaning is driving me; that’s going to be hard to tell. I am not clear whether I have
created the construct of how Judaism has affected me to explain why I do things or not.
It doesn’t feel that way, but in the end it doesn’t really make a difference to me.
At age 12, as he watched the civil rights on TV, SW simultaneously experienced “outrage”
at the injustices he was witnessing, “terrified” when he thought about participating, and a sense
of “obligation” as a Jew. He “holds a picture in [his] mind of being in the TV room in [his] house
in Cambridge watching the civil rights movement on Walter Cronkite”.
As a Southern white sheriff turned water hoses on men, women, and some kids. I
remember feeling a really strong sense that if I was old enough I should go down, and
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I’m terrified because suddenly I remember hearing about the three civil rights workers,
one of whom was a Jewish guy from New York…and just feeling that that was part of
what you did, and also knowing that it was terrifying.
The civil rights focus was carried through high school, probably was sublimated in
college to the Vietnam War, and then really was sublimated for the various other things
that I did as a lawyer, that I felt strongly about it until I finally had the opportunity to
not just feel very strongly, but to do something that I felt passionate about.
SW described the moment when the civil rights work was handed to him at the Attorney
General’s Office as an instance of “serendipity because no one knew how important those issues
were to me.”
It seemed like a gift to be able to have the opportunity to do that work…” Although, I
have always been interested and committed to the work I did and always used it as a
way to try to make change…the civil rights work went to a different level - it’s
something that has become much more than a job.
It’s entwined with who I am.
“The civil rights work did not become a passion overnight…but it came pretty quickly
through the stories of people involved in hate crimes, primarily the victims, and how the stories
intertwined with my story.” Two weeks after he was asked to set up the Civil Rights Unit, SW
observed, “someone scrolled anti-Semitic words on our fence, and so I went through the
process of being a victim, which was ultimately…extraordinarily helpful to me.”
SW believes “strongly that every person has a right to be respected.” Respect is vital
for “individuals, boys and girls, men and women, who not only have been treated with
disrespect, but whose lives have been torn apart by disrespect and bias, and violence.” He
described a meaningful encounter that occurred during a meeting with members of the
homeless community. Before the meeting started a homeless individual asked him if he knew
why they all liked him so much and why they liked working with him so much – “Because you
always treat us with respect.” SW asked, “How could you have a better compliment?”
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One of the striking things about the work we did five years ago with homeless people
was talking to people who had really felt like they had completely lost the capacity for
outrage. If you talk in a monotone without any blame, without any anger…and about
being burnt out of your camp, being raped, being beaten over the head, and not being
able to talk about it with any sense of injustice….’Well, that’s our life,’ and wait for the
next thing to happen. And I see that with some kids, kind of being degraded and
humiliated becomes so normalized that they can’t even imagine there is another way to
live. And that to me is so unremittingly sad.
However, the expression of outrage cannot be about the person who is telling the story
about the outrage because then “they’re not really telling somebody else’s story, it’s all about
me, and my outrage.” “When I tell my stories it is to motivate people so that others can know
other’s stories of life.”
So the outrage that I felt was at a greater distance. I think of hearing about the
Birmingham Church bombing and the four little girls, and it had a big impact on me, but
I don’t think that I was at that point, when I was whatever, maybe 11 or 12, was able to
think about it, to put myself into the place of those parents. It just felt awful, very scary,
very – and obviously, that’s the worst injustice, and…I think there was a distance
between me and those stories…”
Although “motivated” by stories of the civil rights movement, “they didn’t feel like they
were my stories…until the first hate crime case.”
The stories are just compelling, and I think one of the things that are most striking to me
is the ability of some victims to just act with this tremendous sense of – I don’t know
what the word is – I think of the word grace, but not using it in its religious sense, but
just with dignity. And a willingness to act in ways that none of us will ever know,
nowhere we could act that way until a crisis occurred.
SW sees himself as a “storyteller” whose work is “listening to stories, telling stories,
and holding onto the stories of people…” The telling of stories is powerful because it “changes
people by being able to put themselves into somebody else’s experience, despite the stereotypes
and the fear they have of others, to experience them sometimes directly….”.
I physically carry the stories, which is interesting…for practical purposes, in my
satchel. I carry a number of what we call impact statements that the kids write about the
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impact of bias. I carry them because I never know when I’m going to need to use them,
and it happens not infrequently. But I also…carry them because they’re a motivator for
me…in a metaphorical way, and in a better way that almost ceases to be a metaphor for
me - I feel that by carrying their story I’m lifting some of the burden off of their back,
which I know is literally not true, but it’s so, – those stories are literally with me,
wherever I go.
SW stressed that being able to place one’s self within the stories is an important part of
the experience of hearing these stories. And that stories need to be told in a particular way
…”When we do training the trainers, one of the biggest mistakes that people who are first
doing training is that they think of a good story and tell it without thinking about what the point
is they’re trying to make from the story.”
SW pointed out “Social change does not come about through telling a single story but
by using the stories in a much larger way to effectuate change.” For example, “collecting and
presenting the stories through interview-based reports can have a larger impact.” SW reflected,
“As we’re talking, I’m thinking about - almost like a ping-ponging back and forth - between
trying to make sustainable change on a large scale, which is certainly built upon an edifice of
people’s stories, and how collecting the stories can change the people you’re talking to.”
SW noted,
So much of the work we do with kids is tapping into that reservoir of empathy that they
have ignored, and that they can’t see. And so, they’re engaging in conduct that’s deeply
hurtful, or witnessing conduct on a regular basis that’s deeply hurtful to somebody else,
and they’re not focusing on the hurt, and my belief is that, leaving aside sociopaths, the
vast majority – almost everybody’s got empathy. It’s how do you tap – how do you tap
into it?
He recalled working in the juvenile justice system at the Maine Youth Center where he
was told that these young offenders did not have any empathy. But these “kids had been on the
receiving end of multiple types of bad conduct directed at them of abuse and mistreatment, and
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they understood…their empathy was natural.” “It was more difficult getting them to act on it,
to understand what it’s like for somebody else who’s different to be abused.” “They’re in a
culture where trusting somebody else and reaching out are just really scary.”
This work has changed SW:
This work has…changed me in ways that I think are good… put me far more in touch
with my feelings and my empathy, as opposed to…analysis. I think I spent a lot of years
– I don’t know if I’d use the word ‘masquerading,’ but being able to lie in a way that I
don’t have any interest in doing anymore. I live in my work life a life that is dominated
by emotions, rather than by facts and analysis…that doesn’t mean we don’t analyze
things and don’t use facts, but we’re constantly dealing with other people’s trauma that
can become our own trauma and we’re trying to figure out ways how to help the people
I work with and myself deal with what mental health providers will probably just call
secondary or vicarious drama…I haven’t found out a good way to do it, but I think this
work has allowed me to bring out the parts in me that I think were suppressed in some
way, which is – maybe goes back to your question about was I deeply impacted by
stories? I certainly was, but not in the way that as a younger person as I am now.
SW believes for him it was important to “have the ability to use your innate empathy
and help other people.” He commented, “We’ve been talking a lot about the
storytelling…which doesn’t look like it’s part of systemic change, but you’ve just got to also
able to try to look at big pictures, and to figure out how do you make change, and you’re very
frequently operating against huge societal trends that are resistant to that change.”
Social change leaders “need to be passionate and part of being passionate is knowing
how to convey it.” “Must know how to empower people to be part of an organization that is
making change.” “You must be a good communicator and have the ability to make other
people want to make change.” “It doesn’t necessarily have to be about storytelling - it can be
through the power of one’s commitment or analysis.” As an example, Al Gore was inspired not
so much by storytelling but through “raw passion.” Although, upon reflection, SW considered
that the pictures of the impact of global warning could be considered “storytelling in a different
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way.”
SW emphasized that people who want to create social change need to “operate at two
levels – at sea level - talking with and about people’s stories, and then at 1,000 feet looking
down at the institutions and how you’re going to affect change.”
The people I know who really have affected systemic change started sort of logging
through the trenches. …If you want to do it, then, get a job doing the work that you’re
concerned about, and start making some change on an individual level before you can
begin the thing about how you’re going to do it on a systemic level…start doing the
work, become a teacher, become a community organizer, and I think it comes
organically out of it…you’ve got to start doing the work at the street level, not at the
1,000-foot level, because I don’t know how you’re going to have any understanding of
what the problems are.
SW is aware of a growing tension between doing the work that motivates him and the
work of running an organization. As a result, he is “constantly thinking about how do you
affect systemic change” and not “just come up with something that looks like it’s an innovative
resting approach…”
In response to an inquiry about whether he is aware of telling his story differently today
versus eight or nine years ago, SW replied,
Well, first of all, the same stories change…[what] is interesting when you tell stories is
what you remember, as well, so that changes. And I’ve been very clear that I don’t
make up anything in stories, but I know that my recollection of events may be different
than somebody else who was there at the time, and that recollection may change, as I
pull different things out, because I just think that’s inevitable. I do think…that as
emotional as these stories are for me, I know that I’ve got to be able to keep some
distance when I tell the story, for two reasons: One is I don’t think I would last, and the
other is I think it ceases to be effective…I’ve trained with people who can’t get through
a training without crying at some point, and that at some point becomes about you. It
doesn’t mean that for anybody who this work that there aren’t times when things catch
you, and they’re at an emotional level that is – where it’s hard to keep it together, but
it’s having that balance between the emotion for you, the emotion for people who are
listening, but also making sure that your own personal emotion doesn’t become the
story.
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The telling of these stories has also influenced how SW tells his own story.
I’m not sure how I can articulate that, but for one, all these peoples’ stories have
become part of my story. So, my life as a civil rights advocate is intertwined with
[these] stories in a way that has increased dramatically over the years, and…there are
people who I run into who will say to me, ‘Oh, you probably don’t remember me, but I
heard you speak 6 years ago, when I heard a story.” There are people whose stories I
have and who knows whether they remember me or not, but I remember their story, and
I would note that some of them wouldn’t remember me, because all I was, was
somebody interviewing them.
AW (Individualist).
AW directs a center that supports social entrepreneurs. When asked about what
experiences in her life led her to this work AW replied,
I actually went back to a very early, early memory to this experience when I was
in the ninth grade. I was about 13 and my friend Sarah and I were on the varsity
swim team - even though we were still in junior high - so it was a great honor
and privilege to be part of the varsity swim team. One day, we had to get pulled
out of school to get on the bus for a swim meet and Sarah’s teacher wouldn’t let
her out…
I remember standing by the door, waiting for her, and she was looking at me sort
of desperately through the windowpane of the door, and she was like, “I can’t
get out. I can’t get out.” I was so enraged - this was just not fair and I had this
overwhelming sense of this isn’t fair, and that this adult is being sort of
irresponsible…So I knocked on the door and he came over to the door, and I
made some statement about how urgent it was that we leave because the bus
would leave without us. It felt like an incredible thing to do with an adult, which
I’d never really ever done before – to state my sense of feeling the innate
unfairness in the way he way he was behaving, and actually telling him so to his
face. And of course, she got out of class, and we went to the swim meet, but it
was one of those early experiences of sort of coming up to the power and saying,
‘You know what? What you’re doing just isn’t right. And I’m going to claim
that, and I’m going to say something about that, and I’m going to ask you to
reconsider.’
AW observed,
Telling the teacher off is such a strong memory, it seems like this was a turning
point for me, and that’s why I remember it, where I was doing something I’d
never done before, which was stand up to an authority figure, to a teacher. I
grew up in a German household, where it was all about respecting authority, and
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not talking back, and there was no sense of – like what I think my children have
grown up with, where they call adults by their first names, and feel more of a
friendship with my circle of friends. We didn’t have that, so to do that was
actually quite – yeah, there was a sense of this has to be this injustice, if you
will; I really felt like it was an injustice; it has to be corrected, and I’m here, and
I have to do it, like it was a moment.
When asked where the capacity to stand up to a teacher came from, AW replied, “I
can’t say that I really had a strong sense of social justice instilled in me from my parents, but
she did learn from her mother, a non-Jewish German, who grew up in Nazi Germany, to be
“cautious about patriotism,” to “question the government” and not “blindly follow the words of
leaders.”
AW then related a couple of experiences she had with adults in school that caused her to
“question their integrity and morality” and to become “very incensed at gender inequality” and
“how women were treated like sex symbols”
It became known while I was in junior high…that one of the teachers had an
affair with a student… then another one of my teachers would comment about
how the landscape had suddenly gotten much nicer in the room when we dressed
up for our meets. To me it smacked of sexism. It felt really uncomfortable to
have him comment on that. Maybe the times were such that that was probably
just a nice thing for him to say, like, ‘Oh, girls are dressed up today; they’re
wearing dresses. It looks so much nicer.’ But it didn’t feel that way to me, so I
think maybe there I was having some experiences where I was like, Hmm, these
grown-ups aren’t really all what they’re cracked up to be. So, to me there was a
sense of, you know what? You’re not untouchable.
As a 15-year-old, AW struggled with the contradiction of her father, a minister, having
an affair and then divorcing her mother, “how could this man [a minister] who is supposed to
be religious be doing this?” AW reflected,
When this [the divorce] was happening with my dad, I saw [my mother] literally
beg him because she had no way to support herself. And if he were to leave us,
then she had no way to support herself, or the children…I looked at that [and
said], there is no way I’m ever going to be in that position, where I’ve got to beg
some cheating whatever to stay around. That was definitely a defining moment
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in terms of that sense of feminism…
AW’s growing feminist perspective influenced, in part, her decision to become an economics
major and to pursue geography as her doctoral discipline - two fields that do not have many
role models for women academics.
During this same time period, AW noticed that she was getting attention from men. Her
response was “Wait a minute, I have a brain; I’m a human being.” She continued, “It infuriated
me…especially when it came from older men, that I wasn’t going to get the respect that I
thought I deserved as a human being because I had some things to say - I was smart”. This
sense of indignation played a ”pivotal role in my life as a teenager…wanting to prove myself
that I could make it in a man’s world. “
Another early memory that had an impact on AW was watching a Holocaust movie on
TV around the age of 10 or 11. She recalled that her mother never said much about the war, but
she did “mention how as a child, suddenly all the Jewish girls were no longer in the classroom,
and that they had to switch doctors because they had a Jewish doctor.” So, when AW was
watching the Holocaust movie, it was actually “one of [her] first experiences of a narrative
telling [her] what had happened.” AW remembered, “Being just a little blindsided, actually.”
She had “learned some history is school” but it [the movie] was so graphic. She reflected,
It really struck me, and I think from then on there was also a sense in me about severe
injustices, and wrongs, and wanting to be part of a process or a movement, or have my
life be about correcting those wrongs, or preventing them, making sure that something
like that couldn’t happen, or wouldn’t happen again, at least that I wouldn’t be part of it
in any way.
A sense of correcting social wrongs was not a driver for AW when she was thinking
about college. Her parents “were in the throes of a divorce, and my father had an affair” and as
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the youngest she was home alone with them.” As a result, her junior and senior years in high
school “were just about survival.” “They weren’t much paying attention to me, so I was on my
own when it came to applying to college…” AW had a “great experience because of the kind of
education one gets there, and because there is a culture and a conversation around social justice
and contributing to the world.” She also had the opportunity to participate in a volunteer
program for two years in Kingston Jamaica where she “taught math and economics, and did a
lot of work in the communities around in Kingston.” AW noted that, “A lot of it was done in
the context of Christian spirituality, which wasn’t for me, even though my father was actually a
minister, who taught church history…. It just wasn’t that meaningful to me, other than the idea
that Jesus worked and lived with the poor, and was a defender of the poor, and was an advocate
for social justice, and an advocate for peace.”
AW reflected on the power of being part of a peer group of other volunteers in Jamaica,
“We were able to unpack our experiences, what we were witnessing, and what we were seeing,
and what it meant.”
I became radicalized in Jamaica. I experienced the injustice of the world political
economy, dominated by the US and catering to the world’s economic and political elite.
It is in Jamaica that I realized how very important the everyday, ordinary decisions that
Americans make every time they enter the store or the voting booth are to the welfare of
people around the world (especially in the global south). It matters what corporations
we support through our purchases, what kind of agricultural practices we support
through the fruits and vegetables we buy, what policies we support through the officials
we elect. Americans were (and still are) quite ignorant of the ways in which cheap
products reach their store shelves.
In Jamaica, I saw what it took to create those cheap products—land and labor that was
poisoned by pesticides or ravaged by poor production practices; people who were
grossly underpaid in “free trade zones”; economies that were set up to create cheap
exports and expensive imports, destroying local purchasing power. It is in Jamaica that
I learned that people in the global south have very little freedom to self-determination.
The rules of the economic and political game are determined outside their country by
foreign politicians and corporate leaders. Democratic and economic decisions can be
overturned if they do not suit the interests of US powerbrokers.
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This experience influenced the way I think about power in the hands of the elite, but
also raised my awareness of the power of the people and their basic human right to selfdetermination. Finally, I gained a deep appreciation for our common humanity. I saw
people (who others might consider “lesser” because of their poverty and lack of formal
education) respond to dire economic circumstances with tremendous strength and
personal resolve. They were smart, clever, logical! I was deeply impressed and
wondered whether I would have such strength and resolve if I were in those
circumstances. These people, who others had basically disregarded and discarded,
exhibited more inner strength than most people I knew.
“I would say that this experience in Jamaica launched me on the path that has brought
me to where I am today—working for justice, fostering self-determination and personal
empowerment, finding common ground with those who seem “other” and using the revelation
of our common humanity to inspire empathy as the foundation for social action.” “Living with,
and working with people who are really on the edge in terms of their economic security made a
huge impact on me…it was extremely powerful.” “I had not seen poverty, or experienced –
been exposed to it.” “So, that was another very large, defining moment.”
As a result of her Jamaican experience, AW decided to pursue a master’s program in
agricultural economics with the intention “to go back out into the world and do something with
it, and help alleviate poverty.” However, she “ended up getting sucked into a contract,”
referring to a Ph.D. program. “Suddenly you have this distinguished professor saying, ‘you
really should continue.’” “That really stroked my ego; so I didn’t continue in the agricultural
economics program. AW “ended up in the geography department at Penn State, which is one
of the best in the country, so it was a real honor, really, to be encouraged to apply to the Ph.D.
program there.”
AW did her dissertation on East Germany and on the social movements that led up to
the fall of the wall and she began to realize that “it really wasn’t [her] calling to be writing
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about what other people were doing.” Even when she was teaching sustainable development
and environmental politics as a tenured faculty member, she was frustrated about the fact that
she “writing about other people’s lives without actually contributing to them.” “What was
particularly frustrating was this voyeurism, and my heart just wasn’t in it.” “It just seemed like
such a waste of time, and on the one hand it was fun to go to the conferences, and banter about
social theory, and use these words that everybody was using; it’s sort of like being the cool
tribe, again.” “I was a Ph.D. from Penn State in geography…We were part of the elite in the
field, and that was sort of fun, but when it got right down to it, it felt like, ‘Well, this isn’t – you
know, this isn’t doing anything’”. “We’re not creating anything that seemed really
meaningful.”
While doing research on a low-level radioactive waste siting in the desert Southwest,
AW visited a Texas community, called Sierra Blanca, where the Texas Legislature had decided
to site as a low-level radioactive waste facility. This community “had very few resources and
very little power” and “were desperate for advocacy and support - something real that would
help them fight against having this low-level radioactive waste placed there”. When AW went
into these communities she became frustrated because she “felt that what [she] would be
writing about wasn’t going to help them much.”
During this time AW was teaching sustainable development at her university, and
recalled that after one semester, a couple of students came up to her, and said, “How can you
continue doing this? This is so depressing.” This moment reinforced her “concern about the
lack of focus on solutions;” that she “was just pouring over the problems, and that talking about
the problems was a bit debilitating”. She recalled saying to the students, “Yeah, it is kind of.”
“You’re right. Let’s re-examine this.”
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The above-described frustrations combined with having had a child led AW to resign
from her position as a tenure-track faculty member. She “was terrified…it was heart-wrenching
and extremely difficult because I had just basically spent the last 6 years on a track to be an
academic, and there I was, and jeez, what does an academic do?” “What does someone do
who’s trained to be an academic in the real world?” “I had no idea what I could do outside
academia with a degree in geography.” She described her resignation “as more of a push away
than a pull towards something”. She reflected,
I knew that I was unhappy, and that I didn’t want to continue doing this job, and
fortunately I was in a relationship where I felt like I could spend some time looking for
work that I would enjoy, but I didn’t know what that was. I did have a sense that if I
opened space, something would appear and so, as long as I stayed in that job, that space
would be closed, and I really needed to open the space up so something else could
emerge.
AW now has no regrets about her decision to leave academia.
I had a little bit of sense of failure that I hadn’t somehow been able to do that
work, because I knew people, and know people now who are just wonderful,
whole individuals who are brilliant writers, and brilliant teachers, and have full
lives as husbands and fathers, or mothers and wives, and so I think for me it
was, again, sort of this, Wow, I worked so hard to do this, and I achieved
it…and I failed, you know. I walked away; I resigned. But I also recall, and I
actually don’t have this anymore, but when I first started this job, there was this
great sense of freedom of being able to leave at 5:00 o’clock, and close the door,
and have that be it, and just go home, and not have to worry about the job in the
evenings, or over the weekends. The job doesn’t look like that anymore for me;
I’m much busier than that now, but at first it was this great sense of freedom of
leaving this job, and long, many, many years of basically doing the work 24/7 as
a student, and then as a faculty member, always feeling like you should be
writing, you should be this, you should be doing that.
“Serendipitously,” soon after she had resigned, AW saw the position as director of a center that
develops and supports social entrepreneurs advertised in a newspaper. She had no experience in
nonprofit work but the Center was interested in a trained academic to lead the organization
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because it was connected to a university and “wanted someone who could speak as a peer to the
other faculty”.
AW’s current position as director of Center for Transformative Action, feels like a
calling for her. She feels extremely fortunate to have a way to make money “that just feels so
whole for me,” is something that’s not just suited to me, but feels like it makes a difference in
the world, and that I’m with people who are making a difference. She noted that she has
changed since becoming director of the center 13 years ago. Previously, as a graduate student
and as a volunteer in Jamaica, she felt the way many activists do –that it is all “about affecting
change out there - changing policy, changing culture, and changing legislation. Now “over the
last maybe eight years or so,” AW reflected,
I think I’ve just really become an advocate for it’s about changing inside, or at least
both, and together, not necessarily one first, but certainly the internal work is as
important as the external work. I’m not an advocate for doing the internal work first,
and then going out there. I think they can happen in tandem, but certainly both need to
happen. …It’s like be the change you wish to see in the world. It really is the focus on
being, so who am I being, because it makes a big difference in how effective I can be in
helping and contributing to the efforts of addressing social problems – the places where
our communities aren’t working for everybody.
As a result, AW advises aspiring social entrepreneurs to “go inside – engage in a
process of exploring yourself.”
Ask yourself – what are you most passionate about? What do you see in the
world that you really care about? Do you have any of these defining moments
that have you really on fire about something? What are your strengths? What
brings you the most joy? How do you want to work with people? What it is that
gives [you] the most joy in [your] lives?
She also advises aspiring social entrepreneurs to “take the lead from the people you’re working
with, build collaborative relationships across boundaries, including race and class, and don’t be
so ideological.” A central question that guides AW’s work is “How are we going to be with
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each another as we try to solve problems in our communities?” “Who we’re being matters a
great deal…”
KJ (Strategist/Early Alchemist).
When asked what were the experiences that led her to social entrepreneurial action, KJ
replied,
I really have to give certain credit where credit is due, and it really is due to a kind of
paradigm that I was brought up with. I’m a child of immigrants; my parents escaped
Poland on September 1st, 1939, the day that Poland was invaded. So, I’m a child of
people who never rest on things being the way they are today, because they might not
be like that tomorrow.
“And I was brought in a family where social entrepreneurship and service were central.” KJ
emphasized her father’s influence, reflecting that if he were alive today he would be called a
social entrepreneur. “Business was his life - it needed to make money and it needed to do good
– give back.” For KJ, this context “shaped me in a way that I could not not be a social
entrepreneur.”
KJ has lived in a “diversity of geographies” since she was nine years old– in the jungle
and wilderness of Brazil and the Dominican Republic, in Paris, and in various cities in North
America. Her mother loved the city life in North America and her father loved the wilderness
of Latin America. Eventually, her parents, who remained married, lived in different countries
and KJ spent her youth travelling between her parents. As a result of this experience, KJ
believes that something “formulated” in her around an understanding that “many different ways
of doing things exist; that there is no right and wrong.” “I grew up within a radical and
progressive structure” and “I took it for granted that this was the way the world played.” “[She]
soon realized that it was not the way the world played” when she went out into the world at age
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18 where “[she] had to create [her] own systems.”
KJ was young when she cared for her dying parents. When KJ’s father was dying, he
did not want her to know. When she her mother told, she made KJ promise not to tell anyone,
and to continue to pretend with her father that she did not know he was dying. “Like a good,
dutiful 13-year-old daughter,” KS kept her promise. “If I had to play it over again, I might have
marched into my father and said, ‘Don’t you dare do that.’” “Secrets” also surrounded her
mother’s death. After her mother died, KJ became aware that her mother’s entire family had
been killed in the concentration camps. “ “It blew my circuits.” “Even when you think you’re
being truthful,” KJ realized how much she “could fool herself.” It was a “wake-up call.” “You
can never really the truth.” “We are never 100% truthful with ourselves.” She now wonders
what would have happened if she had not been the “dutiful daughter” and had said to her
mother, “I will not live a lie.” KJ began to see herself as a “truth seeker” how [she] creates her
own world.”
As a result of these “secrets,” KJ went into therapy. “I have a curious mind and part of
my subject matter was myself.” “I saw how loss shaped me in a particular way that otherwise I
would not have been shaped.” “I began to realize that that there are forces at play that are
much bigger than even my expansive mind can comprehend.” She recalled that as a child, she
would close her eyes while listening to music by Santana and attempt to “go to the edge of the
universe…there’s a place in me that I don’t understand intellectually but understand
viscerally…and then the ego arises.”
KJ also recognized that the experience of living a lie, making believe that something is
something else, is something that [she] got to be very good at,
It’s both an asset and a liability. It’s part of my role as an entrepreneur is to be able to
see what’s not created yet, and to act as if it’s already done. And it’s just a matter of
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getting from here to there. And that’s what has fueled me to go into careers and
professions that I knew nothing about, other than I had a passion for it, and an interest
for it. And some people thought I was crazy; some people thought I was a fool. And
that didn’t stop me, because that’s actually – I cannot learn with books, even though I
love to read books… I haven’t read them all, but they share their wisdom with me. I’m
a learner by doing.
At age 22, KJ was running her first of many business ventures and collaborative
projects. Caring for her dying parents at such a young age, “kind of accelerates a particular kind
of independence.” Although, “business and service were inherently married by my father’s
interest,” the challenge was “putting it into action and actually being responsible for it.”
Initially she went in the direction of artistic endeavors and created a film company with “no
service component.” However, in her projects, KJ always engaged in certain practices that
today would be called “community building, or coming together in circle, in council.” KJ
reflects that when she was in her twenties, she “didn’t really have an awareness, a witness
awareness to it; but from the place I sit today, I can witness my twenties.”
KJ describes some of these practices within the context of her filmmaking business:
Much of the time after we got established, we would use the same crews, and we would
start a shoot by going out to a restaurant, and it was a restaurant that put us in a back
room, so we had our own room, and we would go around, and we would say, ‘Okay,
what do you want this production to be like?’ Now, this was back in 1975 – ’6 – ’7.
Now, I didn’t know that I was facilitating or activating a kind of a council, heartful
sharing, but that’s what I was doing - I was building community. At the end of the
production, we’d go back to the same restaurant, and we’d say, ‘Okay, so how was it?
What didn’t we like? What did we like? What worked well together? What didn’t?
We continued to – what I say unitize ourselves in a particular way.
There eventually came a point in the film industry where KJ realized she was “putting
on a costume” that she had to “peel off at night” to stay engaged with the film-making world. “I
was in a place in my career where I would have to leave or become the industry.” The feeling
was “visceral”. She asked herself, “do I want to psyche myself into a role?” When her last film
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was not a success, KJ realized that she “created certain experiences in order to take me over the
edge…. I needed a kick in the ass.” She is certain that “outer circumstances were supporting an
unconscious stirring to take her to the edge.” She also believes that “a lot of [her] life has been
guided and led” and that she is “more willing to go into the unknown” because she is a “risktaker and because of faith.”
Three words have guided KJ over the past 25 years: passion, ignorance, and destiny. “I
love to look for patterns, and see patterns, and be aware of patterns, and these three words
express the three patterns that have influenced the reality that I’ve created for myself.”
Passion is a word that I love. I can get passionate about many, many things, which is
both my blessing and my curse…I have the character to follow my passions and
curiosities. Part of my work is to keep myself in balance in relationship to my passions,
because otherwise they take me over, and then I become a slave to them. And then, I do
what so many women do, is I don’t take care of myself - I live for the other, which can
be a project, can be a person, can be a cause, can be whatever.
“Ignorance is a perfect partner because I would not have gotten involved in any of my
projects if I “had known what it would take.” “I would have fallen back into fears, or
insecurities, and say I can’t do that.” She describes her self as “very spontaneous” and views
that “spontaneity as both a blessing and a curse” – “spontaneity is the other side of ignorance
because [with spontaneity] you can “just start without knowing what’s really up ahead…once
one starts it’s too late to go backwards.” Destiny highlights KS belief that “there are no
accidents in life.” She realizes that there is “free will” and that “events conspire,” and often not
according to the plan she had in mind but to a “larger plan…” Of course on some level of free
will I have a choice, but on some other level – call it the destiny fiber – I don’t have a choice.”
KJ recalled a significant event when she and her partner were building boats in
Denmark. They lived in a thatched roof cottage and spent much time meditating and reading
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spiritual literature. She described one particular meditation, “I downloaded into my body the
question, “What if my soul chooses the perfect condition that provide the circumstances that let
us grow?” “It felt like a reorganization of my cellular structure.” “I was no longer victimized
by my childhood experience…it was now time for me to take response-ability.”
Soon afterwards, she found herself on her way to Texas to rescue a wildlife refugee
center. “It is not an easy story” – “it’s bereft with drama and personal challenge, and when it
was all happening, I would ask myself, ‘What’s the purpose of all of this?” She now sees her
journey and venture in Texas as a metaphor.
One could be walking in a particular direction, consciously, logistically, and life planwise…and all of a sudden through a series of events, events force you to go the other
way – 180 degrees the other way. Geographically, career, and destination-wise,
context, everything changes. And so during that time I asked myself, ‘Why is this
happening in this way?’ And it was not easy. I have to really underline it was kind of a
life, financial, emotional crisis time. And I kept saying, ‘Why is this happening?” –
really to help me move through it. And the word commitment kept coming. Every time
I asked that question, the word commitment would come, and so over the years, I kind
of played with that word, commitment.
KJ sees “conspiring events” as an “invitation, to the potential and possibility.” Eventually, her
response to the conspiring events that led to creating a wildlife preserve in Texas, was “Oh,
yeah, we can do this… I love animals. I love nature. I grew up in the wilderness. Let’s do a
wildlife preserve for endangered species of animals.”
Now 23 years later, KS says that her years with the wildlife preserve were her Ph.D. in
commitment.
Every time I thought I had spent everything I had in terms of financial resources,
emotional resources, intellectual resources, spiritual resources, any kind of resource you
can think of, there was a force out there saying, Come on, you’ve got a little more.
Don’t buy that; you’ve got a little more to give, to spend, to commit. Now, when I go
back to the wildlife preserve, I pinch myself, and say, Is this real? Did those 21 years
really happen? What happened to those 21 years? How did we do it? It’s just sort of
unreal. And so there’s a part of me that goes, Oh, yeah, great. I did all these things.
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KJ possesses a very strong faith, “inherited from…[her] father” who had a “very, very
strong faith” and who “stood up against being forced to have intermediaries for his faith, for his
spiritual faith.”
And so, I have a very strong faith, that is actually my default… that even if I go into
darkness, and I have had dark nights of the soul, in more conventional terms you might
say depression, my kick-start, my default is my faith, that when I am able to navigate
through some very foggy landscapes, or some very dark landscapes, somehow when I
get to the point where I’m again engaged with the fact that there are no accidents, and
there’s no trickster God in my world view, that all of what I’m feeling, sensing,
experiencing, creating, needing is really all for my benefit, and it’s my benefit of
learning and meeting my potential, and manifesting my potential. Then, that’s my fuel
again.
When asked about her capacity to be able to go into the darkness of the soul and ask
questions, K replied, “faith, that’s my default.” “I did not have time to rest in the comfort of
rootedness.” “I had training, whether happy or sad, or comfortable or uncomfortable, in
movement.”
We are all both incredibly accountable to our responsibility to live good lives, and to be
of service, and that we are also on borrowed time in a borrowed body on behalf of a
future that perhaps is destined, and yet that we’re borrowing from, and we’re investing
in. And I don’t know that instructs me in a very deep way about both the power of it,
and the inconsequentiality of it. It’s a paradox: I am important; I am not important.
(And when I’m at my best I can live that. I can live the paradox, and I can actually
enjoy it, and it’s a game. It’s to be enjoyed. When I’m stuck and I’m at my worst, I
want it to be much more obvious.
I believe in multiple lives…so part of my cosmic story is that we’re here…in successive
life times…to manifest the next level of lessons. I have this funny image – we’re up
there in the sky; it’s time to go to the next reincarnation, and there are cards on the
table, and they’re face down, and you get to pick, like a Tarot game. I don’t know how
many you pick, but when I got there, there were only a few left and I got what I got.
And I say this endearingly and with a joke, but then in a way, I don’t really have a
choice - on some deep, profound, metaphysical incarnational level.
There is something in KJ that “propels” her into challenging situations, where she
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knows there are lessons to be learned. She has a fantasy that “when it’s time for me to release
my body, I will meet those cards, and see it all, and it will be, “Wow!” “Those lessons were
fulfilled.”
And if I don’t learn it in this lifetime, I’m just going to have to do it again. So, why
don’t I learn it this time? As my friend G says, ‘You’ve got to turn into the skid.’ It’s a
great line. What we do automatically is turn away. What we have to make conscious is
that actually to get out of the skid we have to turn into it, but that is not an autonomic
behavior. It is a conscious behavior, and a learned behavior through a principle. So, I
have a tendency, when I’m at my best, not all the time, but when I’m at my best, is I
turn into the skid, and it’s not me turning into the skid, it’s – there’s some kind of faith;
it’s saying, ‘Just get it done now, honey.’ It’s like, yeah, it’s going to be the short-term;
the short-term may be harder, and if I’m willing to [invest] in a harder more challenging
short-term, the long-term is going to be graceful, and I’d rather invest in the long-term
of grace, rather than the long-term of challenge and hardship, and lots of steamrollers.
When asked if it is always clear to her it what turning into the skid looks like, KJ replied,
It’s never clear. It’s not about clearing up the mystery; it’s about making the mystery
clear. This is an incredible line…Faith is simple. It’s a belief…that there’s a higher
power, and that I’m either in sync with my own expression of that high power, or not.
And I’ve struggled plenty in my life. The more I add years around the sun, the more I
admit what I don’t know. And I’m clear and okay to say I know what I know, and I’m
also getting to the point where I know what I don’t know. And that’s really helpful.
And sometimes my ego takes over, and I’ll be more than happy to defend something
that I don’t know anything about, because I want to be right, or better, or whatever.
Sometimes I can pull up the more comedic and light-hearted, light-filled part of myself,
and go, oh, this is just a bunch of bull. We don’t know if it’s an illusion, and we do
anything anyway.
KJ commented that she is no longer interested in being “in charge” or “being the head
of some great entrepreneurial project… managing a team, conducting team manager meetings,
or figuring out how to stimulate their learning, man, I’ve been there, and done that.” “I am now
“becoming.”
I am now interested in the big picture stuff of working with colleagues, and working
with people who are self-initiated, and we inspire each other. I choose now to work with
my peers. I don’t want to have to tell anybody what to do. I don’t want to have to go
check and see if they’re being ethical...that to me is a waste of time. We are being – the
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world is demanding out of us a certain kind of self-accountability and selfresponsibility, and… that’s who I want to be with. So, it’s really changed – I want to be
with other leaders. I don’t want to lead anymore. I still lead; I lead by the nature that
I’m alive, and who I am, but I don’t want to have to head an organization, or head a
project, or manage employees. Unh-unh!
If you were interviewing me and I was 45, I believe that the interview would have gone
differently than now that “I am about to check off my fifty-eighth birthday into my fifty-ninth
year.” “I’m now more humble…I don’t have these great schemes anymore.”
First of all, I’m also physically tired. I’ve lived ten lives in my lifetime. I’ve had an
incredible, incredible life, and I’m still having an incredible life. But I don’t find
myself motivated the way I used to be, because I – it’s not only that we live in a
different world than we did 10, 15, 20 years ago. And thank God. I feel so privileged
that I grew up, how I grew up, when I grew up, and that I’m at the age now that I am,
versus having to grow up with all of this fear, and these pressures of today that none of
us had when we were growing up. The stakes are just so much more acute.
Of course understand that the conditions in which I exist are completely different than
when I was in my thirties and forties. I also realize that I’m not where I was back then,
and, I don’t know, I don’t have the energy to give the way I used to. I’m struggling less,
and I’m leveraging myself in smarter ways, so that I’m actually – I’m still very busy,
but if I compare myself to 20 years ago, when I was totally sleep-deprived and working
18-20 hours a day. I’m now holding the leverage stick more and more to the outside,
rather than close in where I have move it to get the same degree outside. I only have to
move it a little bit. And, I can also say to myself that my leverage points have more
force to them.
“It is about changing ourselves and about being more local.” KJ described the “Alchemical rule to have maximum efficiency with minimum efforts versus making grand schemes.” “How do
you do the small things that make a bunch of ripples?” “It is now time to break apart my identity
with my own identity.” “Who am I and what am I doing?” “What is my legacy?”
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Appendix H: Perspective-Shifting Moments and Interpretive Concepts
Name
BS
Achiever

Defining
Moments
1. College
2. Japan
3. Leaving
nonprofit
– led to
internation
al
communit
y work.
4. Lost job
as copresident.

Language

Interpretive Concepts

1. “Roommates awakened something”
in him…something that was already
there.”

Awakening.

2. “First time in my life that actually
had to deal with Bob. Realized that he
had been “obtaining [his] sense of selfworth from being the go-to person to
get things done” and understood that he
could no longer define himself by
“doing.” “In that void, [he] discovered
there was a Bob.”

Loss.
New perspective- living
overseas.

3. He was beginning to see the work as
“all of this good stuff, but it’s just
stuff.” Although the nonprofit was
doing the very important work of
helping individual people lead better
lives, the new question calling was
“how do we change the underlying
circumstance?” “How do we shift so
that something else is possible, so that
we don’t have to spend this incredible
amount of time and energy, helping
people who have gotten a raw deal get a
better deal?”
“Learning to live in the space of not
knowing…”
4. “Death” – a dying of the last version
of Bob”-“letting go of defining myself
by the organization I serve and stepping
into just being Bob.” “I was caught up
in a lot of resentments around some of
the ways things had happened, and been
done, yada, yada, yada, yada,..
The emergence of a “listening
presence” – the “B who knows how to
listen.” A shift to helping others to
“make meaning and make sense out of
the conditions of their lives.” BS’ new
work is about “reflection, listening,
question asking, and occasionally
directly sharing insights – teacher
energy.” Now plays the catalyzing role
of a “story teller, of the beckoner to
another candle, to another way of
seeing”. This is next work for him is

Introspection.

Experimenting with different
roles.

Storyteller.
Space of not knowing.

Redefining who BS is.
Inquiry.
Listening.
Loss.
Developing new relationship
to self.
Seeing the constructed nature
of the self and our
experiences.

Attention to what is
unfolding.
Noticing.
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“like a continuation of this wild life of
mine.” “Who knows what the
completion will be – other than death.”
BS described his significant
experiences as “openings;” his life has
been about “being able to recognize a
call into something.” Because he gives
credit to his “tolerant guardian angel”
for guiding him into whatever is the
next unfolding call, he feels he “cannot
claim a lot regarding how things
unfolded,” but what he can claim is
“that in spite of [him]self” he has
“managed to pay attention to what’s
opened up and called [him] forward.”
Always had a “sense of faith” that the
path that opened up before him “was
the right one for the moment.”
We’re here together… the notion that
whatever the problem community,
itself, is the answer. BS “wants to
work with people who are willing to
step into the territory of exploring what
it means to live new stories that offer
the opportunity to shape new lives.”

Sense of following.
Sense of faith.

Synchronicities.
Community.
Live new stories.
Appreciating
interconnectedness.
Community.
Trust.

“It’s that view of leadership, as an
inherent quality of community that’s the
one that I’m attracted, and so it’s
always the question of who’s the
community?”
“My main work has been showing up
for what showed up, not creating it, not
being in charge of it, but having enough
presence, and enough – enough
confidence, enough balance, and
enough whatever – chutzpah – to go
ahead and to step into that opening.”
Always possessed an “inner knowing”.
KF
Achiever

1.Son hit
by car
2.Attended
graduate
school
3.Running
organizati
on.

1. Hearing her son “catch his breath- he
had stopped breathing - was a lifealtering experience.”
“You never forget something like that
and you never want anybody else to
ever to have to it, ever. If you think
you know how to prevent that from
happening, how do you not do it and
live with yourself? How do you not
protect other children? How do you not
protect other people?”

Dramatic event
Loss.
Suffering – personal and
preventing the suffering of
others.
Fix the problem. Don’t want
anyone else to ever have her
experience.
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1. “My God, what are we here for? Are
we here to just like go out to dinner,
and take care of the yard, and decorate,
and read books, and go to movies?
How do you not fix that?
1. Confident she knew how to “solve
the problem.” “ I suppose it would be
different if I didn’t think I knew how to
fix it.” “But I thought I did know how
to fix it.” “It made a lot of sense to
me.”

Sense of obligation.
Believes deeply in her cause.
Passion
Practical
Certain she has the answer.

1. I “wanted to create…a positive space
that people could move forward into,
creating a compelling solution.”
1. “It’s just practical. I’m very
pragmatic. And I think it comes from
what is for me an obvious sense of how
people are. I want to fix it…I don’t
find any benefit in telling anybody they
were wrong [because] it doesn’t fix
anything…I want to fix the problem,
because I don’t want anymore little
boys to go under the wheels of cars. It
was all about fixing the problem. I
thought that was the best way to fix the
problem.
2. Initially applied to graduate school
because I was starving to learn… I just
adore public policy. To me, it is the
highest art form there is. Public policy
is about creating the future out of thin
air. It’s the abstraction of abstractions.
It’s wonderful.
2. “Grad school gave me the skills, and
the conceptual framework to
understand that what had been a
personal experience for me was
actually a part of something much
bigger…”
2. “A faculty member was one of the
first people in academia who really
listened to me. He kept saying …he’s
listening, listening’ and ‘write it
down…write it down’. You have to
write it down. Once I wrote the idea, it
was like lifting the words off the page
into the world. “So, the ideas went from
my head into clear written thoughts, and
then from thoughts into the

Problem solver

Insight to a potential bigger
picture
Policy making…”creating
future out of air…the
abstraction of abstractions.”
Passionate about
accomplishing goals Fixing .
Listening.
A personal
experience…part of
something bigger.
Determination, singularity of
purpose, drive.
A change initiator who
believes in her cause.
Connected to a larger
context.
Open to learning.
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world…through research.”
2. And so, instead of just thinking about
my son, and his accident, I thought
about how I could fix it, and my
education gave me the tools I needed to
try; no question in my mind, I wouldn’t
be here today if I hadn’t gone to the
Muskie School.
2. “I needed to understand enough
about human behavior so that I can
understand what older people want so
that I can build it for them, because if I
build it for them they’ll choose it,
because I will have understood what
they want, and when they choose it, I
solve the problem. How do you not go
do that? Right?
2. KF remembers “thinking that the
only way I was going to have any relief
from the new ideas that were inside my
head was to get them out of my head,
and out into the world, that it was
necessary to do that to have some relief.
I don’t know if you’d call that a calling
or a compulsion.”
2. “Social science research was “just
mind blowing”– “it took the scientific
method, and applied [it] to human
behavior where…you could develop a
theory…. measure before your
intervention, and…measure after your
intervention….then make
decisions…and you could actually
advance human understanding that way.
3. The organization that we’ve set up is
like a laboratory, like a forge for
change where we have an operating
model, and we have research projects,
and we’ll get an idea, and we’ll test it,
and if it works we’ll graft it right on
right away.
3. “The back and forth between
research, practice, and technology is
like a “semi-permeable membrane” from the world of thinking, and
experiment, and research to the world
of practice, and then evaluation, and
back through again -dynamic but
absolutely exhausting. If you can stay
on that edge, where the membrane is,

Belief in rational
objectivity.
Tools to accomplish
objective. Designing new
methods and approaches to
solving a problem.
Belief in change process and
in expertise.

Results-oriented. Applying
energy in a consistent
direction to solve problems.
Resisting feedback/change
regarding her organization.
Focus on knowledge and
specific procedures –
certainty about reality.

Edge of membrane – alive.

Independent
Never any desire to fulfill
expectations.
Loves ambiguity and
metaphor
Sense of certainty about
opinion.
Equating skillful
communication with
pacifism – tendency towards
black and white thinking.
“Self-improvement” to get
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and where things go back and forth
quickly, then you can really learn and
change fast.” The standing on the edge
of that membrane is also
“addictive…Very alive. Very, very,
very alive.”

needs met, i.e.
developing a self that fits
better into society’s
expectations.

3.“I do love ambiguity, and metaphor,
but not sure of the connection. I can
tell you that I feel easily confined, and
have felt that way all my life, even as a
small child. I have absolutely no desire
to fulfill roles or expectations.”
3. “Several board members were doing
something that I thought was wrong and
I disagreed with them. I said, I think
you’re wrong. I had to do it. I was
alone in that, right? Now, maybe I was
wrong, and I still need to listen more to
what they were saying, and I will admit
that. …but I don’t think I was.
3. But I what I had to do was give up
being likeable. It would be better if I
could – it would be better if I had more
diplomatic skills, and I could get him to
like me while I’m telling him he’s
wrong….I’m not very good at being
like pacifist. I don’t do that. I’ve got to
learn that. I’ve got to learn that.”
KF now wants to be a writer…hopes to
be able to “get out in five years”
because she knows “we don’t live
forever, that “cognitive skills will go”
and KF does not want to “lose the
chance” of becoming a fiction writer “it wouldn’t be fair to me because I’ve
done my work.”
“I want to be in a place where I can
think, and write, and invent without
hauling an organization with me. I want
to do it on my own. I love writing. I
love choosing the right words. Do you
know how many times I paused in this
conversation to find just the right
words? I do that, because words –
words are like – like cups, and the
understanding fits inside them, you
know? …capture – present, capture the
right metaphors to express
understanding.”
AG

1.

1. “I’m still trying to completely figure

Potentially moving into a
more reflective space.
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Late
Achiever

Growing
up in
Croatia
during the
War of
Independe
nce
2.
Working
at
AIESEC –
global
organizati
on.
3.
Doctoral
program.

out the pull towards [social
entrepreneurial ventures]… the easy
answer would be from just growing up
in my family – my father especially –
was one of the key political leaders in
Croatia’s movement….” “It just didn’t
make sense to me…made me think of
the world in a different sense of what
are human beings doing to each
other, and for what reason?” “And that
was just one big thing that drove my
whole life.”

Honesty – deep personal
exploration.

1. “It was just kind of a crazy, chaotic
childhood, where all these people who
were trying to work for freedom in
Croatia were killed off, and my family
came close to being killed off. I don’t
know how many times we had
assassination attempts. My mom went
through a very painful stabbing where
she was stabbed 13 times, and almost
died. When I was a kid I’d look under
the car, and make sure there weren’t car
bombs; we had one period of three
months we had 30 different car bombs,
and assassination attempts on our
family, and it was just – it’s amazing
we stayed alive.

Early life experiences.
Early awareness of self.

1. When he was age 6, AG asked his
parents, “would I hate myself if I was
born a Serb? “And that was just one big
thing that drove my whole life.”
2. A “serious requestioning of who I
am, and what I am led.” “I realized that
I do not want to be dealing with
people’s problems but rather bringing
out the best out of people.” “Realized
that what I’ve been seeking isn’t so
much changing the world”. “I need to
really start with myself, because I
really have a lot of my own issues, and
the whole problem with the human race
is that through good intentions, we
think we need to change others, and
control human nature, and the
environment. That’s what gets us in
trouble this whole notion of control,
and…I’m going down the same path.”
2. “The more people that were
involved, the greater the consequences,
and the more significant the feedback
loops.”

Experiencing suffering in
Croatia contributed to his
lens of social justice.
Contradictions at an early
age. Contemplating big ideas
at a young age.

Reexamining beliefs –
questioning.

Global experiences.
Self-reflection, serious
inquiry into self –
Shifted his reinforcing
pattern of seeing social
injustice everywhere.

Systemic perspective.
Emerging recognition that a
collaborative effort was
important.
Recognizing limitations.
Working with others –
community.
Collaboration.

Seeking purpose.
Inner conflict – “warring
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sections.”
3. Re: his decision to pursue a Ph.D.“to “really figure out what I wanted to
do with the rest of my life. I was trying
to do as much as I can, getting burnt
out, and it seemed like I can’t save the
universe by myself, and I just need to
step back to what – maybe work with
others who can, but also just as
selfishly, just try to understand what
it is I’m trying to do, so I took the
doctoral journey more as a reflection
exercise, a way to escape Croatia for a
few years, just to calm my mind, and
try to really figure out what I want to do
with the rest of my life, and to explore
these questions of what are the real
leverage points for impact, because
you can keep on running 100 miles an
hour, but we need to reach an
understanding on how it is we create
social change, and then within that,
what is my impact?”

Global perspective.
Systemic thinking.

4. The “huge choice point is going
down the academic route, just for the
sake of it…but what’s the real
purpose behind it? …What are being
called to do, or up to be? And that’s the
kind of conversation that I’ve been
having the last year.”
MD
Achiever

1. Leaving
corporate
world
2.
Feminist
partner
3. Setting
up social
enterprise/
working
with the
Aboriginal
communit
y.
4.
Retiremen
t

1. “I would like to think that the deeper
values are there; buried someplace, and
that I was pursuing the expectations of
society, of parents, of everything
around to do well, to be accomplished,
to go to business school, and that
maybe I closed my eyes to some of
those social values during…the path I
was on.”
1. The president of the corp. questioned
MD’s values…And [MD] said, well,
you have yours, and I have mine. Why
should my own personal values be the
same as the corporate values?”
1. MD experienced “a disconnect
between [his] core values and the path
[he] wanted to be on with values of the
corp. He left the corp. to “repair
damage” that he had been a part of.
According to MD, his leaving
illustrated his “forward looking nature”

A reawakening of core
values.

Shifting relationship to the
world – developmental shift.
Seeing
conflict/contradiction
between his principles and
his actions and
disconnect/contradiction
between organizational
values and his core values.
“Repair the damage”
Wanting more space to
explore new paradigms.
Realizing the existence of
multiple perspectives.
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and desire to “explore different
paradigms”.
2. “I started reading feminist literature,
and feminist books, and I was being
gently encouraged – not prodded, but
encouraged to look at certain things
differently. Once I started doing that, I
realized that was part of the
transformation process. I believe at
that time that – not just feminism…I
think that I was accepting of feminism
because it felt true to my core values
and philosophy on life.”

Reflection/inquiry/questionin
g.

Sense of purpose.

Contributing to the
community you live in.
Broader view of life.

3.These last ten years have probably the
most meaningful years of my work
career…transformative in that it’s
changed how I look at things.” MD
described his social enterprise as “a
sense of calling:” He was aware that he
was moving beyond the motivation “to
repair damage” and beginning to feel “a
sense of purpose”. This new work was
“all about contributing to the
community you live in… It changed
my life in how I felt about myself, my
role in the community, and my
relationship to others.
3. Working with Aboriginal
community, experienced “the idea of
being reborn” and “marking a change in
life experience” through various rituals
such as sweat lodges and pipe
ceremony.” Also how the Aboriginals
understood leadership – “a leader is
someone to look up to and follow.”
3. “Also a sense of obligation internal
to myself – felt I had a resp. to make
good on my promise of fulltime yearround employment…” “The other
factor is related to my deep sense of
equality and fairness for all.”
3. The focus of this work “was beyond
personal repair towards institutional
repair of serious inner city poverty
with all of its ugly consequences.”
4. “It’s one thing to assist others in
need but not healthy if it feels like an
obligation and burden.” “I also feel
that the burden was somewhat selfimposed as my way of making a

Reborn.
Possessed a singularity of
purpose, focus, and drive in
the service of values.
Results-oriented, providing
certainty to workers.
Sense of obligation that
began to feel like a burden –
a self-imposed burden.
Community connections.
Fairness and equality,
“giving back to society as
you go through life” –
values.
A sense of obligation –
responsibility.
Examining old way of
looking and operating in the
world.
Movement from personal
repair to institutional repair –
community.
Through obtaining distance
from the work and reflection,
perspective shifting is taking
place. Still in process….
Systemic thinking, shift in
relationship to time.
Independence to explore.
Doing for others.
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difference for those in need.

Experimenting.

4. It would make for a better world to
share the wealth and or benefits as you
go along rather than accumulating it
and then giving it away

A desire to make change in
new ways.
More reflection.

4. MD is someone who “only looks
forward.” “I’ve got a good ten years
left of my work life” and “would like to
branch out and do different things.”
“How can I make the best of it, and do
something that would have a really
positive impact?”
4. Now, “I don’t hide…it’s comforting
to be able to be yourself, and not have
to pretend that you’re something that
you’re not.”
DA
Achiever

1. Leaving
corporate
life.
2.Grandfat
her’s
funeral.
3. Praying
at the
temple and
moving to
Saskatche
wan
4.
Teaching
at
First
Nations
University
in
Saskatche
wan
5.
Creating
Indigenou
s Institute.

1. At Raytheon, “I kind of had that
competitive mindset. I really got
thrown into a big role and kind of let it
go to my head, but that’s why I say the
ego part of it was inflated. I thought,
wow, this is great and actually you can
make a lot of money. I was excited and
feeling motivated about that. And I kind
of lost my focus a little bit because
there were times when I work 70 hours
a week and you can only do that for so
long and that’s a nasty gig.”

Aware of ego.
Distinction between personal
values and corporate values –
shifting relationship to self.

Community. Wanting to
engage with something
larger.

1. He found a “bit of disillusionment
when he realized that the purpose of the
company was not really the triple
bottom line, it was more the single
bottomed line - the economic element
and that was a little bit frustrating.”
2.Funerals are “a real show of support
in a community.” “In the funeral
process, the family doesn’t have to say
anything, don’t have to do anything.
The community rallies around. They
take care of the arrangements and the
family basically just was comforted in
that time of grief so it was kind of nice
tradition.
2. At his grandfather’s funeral, “his
body was on the wagon and they took it
on a journey… The whole
caravan…went out and rode all over the
property, where he was born, as he
grew older, when he married and had

Obtaining larger perspective.

“Woke me up” to a larger
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his own family…”
2. “It was like a life journey - reenacting his life journey at the end of
his life’s journey. It was just a really
great moving experience.”
“That experience right there was one
thing that kind of woke me up a little
bit to the fact that there was
something bigger.”

perspective– life is a process
– larger context.
Seeks answers from God.

Conviction.
Commitment - a singularity
of purpose, focus and drive.
Community.

3.Went to the Temple to pray with his
wife – “It was a really powerful
message that I got… over and over, the
same overriding message to go to
Canada”. Everyone “thought I was
crazy.”
4. DA knew he “needed to go to Canada
and get involved in helping and
making a difference for Indian
people.”
4.“Spent 10 wonderful years in
Canada…there is a different mindset in
Canada - a different appreciation for
quality of life…more of a balance
between home life and work life - take
time with their families.” This
environment gave DA a “chance to
really reflect about what he is doing in
his career” and he realized that he was
becoming a workaholic. Now, looking
back, he understands that his
“workaholism would have destroyed
[his] family”…and that “it was a
blessing to make that transition to
Canada.”

Importance of family and
community.
Shift in perspective...life is
more than work. Seeking
balance.

Passion
Making a difference in
communities.

Recognizing the value of
collaborative process.

5.“Could see the difference that it could
make in people’s lives…Saw the power
of education to change lives in Native
communities.”
6.”Began as a concept in my
mind…Indians have been stuck in a
state of dependency…need to create
opportunities for themselves. We need a
different paradigm and we’re really
starting to shake things up.”
AW
Individua
list

1.
Experienc
es with
sexist

1.“I was doing something I’d never
done before, which was stand up to an
authority figure, to a teacher.” “It was
an injustice; it has to be corrected.”

Early experience standing
up to authority.
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teachers in
junior high
– and
father’s
divorce/aff
air (16
yrs).
2.
Holocaust
movie –
14-15 yrs.
3.
Volunteeri
ng in
Jamaica.
4. Visiting
a lowlevel
radioactiv
e waste
facility.
5.
Decision
to leave
academia

1. “It felt like an incredible thing to do
with an adult, which I’d never really
ever done before – to state my sense
of feeling the innate unfairness in the
way he way he was behaving, and
actually telling him so to his face. …It
was one of those early experiences of
sort of coming up to the power and
saying, ‘You know what? What
you’re doing just isn’t right. And I’m
going to claim that, and I’m going to
say something about that, and I’m
going to ask you to reconsider.”
1. “Telling the teacher off is such a
strong memory, it seems like this was
a turning point for me, and that’s why
I remember it, where I was doing
something I’d never done before,
which was stand up to an authority
figure, to a teacher. I grew up in a
German household, where it was all
about respecting authority, and not
talking back, and … I really felt like it
was an injustice; it has to be
corrected, and I’m here, and I have to
do it, like it was a moment.”
1. “I did learn from my mother, a nonJewish German, who grew up in Nazi
Germany, to be “cautious about
patriotism, to question the
government and not blindly follow the
words of leaders.”
1. Realized “these grown-ups aren’t
really all what they’re cracked up to
be.” “I had a “sense of indignation and
wanting to prove myself –that I could
make it in a man’s world.”
1. I’m not going to be dependent on
these guys, because who knows how
that’s going to turn out.” “There were
all sorts of stuff going on in my head
around that - how could this man who is
supposed to be religious be doing this?”
2. AW remembered, “Being just a little
blindsided, actually.” “It really struck
me, and from then on there was a sense
in me about severe injustices, and
wrongs, and wanting to be part of a
process or a movement, or have my

Contradictions/paradox.

Shift in perspective –
awakening to injustices in
world – truth telling.

To contribute to other
people’s lives –
responsibility.

Social justice – making a
contribution.

Global perspective.
Experiencing injustices of
poverty and policies.
Conviction/determination.
Help the world.
Global experience.
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life be about correcting those wrongs,
or preventing them, making sure that
something like that couldn’t happen, or
wouldn’t happen again, at least that I
wouldn’t be part of it in any way.”
3. “I had not seen poverty or been
exposed to it. I was going…to do
something about it. In particular, I was
struck by the fact that Jamaica was
actually very fertile - a physically rich
geography and the people are starving
because the food was being exported.
And so that struck me, and I ended up
going into a master’s program in
agricultural economics, thinking I’d do
the master’s and then go back out into
the world and do something with it, and
help alleviate poverty.”

Contributing/heart.
Crisis point – shift in
perspective. Choice point.
Letting go of one identity –
uncertain what was next.
Suffering of a community.

4.“This community had very few
resources and very little power and
were desperate for advocacy and
support - something real that would
help them fight against having this lowlevel radioactive waste placed
there…frustrated because what I would
be writing about wasn’t going to help
them much.”
5.Concerned about the lack of focus on
solutions and that I was just talking
about the problems …it was a bit
debilitating…this isn’t doing anything.
We’re not creating anything that
seemed really meaningful.”
5. Realized that “it really wasn’t [her]
calling to be writing about what other
people were doing… about other
people’s lives without actually
contributing to them…my heart just
wasn’t in it.”
SW
Individua
list

1.Identity
as a Jew
2.Civil
Rights
events of
the 1960s
3.First
civil rights
case in
AG’s
office and

1. “Maybe there’s been an ethnic group
that’s been targeted for as many years
[as the Jews]…but Jews certainly are
high up on that list, and Jews have the
advantage of having for the most part,
made it economically and
educationally, and for me if there’s any
group that should be standing up for
other people it’s Jews.
2.”Watching the civil rights movement

Socialized to Jewish identity.
Sense of obligation.
Seeing through the lens of
Jewish identity – “feeling
that that was part of what you
did”.
“I should go down South”.
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his
personal
experience
.
4.
Creating
Center.

unfold” as a Southern white sheriff
turned water hoses on men, women, and
some kids. I remember “feeling a really
strong sense that if I was old enough I
should go down, and I’m terrified
because suddenly I remember hearing
about the three civil rights workers, one
of whom was a Jewish guy from New
York…and just feeling that that was
part of what you did, and also
knowing that it was terrifying.”
2.Although, “motivated by stories of the
civil rights movement as a young
person, they didn’t feel like they were
my stories.” “So the outrage that I felt
was at a greater distance. I think of
hearing about the Birmingham Church
bombing and the four little girls, and it
had a big impact on me, but I don’t
think that I was at that point, when I
was whatever, maybe 11 or 12, was
able to think about it, to put myself into
the place of those parents. It just felt
awful, very scary, very – and obviously,
that’s the worst injustice, and…I think
there was a distance between me and
those stories…”
3. The civil rights work did not become
a passion overnight…but it came
pretty quickly through the stories of
people involved in hate crimes,
primarily the victims, and how the
stories intertwined with my story.”
Two weeks after SW was asked to set
up the Civil Rights Unit, someone
“scrolled anti-Semitic words on our
fence, and so I went through the
process of being a victim, which
ultimately was…extraordinarily
helpful to me.”
3.The stories are just compelling, and I
think one of the things that are most
striking to me is the ability of some
victims to just act with this tremendous
sense of…grace…and dignity and a
willingness to act in ways that none of
us will ever know if we could act that
way until a crisis occurred.”
4. “I physically carry the stories, which
is interesting…for practical
purposes…But I also…carry them
because they’re a motivator for me…in
a metaphorical way, and in a better way

e
Contributing.

Fear.
Injustices.
Motivated by civil rights
movement.
Insights into his self.
Distance from the experience
as a young person. Sense of
obligation.
Stories.
Storytelling.
Listening to and telling
others’ stories bridge to
empathy – closing the
distance between others
and us.
Movement away from
analysis into feelings.
Context and feelings
become important.
Direct experience.
A sense of a larger world –
socio-political event.
Global.
Empathy - being able to
place one’s self within the
stories.
Shifting relationship to self.
Expanding perspective
Lifting the burden of others –
obligation,
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SW
Individua
list

1.Identity
as a Jew
2.Civil
Rights
events of
the 1960s
3.First
civil rights
case in
AG’s
office and
his
personal
experience
.
4.
Creating
Center.

that almost ceases to be a metaphor for
me - I feel that by carrying their story
I’m lifting some of the burden off of
their back, which I know is literally not
true, but it’s so, – those stories are
literally with me, wherever I go.”
Expanded sense of time.
4. “These peoples’ stories have become
part of my story. So, my life as a civil
rights advocate is intertwined with
[these] stories in a way that has
increased dramatically over the years…

Observing his participation in
the story telling.

4.“When I tell my stories it is to
motivate people so that others can know
other’s stories of life.”

Mutuality

4.This work has…changed me in
ways that I think are good… put me
far more in touch with my feelings
and my empathy, as opposed
to…analysis. I think I spent a lot of
years – I don’t know if I’d use the
word ‘masquerading,’ but being able
to lie in a way that I don’t have any
interest in doing anymore.
4. I live in my work life a life that is
dominated by emotions, rather than
by facts and analysis…that doesn’t
mean we don’t analyze things and
don’t use facts, but we’re constantly
dealing with other people’s trauma
that can become our own trauma…I
haven’t found out a good way to do
it, but I think this work has allowed
me to bring out the parts in me that I
think were suppressed in some way,
which is – maybe goes back to your
question about was I deeply impacted
by stories? I certainly was, but not in
the way that as a younger person as I
am now.
“As emotional as these stories are for
me, I know that I’ve got to be able to
keep some distance when I tell the
story, for two reasons: One is I don’t
think I would last, and the other is I
think it ceases to be effective…I’ve
trained with people who can’t get
…it’s having that balance between the
emotion for you, the emotion for
people who are listening, but also
making sure that your own personal
emotion doesn’t become the story.”

Recognizing one can never
be totally detached and
objective.
Feelings
Empathy
Interconnectedness – their
stories are part of my story
Shift in relationship to time –
current situations considered
within a longer historical
context.
Cultivate empathy.
Passionate.
Power of commitment.
Reevaluating approach.
Engaging multiple systems.
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4. “I now am finding an increasing
interest in broadening out beyond the
kind of work that we’ve traditionally
done….”
CG
Late
Achiever

1. Father
2.Lessons
learned
through
involveme
nt in high
school and
college
3.Democra
tic
Conventio
n

1. My father let us know very early on a
couple of things: One, that he had a lot
of girls, and only one son, and that as a
result of that, we were going to have to
deal with that gender issue, and that we
were Mexican, that we had a name that
was going to cause difficulty, and we
had to be prepared for those kind of
things, but also that we had an
obligation.”

Father’s influence.
Obligation to make things
better, to take care of people,
witness right and wrong.
Fairness.

1. “He was a man before his time…a
good role model…leader in the
community….my father said it is
important get an education…important
you take care of people…and you
witness right and wrong…”.
1. GC’s father used to always say,
“You need to play by their rules, and
then you can beat them at it. But if
you play with different rules, then
you’re never even in the game.”
2. We started an organization, and
basically, it was an organization to
include Hispanic students who had been
left out of other activities, and the club
became so popular, and so big, that we
were asked to cease and desist.”

Obligation.

2. “I was alone…I left home to go to
school.”
“I had to make decisions on my own. I
didn’t feel that there were others…that I
could talk to about what I was dealing
with…” receive calls - ‘Come home;
come home, we need you.”

Sense of fairness.

2. In college, several incidents where “I
was able to correct situations that were
“not fair.”

Suffering of others.

3. When George Wallace was shot,
CG recalled, upon hearing the news,
that she was “glad and happy.” “I
even thought, if he dies, too bad, too
sad.” A year later, Wallace’s family
sat behind her at the convention to

Empathy

Self-inquiry.
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hear Wallace’s speech. “I saw this
incredible anguish on the faces of
Wallace’s family.”
3. You could tell… that they loved
this man; they loved this guy named
George Wallace, that he was their
father; there were kids there,
grandfather, husband, and that they
were very concerned that either
somebody else was going to shoot
him, or he was going to fall off the
podium.”
3. I immediately started thinking,
what gives me the right to celebrate
misfortune?” What kind of person am
I that I would celebrate? This was a
significant emotional event for me…I
felt really embarrassed about the
response that I had when I heard that
Wallace had been shot.
3. “I remember thinking that I needed to
stay involved, and that I needed to
learn more about other
perspectives…. to really try to walk
in someone else’s shoes, empathize
with his family…You can’t just try to
understand on an intellectual
level…have to understand it really in a
deeper level. And I remember wanting
to know, ‘Why is it that people really
and truly believe what they do?’ I want
to know where. “

Involvement. Walk in other
people’s shoes. Understand
others beyond an intellectual
level.
Curiosity.
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